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PRODUCTION IN 

OFFICIAL BILLING 

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. 

& The Vitaphone Corp. 25% 

present 

‘““CAPTURED”’ 100% 

with 

Leshe Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas 75% 

Margaret Lindsay 15% 

Directed by Roy Del Ruth 20% 

A Warner Bros. & Vitaphone Picture 40% 
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THE STORY 

A group of captured officers of 

the Allied forces are herded in a 

German prison camp where a brutal 

Commandant heaps on them all the 

eruelties he can. In a revolt several 

men are killed and the commandant 
shot by his own orderly. 

The Adjutant confines the men in 

a dungeon where they experience un- 

told horrors until Ehrlich, a graduate 
of Oxford, is appointed new Com- 

mandant. He confers with Capt. Alli- 

son, an English prisoner, and agrees 
to give the men the freedom of the 

barracks on Allison’s promise that 

they will not try to escape. 

Allison is very much in love with 

his young wife, Monica, whom he had 
met and married just six days be- 

fore he was sent to the front, but 

is puzzled and hurt because she 

writes him so infrequently. In her 
last letter she had spoken of a mu- 

tual friend, Lieut. Digby of the 
Royal Flying Corps, having been re- 

ported missing shortly after leaving 
her in London. 

Digby finally turns up at the pris- 

on camp and Allison is overjoyed to 

meet an old friend, and asks for news 

of his wife. Digby is evasive and 
very cool. He tells Allison he is going 
to steal an airplane and escape. Alli- 

son tries to dissuade him, as it would 

mean that the others would be con- 

fined again in the dungeon. Digby, 

declaring it is every man for him- 

self, obtains a German overcoat that 
night, flees and drops his own coat 

in his flight. He is successful in steal- 

ing a plane and gets back to the 

English lines where he is given leave 

to go to London. He goes straight to 

Monica. 

Just at the time of his flight, how- 

ever, Elsa a pretty German girl, is 

found murdered in the camp. Digby’s 

coat is near the body, and in it is a 

letter which proves to bc a love mis- 

sive form Monica. Ehrlich demands 

that Allison sign a document asking 

for Digby’s return to the camp to be 

tried for murder. At first Allison 

refused, but when he sees the letter 

from his wife, he signs. 

Digby is sent back, tried, convicted 

and sentenced to be shot. He passion- 

ately denounces Allison for conspir- 

ing to have him executed. The night 

before Digby is to be shot a crazed 
Russian soldier leaves a note for Al- 

lison, stating that he had killed the 

girl. Allison torn by hatred, does not 

turn in the note until he sees his old 
time friend led out and blindfolded. 

Then he can stand it no longer. He 

turns the note over to Ehrlich and 

Digby is freed. 

Allison finally becomes convinced 

that Digby has told the truth in stat- 

ing that Monica loves him and not 

her husband. He resolves on the su- 

preme sacrifice and plans a general 

escape for all the men, except him- 

self. The prisoners overpower the 

guards and steal enough planes to 

carry them across the lines. Allison, 

a trusted prisoner, goes to the watch 

tower, overpowers the watch and 

covers the escape with machine gun 

fire. A bomb is hurled into the tower 

when the Germans find that the 

machine guns are turned on their 

own men and Allison is killed. 

Digby takes command of _ the 

planes, and as they pass over the 

prison camp, he orders the fleet to 
dip in salute to the dying Allison. 

CREDITS 

Divecien: 09.5 oi tes pa Retainer pete: Roy Del Ruth 

Based on novel ‘‘ Fellow Prisoners’? by ............... Sir Philip Gibbs 
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FORMATION | 
LESLIE HOWARD 

Born in London, Leslie Howard was brought up to be a bank 
clerk. His parents were non-professionals and lived in the suburbs of 
London. He attended a private school and went 

to Dulwich College to learn all about banking. 
When the war came, Leslie enlisted and fought 

throughout its duration. Banking and clerking 

was too prosaic after his experience in France, 

so he donned mufti and turned to the stage. 
Among the successful stage plays, Mr. Howard 

has starred in are ‘‘Berkeley Square,’’ ‘‘Out- 

ward Bound,’’ ‘‘Her Cardboard Lover,’’ ‘‘Mr. 

Pim Passes By’’ and ‘‘The Green Hat.’’ 
On the screen he has been seen in “Out- 

ward Bound,” “A Free Soul,” “Smilin’ Trrough,” cael a 
“Devotion,” “The Animal Kingdom,” “Secrets,” he A te 
“Reserved For Ladies,’ “Five and Ten,’ “Never The Twain Shall 
Meet” and “Service For Ladies,” this one being made in England. 
He is now appearing in “Captured!” for Warner Bros. 

MARGARET LINDSAY 
Margaret Lindsay, who has the leading feminine role in the all 

star cast of ‘‘Captured!’’ was born in Dubuque, Iowa, her real name 

being Margaret Kies. She was educated in the 

National Park Seminary in Washington, D. C. 

and in the National Academy of Dramatic Art. 

She began with small parts on the stage and 

worked up to leading roles, playing also in stock 

and repertoire. Her biggest stage hit was in 

‘“Death Takes A Holiday.’’? Recently she entered 

pictures and made a striking success in her role 

in ‘‘Cavaleade.’’ Other pictures in which she has 

appeared include ‘‘ Private Detective 62,’’ ‘‘ Baby 

Face,’’ ‘‘Voltaire,’’ ‘‘All American,’’ ‘‘Okay Out No. 32 

America,’’ ‘‘Once In a Lifetime,’’ ‘‘The Fourth OCvt15e Mat 5e 
Horseman’? and ‘‘ West of Singapore.’’ 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., a member of the all star cast of the 

Warner Bros. picture, ‘‘Captured!’’ was born in New York City, 

educated there and in Paris, London, Pasadena and WEA _— 

Sz 

Los Angeles. 

He first became interested in motion pictures 

through watching his father perform. His first 

movie work consisted of writing sub-titles for a 

number of Doug. Sr’s. silent pictures. He started 

as an extra and rose rapidly to stardom. 
Since becoming a Warner Bros.-First Nation- 

al player, his popularity has increased by such 

productions as ‘‘The Narrow Corner,’’ ‘‘ Love —— 

Is a Racket,’’ ‘‘It’s Tough To Be Famous,’’ Out No.7 

‘‘Union Depot,’’ ‘‘Searlet Dawn,’’ ‘‘ Parachute Out 15¢ Mat de 

Jumper’’ and ‘‘The Life of Jimmy Dolan.’’ 

=) 
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i 
\ 

PAUL LUKAS 
Paul Lukas, a member of the all star cast of the Warner Bros. 

picture ‘‘Captured!’’ was born on a railroad train as it was pulling 

into the Hungarian capital, Budapest. He was , 

educated in Hungary and there began his theatri- WEA 

cal career, directing various school entertainments. (Wu WE 

His career was temporarily halted when the 

war broke out and Lukas enrolled in the Hun- 

garian air corps. At the end of the war, he gave 

up his commission to enroll in the Actor’s Acad- 

emy at Budapest where he studied for two years, 

later making his debut on the stage in the title 

role of Molnar’s ‘‘Lilliom.’’ 
While appearing in a Moliere play, he was 

seen by Max Reinhardt who invited him to ap- 
pear as guest artist in Berlin and Vienna. It was in 
Berlin that he undertook his first screen role. Shortly after his return 

to Budapest, he was seen in a play by an American film producer who 

induced him to come to the United States. Since then he has appeared 

in a number of films, among them “Women Love Once,” “Vice Squad,” 
“City Streets,” “Unfaithful” and “Grand Slam.” 

Cut No. 6 

Cut 15c Matic 

LESLIE HOWARD and MARGARET LINDSAY are the striking new 
couple who have dwarfed all other screen lovers. They are appearing 
together in “‘Captured,”” Warner Bros.’ latest smash, at The Strand. 
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Every Nation in World War'| 

Represented in *‘Captured ”’ 

Warner Bros. Used Real Veterans For German 

Prison Camp Scenes in Leslie Howard Hit 

“WN VERY nation in the world that contributed soldiers to the 

armies of the Allies in the war of 1914-18 are represented 

among the 100 or more rain-soaked, mud-spattered prisoners 

and guards who comprise the population of the bleak German 

prison camp, in which the scenes are laid for the Warner Bros. | 

stupendous photoplay ‘‘ Captured 1’? which comes to the 

Theatre on 
_ Ineidentally, it is a proof of the cosmopolitan character of 

Hollywood’s motion picture residents that ex-soldiers of each 

nation on the Allied side of the war 

~ responded to the call from the War- 

ner casting office in greater numbers 

than could be used. 

Everyone of the prison camp 

guards is a bona fide German. Abili 

ty to speak German was one of the 

qualifications that Director Roy Del 

wise fitted for his role by his German 

descent and background. 

Leslie Howard at Home 

ing role of the English Officer Alli- 

son, is as completely an Englishman 

GERMAN OFFICER | 

PAUL LUKAS, likeable star, plays 

ADVANCE FEATURES 
Doug. Jr. Has Trained For 

Sereen Since His Boyhood 

son of the firm’s head, when he is ready to go to work, should 
I put on overalls and learn Dad’s business from the bottom up 
to the top. It really happens, even if in many cases, the journey 
is a routine affair compressed into a few months or a couple of 
years, before Junior arrives at a mahogany desk in an office ad- 
joining Senior’s. 

Measured by such a standard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., should 
have a better and more diversified background, based upon first- 
hand experience, than any player of stellar magnitude in motion 
pictures. 

As a matter of fact, that is just 

what Doug. has. This rising young 

actor, who is rounding out another 

successful year in his career by play- 

ing one of the principal roles in 

Warner Bros.’ production, ‘‘Cap- 

tured!’’ which opens at the 
THeEAtRG= OMe he ee 5 

is at home in many branches of the 

business where his fellow-players 

would be quite at sea. 

The son of a star—though at his 

T’S tradition, in many lines of American business, that the 

While pictures were still silent, he 

practiced the now obsolete art of 

writing titles. He titled two of the 

elder Doug’s successes, ‘‘The Black 

Pirate’? and ‘‘The Gaucho.’’ His 

pen and brush were both busy in the 

allied arts of writing and painting. 

And between engagements in pictures 

— which were still spasmodic and ir 

regular—he demonstrated his ability 

as an actor in numerous stage plays. 

Doug’s concentration upon master- 

=, insisted ates at the Sree as the officer he is called upon to the role of cone of ee camee birth his father’s motion picture ins the technique > ‘ — aroused 

of the actors to appear as camp play. He had attained an enviable | Prison camp in aptured,” which | ..,cer was still in the unguessed in him a new ambition—to ecome a 

guards. reputation in tua. matte eaten will be — See pe ee atl pe tur e—young Doug. began breathing playwrite. Especially a screen play- 

Eo ; ee : : thes eee Sees : i is : 7 

Since an unusual amount of the| stage before coming to America, 15 the atmosphere of a motion picture write, though he is at home equall; 

dialogue spoken by various important 

actors in the story is in German— 

‘this being especially true in the case 

of the officers in charge of the camp 

—~it was necessary to choose artists 

years ago, and rising rapidly, during 

the few following years, to the posi- 

tion of Broadway’s most popular 

leading man. His success in motion 

pictures has been as brilliant as his 

Cut No. 16 

There is only one outstanding ex- 

ception to the otherwise prevailing 

Cut 15¢ Mat 5c in the studio and the theatre. 

“Already he has one story to his 

credit — ‘‘Searlet Dawn’’— and he 

confesses that he would probably 

have brought several others to com- 

studio as a boy. And a very young 

boy at that. 

Now and then, around the studio, 

the simple, direct-thinking child’s 

mind would suggest something that 
rule followed in casting ‘‘ Captured! ’’ 

Douglas Fairbanks, who spoke German fluently. earlier triumphs on the stage. 

Three of the best-known and ablest 

actors of Hollywood’s foreign colony 

fitted perfectly into three of the im- 

Among the lesser parts and ‘‘ bits’’ 

in the cast of the picture, such names 

as Bleiter, Harry Cording, Hol-| story, and in love with the same girl. 
Doug. was duly rewarded with a 

laender and Erlhoff are indications of 

the care with which even the minor 

roles in ‘‘Captured!’’ have been cast. 

Real Erenchmen wear the gray- 

blue uniform of the poilu prisoners 

in the muddy stockade. Authentic 

Australians with their jaunty hats 

that look strangely unwarlike play 

the parts of the ‘‘ Aussie’’ prisoners. 

Genuine Cockneys were selected for 

the ‘‘Tommies’’ who help to make 

_the motley p of prisone! 

the throng, played by. loyal devotees. 
of Mussolini. The American prison- 
ers of war, needless to say, are native 

actors. And real Russians are cast 
for the Museovite captives of the 

Kaiser’s war machine. 

E portant roles, 

Paul Lukas, who has the important 

J Commandant Ehrlich, though 

3 unga h, speaks Ger- 

man as fluently as he does his native 
tongue. Frank Reicher, as the ad. 
jutant of the prison camp, was born 

Germany and is a son of the cele- 
fed Emanuel Reicher, whose fame 

a@actor was equally great on both 
seies of the Atlantic. 

1 Mr. Reicher 

his early 

to 

are laid 

is a dis- 
One 0] 

Bite ” Nd 

im is own right, having been identi- 
fied with the American theatre for 

More than 25 years. Robert Barrat, 

as the camp commandant who is killed 

Leslie Howard, who has the lead- 

‘during the prisoners’ mutiny, is like- 

work of 

east 

Executives’ Lunch Stolen 
_ For Scene in “‘Captured”’ 

Yet even 

congruous as it might first appear. 

check. He got more kick out of those 

first rewards that the early silent 

pictures dropped in his lap than from 

this exception is not in- 

Jr., though an | more sophisticated adults had en- pletion if it were not for sage dele 

American, plays the British role of tirely overlooked. Whenever such wheluing. street 3 cae = ie 

Digby, schoolmate of Allison in the | ¥ssestions. were aecepted, “young that makes even his favorite pursuits 
a drudgery. 

Warner Bros. bought and produced 

‘<Searlet Dawn’’*with Douglas as its 

hero and Nancy Carroll as the little 
Young Doug. spent so many years of 

school 

France, that he plays the role of an 

Eton and Oxford man as easily as 

though an English born subject. 

‘¢Captured!’’ a thrilling dramatic 

picture, most of the scenes of which 

is_ based 

‘and novelist. 

Other important members of the 
include 

Phillip Faversham, 

and Arthur 

chef was horrified at the mere idea | 

of appropriating his pet roast for 

a picture. 

Russian heroine. 

Those who know Doug. best, how- 

ever, insist that his laziness is happi 

ly offset by equally marked spurts of 

energy and activity. They confidently 

expect him to complete more than one 

of his half-finished stories during 

any money he has earned since. 
The requirements of education 

carried him far afield from Holly- 

wood for several years—New York, 

London and then Paris. To the 

usual ingredients of a school curri- 

culum he added painting and seulp- 

ture while he was abroad. 

Being a Fairbanks, acting was in- 

dicated as his natural metier when 

life abroad, where he went 

both in England and 

such periods and make an equally 

brilliant name for himself as actor 

and author. : “3 

in a German prison camp, 

on a novel by Sir Philip 

|-known war correspondent 
‘The sereen play is the |. 

Edward Chodoroy. 

Margaret Lindsay, | 
Reginald Pasch 

Hohl. | 

=} it Was Treason 

=| Sos ee 

oY It was treason! It was sacrilege! 
ee * e e e e 

Movie Officials Now Have Fair Idea of What Gen. | i was simply impossible and -un- 

Sherman Meant by His Famous Remark eee 
Nothing daunted, the production 

= staff pointed out to him the necessity 

& ‘9 the heyday of the theatre, the slogan was, ‘‘the show must] ° the moment—the necessity that 

a go on.’’ In the modern motion picture studio—especially in oe. oe ee oe 

these days of fast production schedules—the rule is, ‘‘the pic- ese peeeeree eee eee 
ee: oo on.” hours’ delay in the making of a 

8 Det : picture—delay that would cost hun- 

So inexorable is the rule that even production executives | dreds of dollars. 

have to stand aside and sacrifice themselves. Production has the 1-44 while the kitehen tyrant 

right of way and the needs of a picture are at all times para-| raged and fumed and called down = 

mount. _ every imaginable curse upon the 

That particular rule cost the War-/ to a sumptuous meal in the com- heads of the vandals, the executive 

ner a ence pra e the| mandant’s headquarters. roast beef was carried off to make 
“e . = . 7 u s 

piece de resistance” of their noon- : : ; ; : : ; 

day meal one day during the making | For the repast, a suckling pig had|a@ German holiday. And the dinner 

of “Captured!” been ordered cooked in the kitchen| of the Teuton commandant was | 

feet | the big drama of the commissary, as an appropriate photographed and recorded accord- 
i eta: Garnian meal for the commander of the pris- ing to schedule. 

| war prison ob camp, who was supposed to be i S 
camps, which a gourmet, ‘ = n hour later the Warner execu- 

opens at the . Came eleven o’elock. The property | tives heard the fate of their roast 

— . SS ieee Thea-| man hurried over to the kitchen to] beef with equanimity, laughed about a 

Bae pe aoe oe asa how as suckling pig was getting | it and proceeded to dine philosophi- DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. 

e dish in| along. 4 moment later he appeared cally on frankfurters and sauerkraut Cut No.11 Cut 30e Mat 10¢ 

question was a|in consternation. Something had : i : ; ; : 

‘ delicious joint; gone wrong somewhere along the as a substitute, but not until Jack | he returned to Hollywood. The illus- In ‘‘Captured!’’ which was di 

of roast beef,| line. The pig hadn’t arrived from Warner had remarked, “Sherman was | trious name he bore might have| rected by Roy Del Ruth, and which 

cooked to order| the butcher, — right about war.” strewn his path with roses, or opened ; Warner Bros. regard as one of their 

for studio offi- Z ; = : : favored short cuts to success if he! greatest pictures, Doug. shares the 

zs cials who fore- A council of war ensued on the Leslie Howard and Douglas Fair-| had so desired. That was precisely | leading honors with Leslie Howard in 

PAUL LUKAS gather in the set, followed by a foraging expedi- banks, Jr. have the principal roles | what young Douglas did not want. If | this powerful and thrilling drama of 

oe studio’s private | tion to the studio kitchens. A quick |! “Captured!” which is taken from|he was going to make a namo for/the war prison, camps in Germany, 

; Geter, Mat be dining room. inspection of the dishes prepared Sir Philip Gibbs’ celebrated novel, | himself, it would be his own doing. | based upon Sir Philip Gibbs’ novel, 

q : for the. dasa Incl: h aoe “Fellow Prisoners.” Other import-| So he entered the ranks of the extra | ‘‘ Fellow Prisoners.’’ 

ib On stage No. 1, at eleven-thirty e day's luncheon showed only} ant members of the cast are Mar-| players and took everything that Margaret Lindsay, the ravishing 

#e : that morning, Robert Barrat, as| one that would make a suitable sub-| garet Lindsay, Paul Lukas, Arthur | came his way. beauty of ‘‘Cavaleade’’ fame Paul 

a commandant of the prison camp, | stitute. Hohl, Robert Barrat, Philip Faver-| His absorption in becoming a suc-| Lukas, Arthur Hohl, Robert Barrat, 

a} Frank Reicher in the role of his : sham and Frank Reicher. Roy Del| cessful actor did not, however, pre-| John Bleifer, Philip Faversham and 

_ adjutant, and several other German That was oe eae beef intended | Ruth directed the picture from the| vent him from making excursions in-| Frank Reicher are important mem- 

for the executive dining room. The| screen play by Edward Chodorov. to other phases of picture-making. | bers of the supporting cast. 
erm scheduled to sit down 
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Note to Exhibitor:—Plant 
this stery about four days 
before you release your 
first advance story. 

Strand Promises 
Film To Startle 
Toledo FansSoon 

The Strand is about to startle the 

town with a picture the theme of 

which is so daring that even the 
management awaits its reception 
with bated breath. Not much in- 

formation is available at headquar- 
ters, for, apparently, the Strand pre- 
fers to burst its bomb at the pre- 
miere of the unusual film which will 

reach the Strand in the very near 

future. 
Its title is “Captured,” and what- 

ever the mysterious dynamite of the 
story may be, it is assured of fine 
presentation by the exceptional cast. 
It seems certain that “Captured” 
provides its best roles for male play- 
ers, for in the masculine lineup are 
Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

— Jr., and Paul Lukas, among others 

almost equally popular. 
Information from Hollywood indi- 

cates that the locale in this Warner 
Bros. picture is a war-time prison 
camp. But the intimation is that 
this is merely the background for 
the TNT drama contained in the 
yarn. The most important of the 
feminine parts, perhaps the only girl 
in the film, is Margaret. Lindsey, 
late of “Cavalcade.” It seems that 
“Captured” will bear watching for. 

your 2nd story 

‘Captured!’ Presents 
A Most Unusual Love 
Tale in Stark Drama 

The heroes of the prison camps 

during the world war—the men 

whose daring and courage has gone, 

for the most part, unhonored and 

unsung while the more spectaculs! 
achievements of their comrades Still 
in the trenches have been chronicled 
—these ‘‘fergotten men’’ of the in- 
scrnational conflict come into their 

own in the Warner Bros.’ produc- 

tion, ‘‘Captured!’’ which will be 

shown at the Theatre 

NOM ss. waa , with three great 

stars featured. 
No Victoria Crosses, Congressional 

Medals or Croix de Guerre were 

awarded the officers and men who 

distinguished themselves in the pris- 

on camps under conditions, often 

more trying and helpless than any 

to be found in the fighting sections 

of the western front. 

Sir Philip Gibbs, famous British 

war correspondent and probably the 

most brilliant of all the newspaper 

representatives who followed the ti- 

tanic struggle during the four years 

of its continuance, was one of the 

few writers to memorialize, with his 

pen, the prisoners of war. His novel, 

‘“Fellow  Prisoners,’’ is almost 

unique in its vivid delineation of the 

trials and sufferings endured by the 

inmates of prison camps, and it is 

the Gibbs story that has been drama- 

tized with all the resources of a 

modern motion picture studio, in 

‘“Captured! ’’ 
Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

Jr. and Paul Lukas share the lead- 

ing honors in the story, the first two 

as two British army officers who 

have not seen each other since the 

days of their university friendship 

until they meet, as prisoners of war, 

in the bleak German prison camp 

behind the Hindenburg Line. 

The love of these two men, com- 

rades in both war and peace, for the 

same English girl, who is the wife 

of one though she is in love with the 

other, percipitates a crisis in the 

lives and fortunes of the hundreds of 

prisoners herded into the camp. This 

love triangle results in the most 

amazing, yet thoroughly credible 

series of events ever snown on the 

screen. It makes powerful drama, 

which, while laid in the main in a 

Page Four 

BARBED WIRE 

LESLIE HOWARD, PAUL LUKAS, and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., 
the sensational new drama, “Captured,”’ which comes to the Strand 

your 3rd story your 4th story 
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Leslie Howard Felt|Leslie Howard Heads 
Right At Home When|Cast of Six Famous 
He Made ‘Captured!’|Stars in ‘Captured!’ 

When Leslie Howard arrived at the 

Warner Bros. studio in North Holly- 

wood to start work on ‘‘Captured!’’ 
which ‘opens “at “the. er Ses 

WD NOR ULC ROM cates meena aes sess , he im- 

mediately found himself surrounded 

with old friends. Yet he never be- 

fore had set foot on that lot. 
Howard’s first motion picture, 

mo@g two years ago, was a Warner 

Bros. production, filmed at the com- 

pany’s studio on Sunset Boulevard in 

Hollywood. His first picture com- 

pleted, Howard went back to Broad- 

way, and-in the course of time, the 

Warner studio merged with First 

National and moved to North Holly- 

wood. When the star returned to pic- 

tures for good, his activities took 

him to nearly every studio in Holly- 

wood, but it was not until he was 

signed for the lead in the powerful 

love drama, ‘‘Captured!’’ that he 

returned to the banner that had first 

welcomed him to filmdom. = 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who was 

featured with Howard in ‘‘Outward 

Bound,’’ is with him again in the 

present picture. The assistant direct- 

or and the still man are also the same 

who worked with Howard in ‘‘Out- 

ward Bound.’’ _ 
To add still further to the coinci- 

dence, the opening scenes of ‘‘Cap- 

tured!’’ take place in a dense fog. 

while all of ‘‘Outward Bound’’ was 

shot in a thick and eerie haze caused 

by gallons of a pungent-scented pe- 

troleum oil shot as a heavy vapor 

through a spray gun. When Howard 

first sniffed that odor, he says, he 

immediaely felt right at home. 

Others in the cast inelude Paul 

Lukas Arthur Hohl, Robert Barrat, 

Philip Faversham and Margaret 

Lindsay. Roy Del Ruth directed the 

screen play, which is based on the 

novel by Sir Philip Gibbs. 

German prison camp, is not a war 

story, but a tale of heroic sacrifice 

for the sake of love. 
An exceptional cast is assembled 

around Leslie Howard, young Fair- 

banks and Paul Lukas for the inter- 

pretation of ‘‘Captured!’’ Margaret 

Lindsay as the girl Monica, Frank 
Reicher as the German adjutant, and 

Arthur Hohl, Philip Faversham, Rob- 

ert Barret, William LeMaire and J. 

Carroll Naish in equally important 

parts, lend brilliant support to the 

principals. 

Roy Del Ruth directed. 

Jove triangle in a 

An unusually large list of distin- 

guished players make up the cast of 

Warner Bros.’ dynamic story of a 

German prison 

camp, ‘‘Captured!’’ which opens at 

fies os ore A NeaAthe Ons, «ce 

There are six players who have 

ranked as stars on stage or screen 

and sixteen players in the more im- 
portant roles. Besides these there are 

a number of strong minor roles with 
more than 150 players in the parts 

of prisoners in the detention camp. 

The list of stars include such play- 

ers as Leslie Howard, Douglas Fair- 

banks, Jr., Paul Lukas, Margaret 

Lindsay, Arthur Hohl and Robert 

Barrat. 

Besides a distinguished stage 

eareer, Leslie Howard has recently 

appeared in such productions as 

‘Animal Kingdom,’’ ‘‘Smilin’ 

Through,’’ ‘‘Devotion’’ and ‘‘Se- 

erets.’’ He is one of the most polished 

and forceful players of both stage 

and screen. 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has 

risen steadily to stardom on _ the 

screen, has recently been seen in 

‘«The Narrow Corner,’’ ‘‘The Life 
of Jimmy Dolan’’ and ‘‘ Parachute 
Jumper.’’ Paul Lukas has long been 

known for his leading parts and 
stellar roles in pictures and will be 

remembered in ‘‘Grand_ Slam,’’ 

“‘Women Love Once’’ and ‘‘The 

Vice Squad.’? 

Margaret Lindsay, a comparatively 

newcomer to the screen, made an al- 

most instantaneous hit, after winning 

laurels on the legitimate stage. Her 

first big picture success was in 

‘*Cavaleade,’’ which was followed by 

‘‘Private Detective 62,’’ ‘‘Baby 
Face’’ and ‘‘Voltaire’’ opposite 

George Arliss. 

Arthur Hohl and Robert Barrat 

are both stage stars who have re- 

cently made successes in pictures, the 

former appearing in the recent pic- 

tures, ‘‘The Narrow Corner,’’ ‘‘ Baby 

Face’’ and ‘‘Private Detective 62,’ 
and Barrat appearing in ‘‘ Lilly 

Turner,’’ ‘‘The Mayor of Hell’’ and 

‘¢Picture Snatcher.’’ 

Others who have important roles in- 

clude such players as John Bleifer, 

Philip Faversham, Frank Reicher, 
Joyce Coad, William lLeMaire, J. 

Carrol Naish, Bert Sprotte, Reginald 

Pasch, Harry Cording and Hans 

Joby. 

‘“Captured!’’ is a powerful story 
crammed with action and dramatic 

dynamite, based on the novel, ‘‘ Fel- 

COMPLETE 10-DAY ADVANCE 
ENCLOSES CAPTOR AND CAPTURED 

as they appear in a scene from 
next. 
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Former German Army 
Man Drilled Cast in 
‘Captured!’ Scenes 
Although ‘‘Captured!’’ is a power- 

ful love drama, laid for the most 
part in a German military prison 

camp, the exact military routine of 

a war camp was followed during the 

filming. 

The fidelity with which the mili- 

tary procedure of the German army 

was reproduced in ‘‘Captured!’’ a 
Warner Bros. picture which opens at 

the hea tresoncs nse : 

was due( to the well informed watch- 

fulness of Curt Rehfeld, technica! 

assistant to Director Roy Del Ruth. 

A German by birth, and having 

served his time as a soldier in thi 

armies of the Kaiser when military 

service was required of every able 

bodied male in the Fatherland, Reh- 

feld volunteered to be responsible for 

the military details of the picture. 

With native thoroughness, Rehfeld 

took in hand the German extra play- 

ers who were to compose the prison 

camp guards, and put them daily 

through a manual of arms, that would 

have done eredit to a Prussian drill- 

master. It was good-natured but in- 

exorable in its insistence upon pre- 

cision. Several of the actors wha had 

been in the German armies grinned 

reminiscently as ‘‘Captain’’ Reh- 

feld’s commands, barked out in the 

best military style, rang across the 

big stage where the prison camp had 

been built. 

Similarly, Rehfeld undertook to 

coach Paul Lukas, Frank Reicher and 

Robert Barrat, the officers in com- 

mand of the camp, in every phase of 

German military procedure required 

in the course of the production. .Par- 

ticularly important was the court- 

martial scene, in which Douglas Fair- 

banks, Jr., as an English officer who 

is a prisoner in the camp, is on trial 

accused of the murder of a little 

peasant girl. 

Leslie Howard and Douglas Fair- 

banks, Jr. are the brother officers who 

bear the brunt of the drama in 

‘“Captured!’’ Other important play- 

ers in the cast are Margaret Lindsay, 

Paul Lukas, Arthur Hohl, Robert 

Barrat, John Bleifer, Philip Faver- 

sham, Frank Reicher and J. Carroll 

Naish. ‘‘Captured!’’ is an adapta- 

tion of Sir Philip Gibbs’ celebrated 

novel, ‘‘Fellow Prisoners,’’ by Ed- 

ward Chodorov. 

low Prisoners,’’ by Sir Philip Gibbs 

and adapted to the screen by Edward 

Chodorov. It was directed by Roy Del 

Ruth. 
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Powerful Influence 
of 2 Women Felt, Not 
seen in ‘Captured!’ 

While women are almost complete 

ly absent in the sense of physical 

propinquity from the main drama of 

““Captured!’’ a Warner Bros. pic- 

ture opening at the 

Theatre on , they are 

vividly, powerfully present as an in- 

fluence and as a dominating motive. 

In fact, their effect upon the story is 

in inverse ratio with their physical 

distance from the East Prussian pris- 

on camp where the drama takes place. 
two women are Specifically, only 

ever mentioned 

by the actors 

or seen by the 

audience. One 

is the beautiful 

English — gil, 

Monica, hun- 

dreds of miles 

away in Lon- 

don, andthe 

other is the 

little milk maid, 

sweetheart of 

one of the Ger- — 

man prison MARGARET 

guards, whose _ LINDSAY 
tragic death at Out No. 2 

the hands of a Out 15¢ Mat 5c 

half-crazed Rus- 

sian precipitates the climax of the 

story. 

The only two feminine characters, 
Monica and Elsa, are the motives for 

eis 
the most decisive events in the life _ 

of the camp, 
Probably no heroine in modern 

motion pictures has ever dominated 

and decided the fate of 150 men so 

completely as does Monica, the war- 

bride of ‘‘Captured!’’ 

the production of ‘‘Cavalvade,’’ hag 
the role of Monica in the picture. 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and~thesle 

Howard have the roles of her sweet- 

heart and husband. Other members 

Margaret 

Lindsay, who scored so decisively >**<—* 

of the carefully choses cast are Paul 

Lukas, Robert Barrat, William Le- 

Maire, Frank Reicher, Philip Faver- 

sham, Arthur Hohl and Reginald 

Pasch. Roy Del Ruth is the director. _ 

Margaret Lindsay in 2 
Pictures at Same Time 

Margaret Lindsay had the unique 
experience of playing in two roles 
at the same time in two different, 

pictures which are a hundred years . 
? 

apart in time. 
One day she interpreted the part 

of Moniea, a twentieth century Eng- 

lish girl in the Warner Bros. picture 
“Captured!” which comes to the........ 
ig ae Theatre on The 
next day she donned powdered wig. 
and brocaded silks of an eighteenth 
century French demoiselle in “Vol- 
taire,” the latest George Arliss star- 

ring vehicle. 
She declared it gave her a thrill 

to leap from one century to another 

overnight—the biggest she’s had. 

ENGLISH STAR 

: 

LESLIE HOWARD, idol of playgo- 
ers, stars in “Captured,” which will 
be seen at the Strand Theatre be- 

ginning 
Cut No. 17 Cut 15¢ Mat ibe 

o 
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Leslie Howard With 
Others, Enjoyed Milk 
Bath in ‘Captured!’ 

More than 150 actors took a milk 

bath for a scene in the Warner Bros. 

picture, -‘‘Captured!’’ co-featuring 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

Jr. and Paul Lukas which opens at 

NG page Si cere EUROS LLC: OM tera sr cess 

It isn’t supposed to be a milk bath. 

As far as the story is concerned, it 

is a disinfectant. But as far as the 

studio technicians were concerned, 

milk proved the most practical sub- 

stitute for the whitish disinfectant 

in which the men take a shower bath 

in the German delousing station. 

Outside of the stage on which the 

set was built a five thousand gallon 

tank was constructed. On the set it- 

self, there were three hundred feet 

of three-inch pipe in which the show- 

er sprays were set. The amount of 

liquid running out of these sprays 

was figured at 300 gallons a minute: 

and with a five thousand gallon tank, 

three takes of the scene could be 

made without refilling the tank. 

Ten cases of condensed milk were 

emptied into the tank, with prop boys 

and laborers wielding can openers 

for a couple of hours until the whole 

supply of thick, white liquid was ju- 

diciously mixed with the water and 

the resulting concoction voted as okay 

for the purpose of the scene by Di- 
rector Roy Del Ruth. 

And the players who were bathed 

until they were as wuite as_ lilies, 

weren’t all extras either. Leslie 
Howard was one of those who emu- 

lated Anna Held, although he did it 

as part of his work instead of for 
publicity purposes. 

All objections were forgotten when 

Roy Del Ruth let the actors have a 

= look and a smell at a canful of the 

‘real disinfectant for which the milk 

. mixture was substituted. 
“¢Gaptured!’? a highly dramatic 

~ story of an amazing triangle with 

the locale a German prison camp, is 

based on the novel by Sir Philip 

Gibbs and adapted by Edward 

Chodorov. Among the leading players, 

besides Leslie Howard, Fairbanks 
and Lukas, are Margaret Lindsay, Ar- 

thur Hohl and Robert Barrat. 

Leslie Howard’s Desire 

Is To Be a Playwright 
Leslie Howard, whose Jatest War- 

der Bros.’ hit “Captured!” is now 
7showing at the ..........00..000. , is not 
hesitant at all about telling the 
world his opinions. He would like 
to write plays. Motion picture work 
is drudgery to him, although the 
popular young English star admits 
that he can’t complain about the 
treatment he has received. But it is 
the writer’s life which appeals to 
him—the freedom of movement, the 
lack of routine, is what Leslie How- 
ard wants from life. 

This does not come as any great 
surprise, since the talented Mr. 
Howard has already written one suc- 
eessful play, “Murray Hill.” His 
fame, however, did not come through 
the pen, but rather through his re- 
markable portrayals of some of the 
most difficult roles on the legitimate 
stage and in the movies. In “Cap- 
tured!” he portrays a British Vic- 
toria Cross officer in a German mili- 
tary prison camp. Co-featured with 
Howard are Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. 
and Paul Lukas. Margaret Lindsay, 
latest sereen sensation plays the 
feminine lead. 

““Captured!”’ Has Record 
For Largest Indoor Set 

The largest indoor set ever built 
for a Warner Bros. picture was con- 
structed for “Captured!” which 
opens at the ....5.)..08.. Theatre on 
Se a .. This is a German 
prison camp and occupies an entire 
stage, or nearly a half of an ordin- 
ary city block. Leslie Howard, 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Paul 
Lukas head an all star cast. The 
picture is a dramatic story of life 
in a camp for prisoners of war based 
on a novel by Sir Philip Gibbs. 
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Because of Pouring 
Rain in ‘Captured!’ 
Cast Was Always Wet 

Warner Bros. found it necessary 

to issue two complete costumes ti 

every one of the war prisoners and 

camp guards—more than a 150 im 

number—who appear in ‘‘ Captured! ’’ 
which? comes>:to;-the’ <s:.was eee 

ERCALEO (Olona » with 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks 

Jr. and Paul Lukas co-starred. 

Most of the scenes in the early se- 

quences are played in a driving rain- 

storm. This meant that every actor 

was soaked to the skin before a scene 

could be taken. Under their feet was 

a morass of unpleasantly real mud, 

that grew thicker, deeper and stickier 

with every fresh scene. The rain- 

storm was manufactured on the stage 

where the huge prison camp had been 

built, but the water used to create 

the storm was penetratingly real. 

To avoid illness and afford the 

players the maximum degree of com- 

fort possible under the circumstances, 

the studios provided an extra outfit 

for every man, which was to be put 

on at noon for the afternoon’s work. 

The waterlogged uniforms used dur- 

ing session were thus given a chance 

to dry out and were ready for use 
the following morning. Boots, socks, 

underclothing, helmets and equipment 

were duplicated for the entire cast 

in this manner. 

Although practically the entire 
“dramatic action takes place in a Ger- 

man prison camp during the world 

war, ‘‘Captured!’’ is not a war story. 

Rather it is perhaps the strongest 

love story ever told on the screen. It 

is a tale of an unusual triangle in- 

volving two bosom friends in love 

with the same girl although she is 

married to one of them. 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN — SHORTS 
| your 9th story | 

Star of ‘Captured!’ 
Carried on Despite 
Heavy Marital Woes 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has 

the role of a daredevil officer of the 

Royal Flying Corps opposite Leslie 

Howard in the Warner Bros. dra- 

matie love story laid in a German 

prison camp, ‘‘Captured!’’ which 

COMES: $01 sea Aas Theatre on 

See ee een ee , turned up with the 

flying colors of a soldier in real life 

during the production of the picture. 

He was in the midst of the produc- 

tion when newspapers all over the 

country printed under scare headlines 

stories of domestic infelicities and 

his separation from his wife, Joan 

Crawford. Director Roy Del Ruth 

and the members of the cast wondered 

a bit uneasily just how the state- 

ments would affect Fairbanks’ work 

in the picture. 

The morning that the news broke, 

they watched Doug. out of the corn- 

ers of their eyes when he appeared on 

the set, wondering whether he would 

be nervous or upset, disheartened or 

irritable. What they saw was the 

same smiling Doug. as had appeared 

on the set the day before. 

Whatever his personal feelings, 

there was not a trace of emotion on 

his face. There was neither nervous- 

ness nor irritation, but a_ perfect 

naturalness of bearing. His was the 

smiling, unconcerned mask of the 

scldier, facing the battle of life as 

he faced the enemy’s fire in his role 

in the picture. And, according to Di- 

rector Del Ruth, he gave an even 

more impressive performance than 

usual in the days that followed. 

In ‘‘Captured!’’ taken from the 

famous novel by Sir Philip Gibbs, 
Doug. faces the firing squad unflinch- © 

your 10th story 

Mile of Barbed Wire 
Used In ‘Captured!’ 
Prison Camp Scenes 

A mile of barbed wire—the kind 

used for defensive entanglements 

during the war—was employed in the 

construction of the huge German 

prison camp, in and around which the 
entire action of ‘‘Captured!’’ takes 

place. ‘‘Captured!’’? a Warner Bros. 

picture based on a famous novel by 
Sir Philip Gibbs, and featuring Les- - 
lie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. 
and Paul Lukas, opens at the 

oper eee een Theatre on 

A six-stranded barbed wire fence, 

completely encompassing the camp, 

was constructed as the final touch of 
realism to what is regarded as the 

most remarkable piece of set con- 

struction ever undertaken at the stu- 

dio, Filling as it did one of the big 

sound stages, the layout and construe- 

tion of the big set is such that it 
gives the spectator the impression of 

a camp capable of housing eight or 

ten thousand prisoners of war. 

In addition to Leslie Howard and 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., such veteran 

actors as Frank Reicher, Paul Lukas, 
Robert Barrat and Reginald Pasch 
have important roles in ‘‘Captured! ’’ 
Margaret Lindsay is the only woman 
in the story, save for the lttle Ger- 
man milk maid, the sweetheart of one 
of the guards. 

‘‘Captured!’’ which was adapted 

by Edward Chodorov and directed by 

Roy Del Ruth, presents one of the 

most remarkable love stories ever 

presented on the screen. Although the 

action, is for the most part laid in a 

German military prison camp, the-—_ 
xr 

Jr. and Paul Lukas have the prin-~ ~~ —“isly for-a crime he has not coms" plot deais with the unusual story oF 2h 

cipal roles in ‘‘Captured!’’? which 

Roy Del Ruth is directing. Other im- 

portant members of the cast are Mar- 

garet Lindsay, Robert Barrat, Wil- 

liam LeMaire, Frank Reicher, Philip 

Faversham, Arthur Hohl and Regin- 

ald Pasch. 

Young Fairbanks Worked 
in 2 Films at Same Time 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has 

the leading role with Leslie Howard 
in the Warner Bros. picture, “Cap- 
tured!” ‘which opens at the .............. 
Dheatreon. soos , worked in this 
picture at the same time he was 
playing in “The Narrow Corner.” 
The production of the two pictures 
overlapped, but schedules were ar- 
ranged so that Doug could slip from 
one stage fo another as required. 
Keeping his lines straight was the 
toughest part, according to Doug. 
Change of uniform was comparative- 
ly simple as he wore next to noth- 
ing in “The Narrow Corner” and 
it was easy to switch to his English 
Army uniform of “Captured!” the 
powerful love drama laid in a Ger- 
man prison camp by Sir Philip Gibbs 
noted English War Correspondent 
and author. 

Director of “‘Captured!”’ 
Wore Hip High Boots 

Director Roy Del Ruth and the 
technical crew all wore high hip 
boots and overalls while making the 
Warner Bros. picture, “Captured!” 
which opens at the ................ Theatre 
OF. igs ss As much of the 
picture deals with life in a German 
prison camp and the set was covered 
with mud from an inch to two feet 
deep, it was impossible to get around 
in any other way. Leslie Howard, 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret 
Lindsay and Paul Lukas head an 
all star cast for this impressive pro- 
duction based on the novel by Sir 
Philip Gibbs. 

ADVANCE SHORTS 

mitted. His innocence, however, is 

proven just in the nick of time. There 

is an unusually strong cast of players 

in the picture, including Paul Lukas, 

Margaret Lindsay, Arthur Hohl and 

Robert Barrat. The screen play was 

by Edward Chodorov. 

Daily Roll Call for 
Extras in “Captured!” 
A daily roll eall, in the strictest 

military fashion, was the invariable 
rule during the production of “Cap- 
tured!” the Warner Bros. picture 
which opens at the ................ Theatre 
jen sees Se ee aS ae Promptly each 
morning at 8:45, as the cast of ex- 
tras as war prisoners and guards as- 
sembled for the German prison camp 
scenes, Assistant Directors lined 
them up at attention, and called the 
roll. Hach man was required to 
answer “Here!”. In this manner, a 
spirit of military discipline was 
maintained and the atmosphere of 
the story kept alive and vivid in 
the minds of the players. 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr. and Paul Lukas have the lead- 
ing roles. 

War Camp So Real, Cast 
Began to Feel Cooties 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., declares 

the German prison camp in the War- 
ner Bros. picture, “Captured!” com- 
qe LOtNG 2. 2es- ce Theatre on 
Sa ree , were so real he just 
naturally began to hunt cooties. One 
of the scenes takes the 200 extras, 

playing the roles of _ prisoners, 
through a delousing station. 
“We were so filthy with mud and 

slime that we needed the bath all 
right,” he declared. ‘Most of us 
were scratching from imagination or 
discomfort.” 

Leslie Howard, Margaret Lindsay 
and Paul Lukas are among the lead- 
ing players in the picture based m 
the novel by Sir Philip Gibbs. 

two bosom friends, prisoners both 

who are in love with the same gir] 

although she is married to one of 

them. The discovery of his wife’s un- 

faithfulness, leads the Victoria Cross 

prisoner to an act more daring than 

that for which he had been decorated. 

Studio Manufactured 

Grenades for Picture 
Potato mashers play an active 

part in “Captured!” the Warner 

Bros. love drama laid in a German 

prison camp, which opens at the.... 

Seas Theatre on ................ It was 

impossible to rent or buy any of 

the kind used during the war so 

they had to be manufactured. The 

particular “potato masher” in ques- 

tion is the German hand grenade— 

so called from its striking resem- 

blance in shape, if not in function, 
to the harmless kitchen implement. 
To replace them, replicas were fash- 
ioned of wood and painted to a de- 
gree of realism that even the camera 
could not shatter. 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr. and Paul Lukas head the all star 
east of “Captured!” which is based 
on Sir Philip Gibbs’ novel, “Fellow 
Prisoners.” Roy Del Ruth directed 

Record Amount of Rain 

Fell on ‘“‘Captured!’’ Set 
Warner Bros.’ experts computing 

the amount of water used for the 
storm scenes in “Captured!” in 
which scenes of German military 
prison camp life are shown and 
which. Opena at the: 2.55 522.aa. 

PHORGG ON 5 esc , discovered 
that more water was used as rain 
than had ever before been used on 
a movie set. In “Captured!” the 
rain was made to fall all over a 
gigantic set which occupied half a 
city block. Leslie Howard, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lindsay 
and Paul Lukas have the leading 
roles in the picture based on a novel 
by Sir Philip Gibbs. 
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Cleaning Department Had 
To Keep Uniforms Dirty 

300 Uniforms Had to Be Kept Sodden and Mud 
Caked for Prison Camp Scenes in “Captured!” 

NY member of a studio wardrobe department will tell you 
that it’s a big job to keep three hundred costumes clean, 
during the making of a picture. 

But it’s an even bigger job to keep three hundred costumes 
dirty. And that’s the job that the wardrobe department of War- 
ner Bros. studios found eut out for them, during at least half of 
the production of ‘‘Captured!’’ a powerful drama, starring 
Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

Jr. and Paul Lukas, which comes to 

the Theatre on 

Perhaps “dirty” is too mild a 
word to describe the condition that 

the uniforms of 

one hundred 

and fifty of- 
ficers and men 

had to be de- 

livered in, each 
morning, for 
the better part 
of two weeks. 

Spattered and 
stained from 

weeks of unre- 

lieved march- 

ing and fight- aoe Xe, 

DOUGLAS ing, coats 

FAIRBANKS, JR. 8Ti™y an d 

splashed with 
Cut Ne. 1 a j 

Out 15¢e Mat 5e mud, oots 
caked with the 

battle torn soil of the western front, 

—that’s what the script called for, 

and Director Roy Del Ruth, who is 

a stickler for one hundred percent 

realism, insisted on having every 

uniform live up to specifications. 

As each day of production went 
on, each uniform became filthier 

“th every shot. For the first half 
~wor™tne picture, the prison camp is a] 

morass of mud—kept in a state of 
puree of daily drenchings of rain. 

It is winter when the detachment 
of prisoners who figure in the tre- 

mendous drama of “Captured!” ar- 

rive at the encampment that is to 

be their home for the duration of 

the war. 

All the scenes that weren’t taken 

inside one of the numerous build- 

ings in the camp were photographed 
in a driving downpour of rain. Uni- 
forms that were already sodden 
with dirt were rendered more un- 

comfortable by being saturated 
with water. 

| 2 Changes Daily | 

The wardrobe department was 
strictly forbidden, during the “dirty 
days” of the production, to do any- 
thing more to the uniforms than 
dry them out. So drenched did they 
become that two complete outfits 
were provided for every actor in 
the company, and a dry, though 
equally dirty uniform was put on 
at the noon hour for the afternoon’s 
shooting. 

Each morning, when the company 
reported for work, they were lined 
up for inspection by the wardrobe 
men and the property crew, to be 
sure that every one was dirty 

enough to pass muster. Anybody 

who failed to qualify was ordered 
to fall out and was given a thor- 
ough going over in the nearest mud 
pool on the stage. The unfortunate 
extra whose uniform looked too 
clean, was the target for handfuls 
of mud, aimed by unfeeling proper- 
ty men at every part of him but his 
face. 

The news that the rain-and-mud 
episodes of the picture were com- 

pleted brought almost as much en- 

thusiasm from the members of the 
company, from Leslie Howard and 
Doug. Fairbanks down, as the news 

of the Armistice did from the boys 
in the trenches on November 11, 

1918. 
Springtime had come to the for- 

bidding prison camp. What was 
more to the point, a new regime 

had been installed in the person of 
a tolerant and sympathetic com- 
mandant. The men were allowed to 
do everything they could to make 
their lives as normal as_ possible 

while prisoners of war. 
For the entire last half of the 

picture, the camp was completely 

transformed. And then it became a 

perfect setting for the powerful 
drama and unusual love story that 
makes “Captured!” such a_sensa- 

tional picture. 
The wardrobe department’s task 

became precisely the opposite of 
what it had been. Now it was the 
duty of the department to keep the 
uniforms clean until the picture had 
been completed. 
Among others in the cast are such 

experienced players as Margaret 
Lindsay, Frank Reicher, John 

Bleifer, Arthur Hohl, Robert Bar- 
rat, Joyce Coad, William LeMaire, 
J. Carroll Naish and Reginald Pasch. 

The picture is an adaptation by 
Edward Chodorov of Sir Philip 
Gibbs’ famous novel, “Fellow Pris- 
oners.”’ 

“‘Captured!”’ Marked by 
Vast Replica Camp Set 

Robert Haas, Art Director who 
designed the mammoth set of a Ger- 
man prison camp for the Warner 
Bros. picture, “Captured!” now at the 
Bree rr Rrra e ee Theatre, was con- 
gratulated by scores of German war 
veterans playing in the production 
on the fidelity to detail of the 
barbed wire enclosure with its mud 
holes, shell shattered buildings, dun- 

geons, watch towers, etc. Then they 
discovered that Bob was a German 
himself and knew all about such 
camps. “Captured!” is a dramatic 
and _ exciting picture of life and love 
in one of these camps on the West- 
ern Front during the war, based on 
the story by Sir Philip Gibbs. It 
carries an all star cast including 
Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr., Margaret Lindsay, Paul Lukas,|} ARTHUR  HOHL—‘The 
Arthur Hohl and Robert Barrat. 

SCENE FROM “CAPTURED” 

a 

LESLIE HOWARD is seen in a thrilling sequence from his latest hit, 
“Captured” which will be seen at the ..... ae etn  o ae ees Theatre 

beginning 22 ee 
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SCREEN BIOGRAPHIES 

LESLIE HOWARD — ‘‘Animal 
Kingdom,” ‘“Smilin’ Through,” 
“Devotion,” “Secrets,” “Never 
the Twain,” “A Free Soul,” “Five 
and Ten.” 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.— 
“The Narrow Corner,” “The Life 
of Jimmy Dolan,” “Parachute 
Jumper,’ “Scarlet Dawn,” “Love 
Is a Racket.” 

PAUL LUKAS—“Grand Slam,” 

“Women Love Once,” “The Vice 
Squad,” “Behind the Makeup,” 
“THlusion,” “The Right To Love,” 
“The Devil’s Holiday.” 

MARAGARET LINDSAY—“Private 
Detective 62,” “Baby Face,” “Vol- 
taire,’ “Cavalcade,” “All Ameri- 
ean,’ “Once In a Lifetime.” 

Narrow 
Corner,” “Baby Face,” “Private 

| ACTION GALORE FOUND IN “CAPTURED”, NEW DRAMA 

os 

A distinguished cast portraying a thrilling story was the formula used in making “Captured,” latest Warner Bros. super-drama. Leslie Howard 
shares honors with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Paul Lukas. Margaret Lindsay has the leading feminine role. 
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Detective 62,” “The Life of Jimmy 
Dolan,” “Central Airport,” “The 
Silk Express.” 

ROBERT BARRAT—“The Silk Ex- 
press,” “Baby Face,’ “Lilly 
Turner,” “Picture Snatcher,” “The — 
Mayor of Hell,” “Heroes for Sale.” 

FRANK REICHER— Rasputin,” 
“King Kong,” “The White Sister,” 
“Employees’ Entrance,” “Scarlet 
Dawn,” “Bedtime Story,” “Ngpta 
Hari.” ih 

WILLIAM LE MAIRE—“Silv. 
Dollar,” “Searlet Dawn,” “Twent: 
Thousand Years in Sing Sing. 
Am a Fugitive from a Chain 
Gang.” 

J. CARROL NAISH—“Elmer the 
Great,” “The Kid from Spain,” 
“Crooner,” “Tiger Shark,” “Week 
End Marriage,” “Two Seconds,” 
“The Hatchet Man.” 

German Inscriptions 
Puzzled Players on 
Set for ‘“Captured!’’ 

The fact the signs throughout the 

big German Military prison camp 

set for the Warner Bros. picture 

“Captured!” now at the 

Cheatre, are all in German, gave rise 

to an amusing incident during the 

production. 

A big rawboned Texan playing one 

of the 200 prisoners who are the 

inmates of a German prison camp, 

somewhat bewildered. “Bar- 

he was able to make out 

A fellow-prisoner, 

was 

rake” 

meant barracks. 

a German, explained to him that 

“Briefe” on something that looked 

like a mailbox, stood for “Letters.” 

Finally he stopped in front of the 
big half-open shed opposite the Com- 
mandant’s quarters. A neatly let- 
tered inscription read, “Entlausung- 

sanstalt.” 

“What does that stand for?” the 
Texan exclaimed, half to himself. 
Frank Reicher, who plays the adjut- 
ant of the camp, explained that it 
meant in English a delousing sta- 
tion. - 

The Texan looked indignant. “Why 
don’t they say so, then, instead of 
beating around the bush?” 

Leslie Howard and Doug Fair- 
| banks, Jr., have the principal roles 
| in “Captured!” with Paul Lukas, 
| Robert Barrat, Margaret Lindsay 
and Arthur Hohl in other important 
parts. Roy Del Ruth directed the 
picture, which is an adaptation by 
Edward Chodorov of Sir Philip 

| Gibbs’ exciting novel. 



CURRENT FEATURES 
Screen Acting as Exciting 
as War, Says Leslie Howard 

Noted English Star of ‘‘Captured” Has Tried Both 
And Is Therefore a Competent Judge 

KING an actor is the most exciting business in the world— 
except going to war. Leslie Howard—warrior at a time 
when every able-bodied Englishman was in the world war, 

and brilliantly successful actor ever since—is responsible for that 
statement. Unorthodx as it may appear to some, even those who 
are startled by it are not likely to question Howard’s qualifica- 
tions to speak on both lines of human endeavor. 

He stills looks every inch a soldier 

in the British captain’s uniform he 

wears throughout the Warner Bros. 

production, ‘‘ Captured! ’’ which opens 

at the Theatre on 

Geese te asthe Face So smartly soldierlike 

in his appearance that it is difficult 

for one to believe that fifteen years 

have elapsed since he was mustered 

out of service. 

Perhaps it is the quiet alertness of 

Leslie Howard’s manner, a concealed 

agility of mind and body that is 

ready to function whenever any emer- 

gency, however sudden, requires it, 

that gives him the air of being ‘‘on 

duty’’ when he’s engaged in the 
making of ‘a picture. 

Perhaps, too, fifteen years of 

‘‘campaigning’’ as an actor during 

some of the stormiest, as well as 

some of the most prosperous years 

the stage and screen have seen, have 

taught him that peace has its vic- 

tories, no less than war. 

‘‘T can’t think of anything more 

‘exciting than trying to be an actor,’’ 

he remarked as he watched some of 
___is fellow-players go through a seene 

in rehearsal under the keen eye of 

Director Roy Del Ruth. ‘‘And 1 

can’t imagine anything more hazar- 
dous than attempting to be a success- 

ful one. Not even war is any more 

80. 
_“*To be sure, your life isn’t in 

yeopardy, but everything else you are 

and have is, every time you open in 
=ssemnew show. And that’s the stimulat- 

ing part of it. You never know 

whether the critics and the public, 

between them, are going to leave 

enough of you to be identified, or 

whether you’re going to be hailed as 

the new sensation of the season.’’ 

| Bank Clerk Before War | 

Before the war, 

had been a_ bank 

‘already become dull and irksome 
when the LEuropean conflagration 

came along to provide a welcome 

escape for restless youngsters. How- 

ard got into the fracas with en- 

thusiasm, and came out of it with 

a distinct antipathy to anything like 

the drab and humdrum routine of 

business. 

Having escaped from the battle- 

fields with his life, he had no desire 

to be bored to death peacefully. 

During his school and college days, 

he had dabbled with typical under- 

graduate earnestness in amateur 

theatricals. At that time he had not 

taken himself seriously as an actor. 

Nor, apparently, had anyone else. 

Now, however, the stage made a 

definite appeal to him. In the life 

behind the footlights, in the exacting 

requirements of an art in which he 
felt a new, mature interest stirring 

within him, he saw the refuge from 

the miserable restlessness that afflicted 

so many of his comrades. 

It was the only form of activity 

that elated him. In a world where so 

many things that human beings do 

had come to seem insignificant and 

unimportant, the stage was emphati- 

cally worth while. He felt as if he 

could count for something there. Pre- 

sently Leslie Howard became a fam- 

iliar figure in the theatrical agencies 

of the London West End. His first 

experience came with a _ provincial 

company playing ‘‘Peg O’ My 

Heart.’’ Leslie’s role was one of the 

least. But it was a beginning. Grad- 

ually other more important parts 

came his way. There were setbacks, 

disappointments, periods of unevent- 

ful waiting mingled with spurts of 

success. 
Finally the definite personality and 

ability that Leslie Howard had al- 

ways possessed brought him its le- 

young Howard 

clerk. It had 

gitimate reward. By the time he came 

to America, he was an accepted fig- 

ure on the London stage. 

‘“Topsy-Turvy’’ and ‘‘Mr, Pim 

Passes By’’ served as his introduc- 

tion to New Pork theatre-goers, and 

they found the quiet, bland, smiling 

self-possession of Mr. Howard novel 

and invigorating. They liked him 

equally in ‘‘The Truth About 

Blayd’s,’’?’ from the pen of A. A. 
Milne. 

When, a few seasons later, he ap- 

peared with Cyril Maude in Freder- 

ick Lonsdale’s ‘‘Aren’t We All?’’ 
it seemed as if New Yorkers would 

never tire of going to the show. It 

ran well into the second season and 

Howard’s reputation was secure. 

Followed such signal successes as 

‘“The Green Hat,’’ ‘* The Romantic 

Age,’’ ‘*Outward Bound,’’ ‘‘Her 

Cardboard Lover,’’ ‘‘Escape’’ and 
‘“Berkeley Square. ’’ 

By the time the _popularity of 

‘Outward Bound’’ became an ac- 
knowledged fact, the motion picture 

studios began to discover Leslie 
Howard. Warner Bros.-First Nation- 

al Studios bought the rights to the 

play, and engaged Howard to repeat 

the role he had made famous on the 

stage. 

Any continuity of appearance be- 

hind the footlights was impossible 

for the brilliant British actor from 

that time on. The studios clamored 

for him with an insistence not to be 

denied. In such productions as ‘‘A 

Free Soul,’’? ‘‘Five and Ten,’ 
“‘Animal Kingdom,’’ ‘‘Smilin’ 

Through,’’ ‘‘Devotion’’ and ‘‘Se- 

erets,’’ he has added to his following 

with each succeeding picture. 

As Captain Allison in ‘‘ Captured! ’’ 

a tremendous drama laid in the 

German prison camps during the war, 
Leslie Howard shares leading honors 

with Paul Lukas and Douglas Fair- 

banks, Jr. The picture is based upon 

Sir Philip Gibbs’ famous novel, 

‘“Fellow Prisoners.’’ 

Other important members of the 

exceptionally large cast are Margaret 

Lindsay, Arthur Hohl, Robert Bar- 

rat, Frank Reicher, Joyce Coad, 

John Bleifer, Philip Faversham, 

William Le Maire, J. Carroll Naish 
and Reginald Pasch. Roy Del Ruth 

directed the production. 

FASCINATING ENGLISH STAR 

uoSLit HOWARD, popular young idol of stage and screen, plays his 
most powerful role as a British Victoria Cross officer in “Captured” 
which will open at the 
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U. S. Supplied 9 Bombing 
Planes Used in ‘Captured!’ 

Army Pilots Guided the Ships For Climactic 
Sequence in Leslie Howard’s Movie Drama 

EADEN-GRAY skies- and a raw April wind, blowing stiffly 
from the Pacific, could not lesson the vivid realism of the 
spectacle at the big Metropolitan airport during the making 

of ‘‘Captured!’’ the Warner Bros. drama of the German prison 
camps, during the war, now at the Theatre, whén 
hundreds of allied prisoners swarmed in an irresistible flood over 
the field, stormed the big bombing planes of the Boches, and made 
their triumphant escape into the west. 

It was the climax of a drama that, 

in its earlier sequences, was already 
crammed with powerful action. 

Nine giant United States army 
bombers had flown in at dawn from 

March Field, seventy miles away, to 
take part in the big spectacle, by 
Special arrangement with «govern- 
ment authorities. 

Nothing could have been more 
stirring than the sight of the nine 
huge ships, at rest in front of the 
big hangers, their enormous ochre- 
colored wings like those of birds 
poised for instant flight. 

5 Camera Crews Used | 

A score of huge searchlight ares 
played upon them from outside the 
camera lines. Five camera crews at 
different vantage points made ready 
to record the capture of the planes 
from every angle. Some were set 
up on the ground. Others flanked 
the big ships, training down upon 
the scene from high parallels. 

A hundred yards away, two hun- 

dred or more players, in the motley 
uniforms of the different allied 
forces, waited in a packed throng, 

with clubs, and stones, in hand, to 
go into action. 

At_.the microphone of a loud 
speaker, the assistant director was 
giving final instructions to his far- 
flung lines of players scattered 

across the field. Beneath and around 
the planes, forty or fifty other men, 
in the uniform of German aviators 

and mechanics, waited for the on- 
slaught of the escaped prisoners. 

Tirelessly hurrying from one cam- 
era to another, Director Roy Del 
Ruth scanned every angle through 
the finder himself before giving the 
final orders to his assistants. 

“Start your propellers!” came the 

booming command from the loud 
speaker. An answering roar from 
eighteen motors drowned out every 
other sound. The din swelled to an 
ominous symphony. Del Ruth raised 
his hand, and the slate boys ran out 
in front of the cameras, holding up 
their boards for the beginning of 
the take. In another second they 
were scurrying to cover, as a shot 
from a sideline pistol rang out—the 
only sound that could be heard 
above the roar of the aeroplane 
motor chorus—and the human flood 
surged over the field. 

In the twinkling of an eye a score 
of hand-to-hand combats were in 
progress in the shadow of the big 

planes. The gray blue of the poilus 
contrasted vividly with the khaki of 
the British prisoners and the olive 
drab of the Americans, sharply set 
off against the sombre uniforms of 
the Boches. 

Under the low-ceilinged clouds 
that cast an ashen light over the 
field, the scene looked like a con- 
ception by Dore. The nearer the 
men approached the planes, the 
more they mingled with them, the 
more insignificant they appeared. It 
seemed like a swarm of pygmies 
overwhelming a group of giants, an 
army of Lilliputians capturing nine 
Gullivers of wood and metal. 

In the cockpit of the planes, in- 
visible to everyone, crouched the 
real masters of the monarchs of the 
air—the army daredevils to whom 
these roaring monsters were mere 
playthings. 

As the survivors of the terrific 
battle swarmed up into the planes, 
and each of the nine air cruisers 
was loaded to capacity, they soared 
into the air one by one—an over- 
whelming climax to a stirring scene. 

| Not a War Film | = 

That was the of, their sear 
day’s shooting—the making of the 
master scene. The following hours ~ 
were spent in repeating details of 
the action at close range, until every 
important phase of the entire se- 
quence had been photographed. 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the 
drama of “Captured!” the ringleader 
and engineer of the escape from the 
prison camp, led the charge of the 
escaped men upon the airdrome. 
Doug. Junior shares the principal 
honors of the picture with Leslie 
Howard, who has the role of Cap- 
tain Allison, Fairbanks’ college 
chum and closest friend. Other im- 
portant members of the large and 
talented cast of players are Paul 
Lukas, Margaret Lindsay, Arthur 
Hohl, Robert Barrat, John Bleifer, 
Frank Reicher, Joyce Coad, J. Car- 
roll Naish and Reginald Pasch. 

“Captured!” is based upon Sir 
Philip Bibbs’ famous novel, “Fellow 
Prisoners” and was adapted for the 
screen by Edward Chodorov. While 

practically all the action takes place 
in a German prison camp, it is not 
strictly a war picture. It is rather 
a most unusually stirring story of 
two close friends who loved the 
same girl. 

True Spirit of Potsdam Is 
Captured for Screen Drama 

How, and Why, the Authentic Flavor of Prussian 
Militarism Was Injected Into Warner 

Bros. “Captured !”’ 

All things come to Hollywood 
sooner or later—even the spirit of 
Potsdam. 

That spirit, which seems to con- 
jure up the ghosts of Frederick the 
Great, Steuben, Moltke and all the 
other drillmasters of the Fatherland, 
made its appearance at the Warner 

studios recently during the filming 
of “Captured!” in which Leslie How- 
ard and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will 
be seen in the two principal roles. 

Most of the scenes of “Captured!” 
which is now being shown at the 

Theatre, and which 
is based on the story by Sir Philip 
Gibbs, the eminent English publicist 
and erstwhile war correspondent, are 
laid in a German prison camp dur- 
ing the late unpleasantness. The 
Messrs. Howard and Fairbanks both 
are cast as English officers who find 
themselves in this not very happy 
environment. 

With the praiseworthy desire to 
be accurate in all things which is 
characteristic of Hollywood nowa- 

days, the studios looked about for 

an expert on the details of German 
military procedure as it existed 
when the “Kaiser’s coolies” were 
fighting against a world in arms. Na- 
turally they found their expert, for 
Hollywood contains all the elements 
of omniscience. In this case the 
Man Who Knew was Curt Rehfeld, 
who is a German by birth and a 
former soldier of the Reich. Years 
ago he assisted D. W. Griffith in a 
similar capacity when “Hearts of 
the World” was in the making. Reh- 
feld’s hobby is Prussian military 
history. 

Roy Del Ruth, who was directing 
“Captured!” made Rehfeld an assist- 
ant director. Promptly he put the 
German extra players who were to 
play the prison guards under mili- 
tary discipline. Daily they went 
through a manual of arms that would 
have done credit to Jomini or Clause- 
witz. The Rehfeld regime was good- 
natured but inexorable in its insis- 
tence on precision. Some of the ex- 
tras had served in the German Army 

during the war, and they grinned 
reminiscently as MRehfeld’s com- 
mands, barked out in the most auth- 
entic manner, rang across Sound 
Stage No. 1, where the prison camp 
was built. 

In addition to his labors with the 
extras Rehfeld went over the script 
of the screen-play very carefully for 
errors of speech or action, and 
coached Paul Lukas, Frank Reicher, 
Robert Barrat and others who played 
German officers, in every phase of 
military procedure affecting ‘the 
parts that they had to portray. In 
particular there is a court-martial 
scene on whose accuracy he prides 
himself, now that it is finished. 

“Captured!” is coming to Broad- 
way soon. It has a predominantly 
masculine cast, but there is a hero- 
ine in the person of Margaret Lind- 
say and another girl played by Joyce 
Coad. Philip Faversham, son of 
William Faversham, is one of the 
captured English prisoners of the 
story. 
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CURRENT FEATURES (Continued) 
Largest Indoor Movie Set 

Is Built In Record Time 

Took Only 5 Days to Erect Replica of Prison Camp 

With Scores of Buildings for “Captured!” 

HE seemingly almost impossible task of transforming the 

interior of a huge sound stage at Warner Bros. Studio into 

a realistic and authentic reproduction of a German military 

prison camp such as was in use during the late war, was accom- 

plished by studio artisans in the amazing time of five days. For 

use in ‘‘Captured!’’ the stupendous production, starring Leslie 

Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and others, now 
SHOWING. ah NO <cetres es E Nea 
tre, the set is said to be one of the 
largest, if not the largest, ever built 

indoors, comprising as it does a 
dozen or more buildings complete 
with interiors, and with the whole | 
enclosed by triple barbed wire en-| 
tanglements. 

While the set itself was built in 
five days, no less than four weeks 
of intensive preparation and _ re- 
search preceded the actual construc- 
tion work. Robert M. Haas, studio 
Art Director, who designed it and 
under whose direction it was con- 
structed, worked night and day for 

a month studying the requirements 
of the story, the type and number 
of buildings necessary, and as well 

as a hundred and one other prob- 
lems involving extensive research 
for technical accuracy. 

This was an officers’ prison camp 
as distinguished from one for en-| 
listed men and following the prac- 
tice prevalent during the war, con- 
sisted mainly of abandoned farm 
buildings with the addition of a few 
erude barracks and the necessary 
barbed wire stockade. A shell torn 
French Chateau with the usual 
wood shed, cow barn and other out- 

buildings served as the central) 

building for the camp. 

rere ee tc a eae 

Building this sort of a set in- 

doors, however, presented a number 
of difficult problems for Mr. Haas 
and his crew. First of all, how 

could he reproduce on a stage, the 
rolling character of the country rep- 
resented. Tons and tons of dirt 
would have to be deposited on the 
wooden floor of the stage and in 
the process the floor itself would 
probably be ruined by the heavy 
trucks rolling over it in a constant 
stream for days. And then when it 
came time to blow up one of the 
buildings as depicted in the story, 
the resultant explosion would prob- 
ably wreck the stage as well. An- 
other problem was how to get the 

required number of buildings on the 
stage and still leave sufficient room 

Numerous Problems 

moves with entrancing rapidity. 

for the action which involved at 
times several hundred actors. 

On the other hand, the advan- 
tages of an indoor set were manifold. 
As much of the action takes place 
in the rain and mud, the actors of 
necessity wear their wet garments 
for hours at a time. Inside they 
would have at least some protection 
from the chill winds. Day and night 
sequences could be shot at will and 
it would be infinitely easier to in- 
stall the necessary perforated pipes 
for the rain scenes inside than it 
would out. Lighting problems like- 
wise would be simplified. 

Instead of hauling in dirt to stim- 
ulate the uneven ground, Mr. Haas 
built a framework covering the en- 
tire stage and resembling somewhat 
a beach roller coaster stepped on 
and “squashed” by a giant monster. 
In spots this false floor was as much 
as twenty feet above the original 
flooring—at others only a_ few 
inches. Over this framework, floor- 

! 

Acclaimed by critics everywhere, “‘Captured” will be seen at the Strand Theatre beginning on 
Cut 60c Mat 20c Out No. 37 

ing was laid in irregular waves. To 
cover the cracks and to protect the 
permanent floor underneath, several 
inches of concrete was then poured 
over the entire framework and over 
this went dirt to a depth of four 
or five inches, soon to be mud. 

| Built False Floor | 

The buildings themselves were 
then constructed on the false floor, 
the rough barbed wire barriers in- 
stalled and with the addition of a 
few trees “planted” in the back- 
ground the set began to take on a 
most realistic appearance. The in- 

| stallation of over three hundred 

lamps of five and ten kilowatts 
each and consuming enough “juice” 
to supply a good sized town was 
necessary to light the set. A cat- 

of the stage to house these lights 
and their operators. Hundreds of 
feet of pipe containing spray jets 
every few feet, was likewise sus- 
pended from above to form the 
largest rain effect ever attempted 

indoors. 
The destruction of one of the 

buildings called for in the script, 
was accomplished outside and for 
this purpose a portion of the set 
was duplicated on the Warner ranch 

adjoining the studio. 
“Captured!” is a thrillingly dra- 

matic picture, most of the scenes of 
which take place in a German pris- 
on camp during the war. While 
it is based on the novel “Fellow 
Prisoners” by Sir Philip Gibbs it is 
essentially a story of a most un- 
usual love triangle during the hectic 

days of 1917-18. 
Others in the cast include Mar- 

garet Lindsay, Arthur Hohl, Robert 
walk four feet wide and 1500 feet | Barrat, John Bleifer and _ Philip 
long was suspended from the root; Faversham. Roy Del Ruth directed. 

“CAPTURED” OFFERS NEW DRAMATIC THRILLS 

‘With a glorious cast headed by LESLIE HOWARD, DOUG. FAIRBANKS, JR., PAUL LUKAS and MARGARET LINDSAY, “Captured!” 
bids fair to take its place among the immortal pictures of the screen. The locale of the picture is a German prison camp and the action 

Bobby Jones Gets Tangled 
Up in Sets for ‘Captured!’ 

Became So Engrossed in Prison Camp Scene For 
Lesle Howard Picture, He Forgot His Own Work 

OBBY JONES, who was working on a new series of golf 
pictures at the Warner Bros. studios at the same time that 
““Captured!’’ was being filmed, got all tangled up in the 

‘‘barbed wire’’ of a German prison camp scene and other tech- 
nicalities one afternoon, which held up his own picture for the 
rest of the day. 

Bobby was on his way to one of the stages where he was 
working, when he caught sight of a vast set for ‘‘Captured!’’ 
a picture now showing at the .. eae ... Theatre. This is one 
of the largest and most compre- 

something of a technician himself, 
hensive sets ever constructed at the : ; 

— entirely apart from the smooth pro- 
studio. ‘The stage door was open : : ; 

; cesses of his golf swing. He was 
a he set was receiving its finish- | ; ; 
: nd the set a ee 8} : : | graduated as a mechanical engineer 
ing touches. The overhead pipes in : at the Georgia School of Technology. 
the “delousing shed” were turned : He knows a surprising lot about 
on, experimentally, and the rush and | eyryes and plotting and perspective 
spatter of water attracted Bobby’s and strains and stresses. He also 
attention. He stepped aside. And|speaks German pretty well—he 
one entire afternoon was written studied that at Harvard. 

off from the laudable endeavor of And on this prison camp set he 
the former champion to instruct aj found Robert Haas, the art director, 

who speaks German naturally; and 
Roy Del Ruth, director for the pro- 
duction; and Robert Barrat, the 
wicked German commandant, who is 

waiting world in the best way to 
accomplish an ambition to break 90 
on a golf course. 

Bobby, you may remember, is 
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in a cast that includes Leslie How- 

ard, Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., 
of others. Mr. Barrat was rehears- 

Paul| ing some crackling German orders 
Lukas, Margaret Lindsay, and a lot| and dialogue, and inspecting his com- 

BRITISH WAR ACE 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., plays 
the glamorous role of Lieutenant 
Digby of the Royal Air Force in the 
new hit picture “Captured” which 
is now showing at the 
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forfable quarters at the camp, in 
contrast to the squalid barracks for 
the prisoners. 

Next thing, of course, Mr. Jones 
was making a tour of inspection of 
the enormous set—it occupies the 
entire space of one studio, which, 
in a general way, is half the size 
of a city block. 

Mr. Jones is of an investigative 
turn of mind. That perhaps is one 
reason he has learned a lot about 
how to hit a golf ball. He asked 
Mr. Haas plenty of questions. He 
learned that this set for “Cap- 
tured!” was on a wooden base, con- 
toured into hillocks, covered with 
concrete, and then with a layer of 
six inches of earth, suitable equally 

for dust or mud. 

“T noticed your ‘sky’ was piped 
for rain,” observed Mr. Jones. 

“There was always much rain in 
all prison camps,” said Mr. Haas. 
“Tt is a great thing for bad, com- 
mandants to make prisoners’ stand 
out in. Also soldiers on parade.” 

And he told a harrowing tale of 
how he and some 250,000 other Ger- 
man soldiers and officers stood at 
attention forty-five minutes one day, 
while the King of Saxony, who was 
celebrating his birthday, was get- 

ting around to start an inspection. 
“They don’t stand you up so in 

a golf tournament, no?’ Mr. Haas 
asked Bobby. 

“Not for anybody’s birthday,” re- 
plied Mr. Jones. “It took me three 
hours and forty minutes, once, to 
play one round in the British open 

championship at St. Andrews. But 
that was gallery. 

Bobby noted the German news- 
papers on the tables and desk in the 
commandant’s office and stuffed in 
place of broken panes in the barrack 

windows. 

“Can’t read those on the screen,” 

he suggested. 

“Just one of the details,” said the 

art director. 

“Going to have real cooties for the 
delousing scenes?” Bobby inquired. 

“Don’t the barracks look like it?” 

countered Mr. Haas. 

By the time he had finished with 
the technicalities, Bobby found the 
afternoon had been entirely spent 
in the German prison camp instead 
of on the golf set. 

“Captured!” is a stirring drama of 
an unusual triangle with exciting 
scenes which take place almost en- 
tirely in a detention camp. It is a 
startlingly realistic drama based on 

the novel by Sir Philip Gibbs, adap- 
ted by Edward Chodorov and di- 
rected by Roy Del Ruth. - 



Margaret Lindsay share the leading 

“Captured” Sets New High In Film Epics! 

A Picture You'll Long Remember | Leslie 
(Review) 

GermanPrisonCamp,Locale 
Of Amazing Love Story 

Leslie Howard, Fairbanks Jr., and Paul Lukas Get 
Everything Out of Their Powerful Roles 

VER so often a motion picture producer comes thru with 
a new theme in cinema entertainment that at once sets a 
new ‘‘style’’ for other producers to follow. In this respect 

Warner Bros. have shown the way with such memorable films as 
‘‘T Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang,,’’ ‘‘Silver Dollar’’ and 
the more recent successes which once again changed the style 

‘again in your mind. 

namely, ‘‘42nd Street’’ and ‘‘Gold Diggers of 1933.’’ 

It is quite evident that Warner Bros. aim to keep up this 
precedent. With their new production ‘‘Captured!’’ which was 
enthusiastically received by last night’s audience at the Strand 
Theatre, these modern pioneers of 
new motion picture themes have 
given the screen another unusual 
production which contains all the 
elements of stark drama and pulsat- 
ing action, topped only by a love 
story that springs from the lives of 
its triangled characters right to the 
heart. 

“Captured!” is a big picture in 
every sense of the word—big from 
a viewpoint of being entirely dif- 
ferent from anything you have seen 
—big because of its superb cast of 
three great male stars and one of 
the most talented and _ beautiful 
newcomers to the screen. 

It is indeed absorbing entertain- 
ment—screen fare that will linger 
with you for a long, long time—a 
picture you'll live over and over 

Leslie Howard Great 

When you start fanning about 
great screen stars, we know you are 

going to include the performance of 
Leslie Howard, who with Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and 

roles, in “Captured!” Howard is in- 
deed a master of his craft, who sur- 

passes everything he has done be- 
fore with his characterization of the 
Victoria Cross Officer, madly in love 
with his unfaithful wife. 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., makes the 

most of his unsympathetic role as 
the soldier who stole the love of his 
best friend’s wife. He is thoroughly 
believable and gives a grand per- 
formance, while Paul Lukas, is go- 

ing to add thousands of admirers to 
his already large following by his 
keen, sympathetic work as the kind- 
ly but efficient Commandant of the 
German Prison Camp. 

Margaret Lindsay, looking pret- 
tier than ever, carries off her role 
with charm and assurance. 
When you go to see “Captured!” 

you may go expecting to see the 
unusual, It is an adaptation from 
the story “Fellow Prisoners” by Sir 
Philip Gibbs, Britain’s great war 
correspondent and author. 

The main drama of “Captured!” 
concerns the love and lives of three 
people, Captain Allison—played by 
Leslie Howard at his best; Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., as Lieutenant Digby, 
a life long friend of Captain Allison 
and secretly in love with Allison’s 
wife played by the charming Mar- 
garet Lindsay. 

Vivid Scenes 

“Captured!” does not alone hold 
you with its love plot. There are 
the awe-inspiring spectacles which 
hold you spell-bound through the 
scenes in which thousands of officers 
and men of the allied armies are 
held as prigoners of war in a Ger- 
man prison camp behind the Hinden- 
burg Line. These scenes have been 
created with vivid, yet artistic real- 
ism, but only serve as a background 
for the love-plot. It is in this part 
that Paul Lukas as Commander Er- 
lich does his best work yet seen on 
the screen. 

The thrilling climax to the picture 
should not be overlooked. Here is 
a fine example of expert director- 
ship; however, lest we spoil your 
enjoyment, we will refrain from 
describing the action. Roy Del 
Ruth, the director has indeed, ex- 

“CAPTURED” BRINGS YOU FOUR GREAT STARS! 

A cast of 2000 is headed by the four incomparable stars seen above in the 

duced by Warner Brothers and now showing at the 
we find Leslie Howard, English favorite; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., popular young star; 

eran of many triumphant roles; and beautiful Margaret Lindsay whose performance in 

marks her as among the screen’s greatest. 

CURRENT SHORTS 
Make-Up Experts Were 
Kept Busy Making Scars 

The Warner Bros. make-up de- 
partment was kept busy for more 
than a month making sears for Al- 
lied prisoners in a German prison 
camp for scenes in “Captured!” now 
showing at the 
Every morning, at least half of the 
200 extras used as prisoners, had to 

be made up with the scars and 
wounds they wear during the pic- 
ture. Some of these were saber and 
bayonet slashes across the face and 
others scalp wounds. Arms, hands 
and legs also had to be bandaged 
and patches put over eyes. It took 
a corps of men two hours each morn- 
ing to prepare the players for their 
work. Leslie Howard, Douglas Fair- 
banks, Jr., Margaret Lindsay and 
Paul Lukas head the all star cast 
in the picture which is based on a 
novel by Sir Philip Gibbs. Roy Del 
Ruth directed. 

celled himself in the masterly hand- 
ling of the big scenes as well as 
the numerous other intricate parts 
of “Captured!”. 

The entire cast, individually and 
collectively play their roles with 
clear understanding. The fine sup- 
porting cast consists of Robert Bar- 
rat, Arthur Hohl, William LeMaire, 
all fine character actors. Special 
credit should go to the camera men 
for some of the most striking night 
photography that has been brought 
to the sereen. 

Leslie Howard’s Rest Is 

Three Hours at Polo 

Leslie Howard, who is one of the 
all star cast of players in “Cap- 
tured!” the Warner Bros. picture, 
NOW at the. sats s-: Theatre, takes 
his recreation in strange ways. The 
work on the German prison camp 
set for the production was so strenu- 
ous that he demanded time for rest. 
It was given him, so he borrowed a 
polo pony and rested by chasing a 
ball across the polo field for three 

hours without a letup. This exercise 

served him instead of rest, and he 

shortly returned to his work with 
added zest and pleasure, much to the 
surprise and wonderment of his fel- 
low-stars and workers. 

Out No.34 Out 45c Mat 1ic 

Margaret Lindsay Only 
Plays at Being English 
Margaret Lindsay who has the 

leading feminine role of an English 

girl in the Warner Bros. picture 

“Captured!” a powerful love drama 

_| laid in a German prison camp, now 

Ser a oe Theatre, 

always speaks with a decided Eng- 

showing at the 

lish: accent. She was reputed to 
have been born in,London, but now 
repudiates it. She admits Dubuque, 
Ia., as her birthplace, although she 
did play on the stage in London for 
some time. “Captured!” a thrilling- 
ly dramatic story by Sir Philip 
Gibbs, carries an all star cast, in- 
cluding Leslie Howard, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr. and Paul Lukas. 

Ex-German Guard Plays 
Same Role in ‘Captured!’ 

While looking for a man to play 
the role of a guard in the German 
prison camp picture, “Captured!” 
the Warner Bros. casting office 
found that they had on their list 
of actors a man who had been a 
guard during the war. The player 
is Hans Yetter, ex-Sergeant in the 
Kaiser’s service. He plays in sup- 
port of Leslie Howard, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and all 
star cast, in this picture based on 
the novel by Sir Philip Gibbs, now 
Bt Ae enc eres Theatre. 

Theatre. 

(Opening Day Story) 

Howard Heads Large 

Cast in ‘“‘Captured”’ at State 
Advance Reports Hail Picture as Powerful Love 

Drama Laid in German War Prison Camp 

APTURED!’’ which advance reports indicate to be one 

of the most important pictures of the year to come out 

of the Warner Bros. studio, is said to be a powerful drama 

with an unusually strong love tale that is laid in the German 

Military Prison Camps during the World War. It opens today 
at 16 ee Theatre with Leslie Howard, Douglas 

Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and Margaret Lindsay playing the 

stellar roles. 
Although most of the action takes place in the prison camp, 

the strength of the story is said to lie in the unusual triangle 
involving Howard, Fairbanks and Lindsay who is married to 
Howard but discovers she loves Fairbanks. Both men are fellow 
prisoners in the same camp. Vivid dramas of love, hate, jealousy, 
despair and even madness among the hundreds of men incarcerated 

: behind the German lines, are cli- 
maxed by a most sensational de- 
nouement when Howard, as the Vic- 
toria Cross officer, discovers his wife 
and friend’s unfaithfulness. 
A spectacular delivery of all the 

prisoners engineered by Howard, his 
solution to his live problem, and his 
deed more daring than that for 
which he won his decoration, are 
just a few of the highlights that 
are said to make “Captured!” re- 
markable enter- 

tainment. 

The produce- 
ers, who have 
already given 
us such _ out- 
standing screen 
fare as “I Am 

A Fugitive 
From a Chain 
Gang,” ‘42nd 
Street,” “Gold 
Diggers of 
[0533525 Ei hee 

Working Man,” 
and “The Little ;RSLIE HOWARD 

Giant,” consid- Out No. 6 

er “Captured!” Gut 15¢ Mat 5e 
as the strongest 

es 

great pictures. 
Robert Barrat is cast as the 

prison camp commandant. Margaret 

Lindsay, the young actress who made 

such a sensational hit in “Caval- 

cade,” has the role of the girl Moni- 

ca, with whom both Howard and 

Fairbanks are in love. 
Other players in the extensive cast 

of “Captured!” are Arthur Hohl, 
John Bleifer, Philip Faversham, 
Frank Reicher, Joyce Coad, William 
LeMaire and J. Carroll Naish. 

new dramatic triumph pro- 
Reading from ‘left to right, 

Paul Lukas, vet- 
“Cavalcade” 

Ist day of run 

Film Jobs Easier to 
Land by Staying Far 
Away From Hollywood 

The best way to get into the mov- 
ies to to stay away from Hollywood. 
[he movie industry is peculiar in 
that best results are obtained when 
she mountain goes to Mohamet. 

It worked out in the case of John 
Bleifer, a young Russian actor who 
zame to America several years ago 
with a traveling troupe. Ultimately 
he came to Hollywood to try and 
srash the movies, but after a few 
months, he gave up and returned to 

New York. 
While playing in the stage pro- 

duction of “Clear All Wires” on 
Broadway, he was given a contract 
to play the same role on the screen. 
Warner Bros. seeing his excellent 

work in this picture engaged him to 

German Milkmaid in 
“Captured!” Is Irish 

Joyee Coad, who has one of the 

two feminine roles in the Warner 

Bros. picture, “Captured!” now show- 

ing at the Theatre, was 

selected for the role of a German 

peasant girl, because she looks the 

part. In reality she is of Irish- 

French descent, born in Cheyenne, 

Wyo. She is one of a set of trip- 

lets. Margaret Lindsay has the 

other feminine role in a cast of more 

than 200 males, headed by Leslic 

Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 

Paul Lukas, Arthur Hohl and Robert 

Barrat. 

Arthur Hohl Proficient 

dramatic picture of theis—year—lb__ 

brutal ~— 

With Cockney Dialect 
Arthur Hohl, while born in Pitts- 

burgh, has mastered the Cockney 
dialect so thoroughly that Leslie 

Howard, an Englishman, who is play- 

ing with Hohl in the Warner Bros. 
picture, “Captured!” now showing at 

HG. oe eects Theatre, asked him 

how long he had been in America. 
Hohl has the role of a Cockney 
soldier in a German prison camp and 
his language would do credit to a 
London Eastsider. He also used a 
cockney dialect for a previous pic- 
ture, “The Narrow Corner.” 

play the part of a Russian Officer 
in “Captured!”, Sir Philip Gibbs’ 
thrilling novel of love and adventure 
in a German prison camp, which is 

now on the sereen of the 
Theatre. 

The same method has spelled 
movie success for many of the pres- 
ent Hollywood luminaries. It is a 
quicker and surer route than coming 

to Hollywood unbidden. 
“Captured!” carries an all star cast 

with Leslie Howard, Douglas Fair- 
banks, Jr., Paul Lukas, Margaret 
Lindsay and Arthur Hohl in the 

leading roles. 
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2nd day of run 

Famous English Star 
Finally Signs 5 Year 
Contract For Movies 

“I will never sign a long-term 
movie contract,” said Leslie Howard 
some time ago upon his return to 
N. Y. shortly after he had completed 
a picture in Hollywood. “In work on 
the legitimate stage, the actor feels 
that he amounts to something, that 
he has some say about what he is 
to do, and how he shall behave. In 
Hollywood, a five year contract is 

like buying a pig in the poke.” 

The distinguished English actor 
was completely sincere when he 
made this assertion. He frankly 
didn’t care about the movies as a 
steady diet. It was not until after 
he had completed “Captured!” sen- 
sational new Warner Bros. drama of 
love and strife, which is now at the 

theatre, that he changed 
his mind about long term movie con- 
tracts. He discovered to his surprise 
that he needn’t be bound down by a 
movie contract, that his movements 
could be just as free as he wished. 

And so Mr. Howard agreed to the 
terms of a five year contract with 
Warner Bros. 

Under this agreement, all his de- 
sires are considered. He will have 
time to do as much legitimate stage 
work as he wishes. He can write 
plays as he has done before. And 
every so often he will turn up at the 
Warner lot and make another pic- 
ture presenting him with another 
strong role. 

Mr. Howard is not a novice to the 
movies. He has worked before cam- 
eras before, but always returned 
with a feeling of relief to his first 
love, the stage. Now that he has 
found that he can follow both types 
of work, he is satisfied to continue 
his movie career. 
A great many interested fans will 

mms -delighted with the news of Les- 
lie Howard’s new movie contract. 

For years, his name has been one to 
conjure with, and the complaint was 

continually heard that only London- 
ers and New Yorkers were able to 
see his shows. Beginning with “Cap- 
tured!” a nation-wide, world-wide 
distribution, will bring the talents 
of the English actor before all. 

His role of Captain Allison in 
“Captured!” offers him a splendid 
chance to give another great per- 
formance—which he does with great 
gusto. Playing the part of an Eng- 
lish officer, impounded in a German 
prison camp, has its complexities— 
even to as finished an actor as Mr. 
Howard. But criticism can _ be 
levelled at him for his performance 
in this picture. It is unquestionably 
one of the finest in his long career 
of successes. 

And so Howard’s army of ad- 
mirers are looking forward to a 
great many popular, powerful pro- 
ductions in the future. With him in 
‘Captured!’ are Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., 
Margaret Lindsay and Paul Lukas. 

NEW SENSATION 

MARGARET LINDSAY, who has 
the leading feminine role in 

“Captured” at the Strand. 
Cut No.18 Outi15c Mat 5c 
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DYNAMIC PRISON CAMP SCENE 

LESLIE HOWARD is shown here with PAUL LUKAS and DOUGLAS 
FAIRBANKS, Jr., in one of the many thrilling incidents in “Cap- 
tured” which is now playing at the 

Cut 30¢ Cut No. 12 

3rd day of run 

Realism of Big Punch 
Scene in ‘‘Captured’’ 
Gave Workers Thrill 
Even those engaged for years in 

the making of motion pictures get a 
tremendous thrill every now and 
then from seeing a scene being tak- 
en. One of these occasions was the 
scene of a revolt in a German mili- 
tary prison camp, staged for the 
Warner Bros. powerful love drama 

“Captured!” now at the 
Theatre, with Leslie Howard head- 
ing the cast. 

More than 200 players, represent- 
ing imprisoned soldiers of the Allied 
armies, all in a half dressed condi- 
tion, were to stage this prison break 
armed mostly with sticks and other 
makeshift weapons. Opposed to them 
were some fifty German guards, 

armed with rifles and bayonets and 
a machine gun set up in a watch 
tower. 

The entire set, built on one of 
the stages, was a morass of mud 
two feet deep, while overhead water 
pipes provided a drenching down- 

pour of artificial rain. 

The signal: for “Action!” was a 

gun fired by a prop man on the 
side lines. Immediately, the prison- 
ers streamed out of the barracks, 
brandishing their weapons and run- 
ning toward the guarded gates, 

through the slushy mud. 

Guards on all sides began firing 
into their midst while a warning 
siren shrilled. As they advanced 
toward the gates, a line of guards 
met them with fixed bayonets while 

the machine gun opened fire. Men 
fell splashing and writhing in the 
mud, many of them lying still on 
their faces. 

The work of the machine gun and 
the guards resulted in the return to 
the barracks of half of the prisoners 
who came out of it alive—and di- 
rector Roy Del Ruth yelled “Cut!” 

From the sidelines came a burst 
of applause from the cameramen, 
electricians and laborers, which is 
most unusual. It was not only ap- 
plause for the perfection of the 
scene, but also reaction of the tense 
nerves of those who watched the 
scene. 

Those who had taken the falls in 
the mud were treated to a cleansing 
spray from hose on the sidelines and 
got ready to do it all over again 
for the sake of a different camera 
angle. 

There is a strong cast in this dra- 
matie story, based on a novel by Sir 
Philip Gibbs, which includes Leslie 
Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 
Paul Lukas, Margaret Lindsay, Ar- 
thur Hohl and Robert Barrat. 

Theatre. 

Mat 10c 

4th day of run 

Son of Famous Actor 
Had Picture Baptism 
in Thick Sea of Mud 

After a generous baptism of water 
and mud, Phillip Faversham swears 
that movie acting is anything but 
a bed of roses. 

The young actor, son of William 
Faversham of stage fame, had his 
initiation into motion pictures when 
Warner Bros. studios signed him for 
an important role in “Captured!” 
now showing at the ............ Theatre, 
with Leslie Howard and Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr. and Paul Lukas in 
the stellar roles. Faversham was 
playing on the stage in Los Angeles 
at the time. 

The first scene he was put into 
was on a German prison camp set. 
It was supposed to be night—and 
what a night! Rows of water pipes 
drenched the uniformed actors: and 
extras, while the floor of the stage 
which was covered two feet deep 
with earth, was turned into a muddy 
bog. 

All day Faversham worked in this 
downpour of artificial rain, but that 
wasn’t the half of it. His big scene 
of the day was where, supposedly 
weak from hunger, exposure and 
illness, he faints and falls prone on 
his face in the mud. 

He had to do it four times until 
a perfect take was secured, and in 
the process he accumulated enough 
mud on his face and body to supply 
a girls’ seminary with facial packs 
for a year. 

The scenes of “Captured!” a thrill- 
ing love drama laid in a German 
prison camp during the war, by Sir 
Philip Gibbs, take place mostly on 
this set. More than 200 players 
appear as prisoners. The picture 
was directed by Roy Del Ruth from 
the screen play by Edward Chodorov. 

5th day of run 

Prop Man Fans With 
Leslie Howard About 
War on Movie Stage 

Reminiscences of Vimy Ridge, 
Mons, Ypres and other historic bat- 
tlefields of the western front flew 
thick and fast on the prison camp 
set during the production of the 
Warner Bros. picture, “Captured!” 
now at the 

It began when the English-born 
property man with the troupe walked 
over to Leslie Howard, who has the 
role of Captain Allison in Sir Philip 
Gibbs’ story, with the ingredients of 
a package from “blighty.” 

“Can you think of anything I’ve 

CURRENT PUBLICITY 
6th day of run 

Feminine Leads With Decorated 29 Times, 
3 Famous Stars Won 

hy Margaret Lindsay 

Margaret Lindsay, the beautiful 

newcomer who has the feminine lead 
with Leslie Howard, Douglas Fair- 

banks, Jr. and Paul Lukas in “Cap- 
tured!”, now~at the .............. Theatre, 
had been under contract to the War- 
ner Bros.-First National Studio only 

two months when she had finished 
leads with three great stars. 

Signed because of her outstanding 

work in “Cavaleade,” Miss Lindsay” 
was inrmediately placed in the fem- 
inine role opposite William Powell 
in “Private Detective 62.” That 
finished, she at once started rehears- 
als with George Arliss in “Voltaire,” 
and while that picture was still in 
progress, she received the script for 

“Captured!” 
Although Miss Lindsay got her 

start in pictures under the pretense 
of being an English girl, she really 
is an American, and a native of 
Dubuque, Iowa. She received part 
of her education in Washington, 
D. C., however, which perhaps ae- 
counts for her cosmopolitan view- 

point, and actually spent some time 
in London, where she cultivated the 
English accent that deceived Holly- 
wood producers so perfectly. Then, 
once “in,” she confessed, and was 
forgiven. 

In “Voltaire,” Miss Lindsay had 
the role of a French girl, although 
she has never been in France, while 

in “Private Detective 62” she was 
an American. Now, in “Captured!” 
she once more has the chance to 
use her English aecent, since she 

portrays an English girl and the 
wife of the very English Leslie 
Howard. 

left out, Mr. Howard?” he asked. 
Howard shot him a quick, keen look. 
The accent was unmistakable. So 
were the features. 

“It’s right as rain’ observed How- 
ard, looking over the contents of the 
open package with an approving eye. 
“It’s all there—chutney, blackberry 
jam, Dundee marmalade, cigarettes, 
bovril cubes. You were in it, too, 
weren’t you?” 

“Props,” erstwhile Bugler Herbert 
Plews, known to his peacetime com- 
rades on the Warner-First Nationat 
lot, exclusively as “Limey,” grinned 
and clicked his heels together as he 
gave a salute that smacked crisply 
of 1917. 

“T was,” returned Limey, “three 
years of it. Wound up the war at 
Mons, just where the blooming show 
started.” : 

The cast includes Leslie Howard, 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret 
Lindsay, Paul Lukas, Frank Reicher, 
Authur Hohl and Robert Barrat. 
Roy Del Ruth directed. 

British War Ace An 

Extra in ‘Captured!’ 

Every new foreign picture made 
in Hollywood brings out countless 

stories of former princes serving as 
waiters, and every war picture dis- 

closes former Captains of His Ma- 
jesty’s Guard now acting as extras. 

Such a picture is “Captured!” the 
Warner Bros. production now at the 

Theatre. Although there 

is little actual fighting in the story, 
since the greater part of the action 
takes place in a German prison 

camp, and the picture is actually 
a powerful love drama, several hun- 
dred extras of all nationalities are 
used and many scores of former 

heroes responded to the casting e¢all. 

Of these, perhaps the most interest- 
ing is Captain M. J. Shannon. 

Captain Shannon, born in Ireland 
and educated in England, enlisted in 
the British Air Forces at the out- 
break of the war, and later joined 
the 91st Squadron of the American 
Air Force. By the time the Armis- 
tice was signed, his record for brav- 
ery and unusual achievements on 
the field of battle had topped any- 
thing ever conceived in the brain 

of the most imaginative motion pie- 
ture scenarist. He was, for instance, 
the only lone flyer to bring down, 
single-handed, a German Zeppelin! 

He brought down fifty-eight 
enemy planes and seven balloons. 
He received every high honor given 
by the Allies for bravery. And he 
was hime* brought down three ~ 
times, 0, in flames behind the 
German hs! 

Strangely enough, his picture role—— 
in “Captured!” parallels that part 
of his actual war experience, since, 
after being brought down and takez 
to the prison camp, he is one of a 
group under the leadership of Leslie 
Howard, who escape, by capturmg 
several nearby enemy planes. 

A list of Captain Shannon’s dec- 
orations includes French Legion of 
Honor, British Military Cross, Bri- 
tish Distinguished Service Order, 
British Distinguished Service Cross, 
Italian Order of Leopold, French 
Medal Militaire, Croix de Guerre 
with seven palms, French Flying 
Cross, American Distinguished Serv- 
ice Order, American Distinguished 
Service Medal, Russian Order of 
St. George, British Mons Star, 
British Distinguished Conduct Med- 
al, and enough others to make 
twenty-nine -in all! 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr., Paul Lukas and Margaret Lind- 
say have the principal roles in 
“Captured!” which Roy Del Ruth 
directed from the novel by Sir Philip 
Gibbs. 

TENSE DRAMA SEEN IN “CAPTURED!” 

LESLIE HOWARD and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., are here seen 
in a powerful scene from their sensational new picture. “Captured,” 

which is now playing at the Strand Theatre. a 

Cut No. 20 Out 30c Mat 10c 



SUGGESTED NEWSPAPER ADS WITH WHICH TO ANNOUNCE 
SERIALIZATION. GIVE THESE TO EDITOR OF YOUR PAPER 

EXHIBITORS NOTE: 
The complete six chapter newspaper 

serialization of “Captured” together with 
scene cuts taken from the picture is in mat 
form and is available for the nominal charge 
of $1.00 for the entire story. Order direct 
from the Merchandising Plan Editor, War- 
ner Bros. Pictures, Ine., 321 West 44th 
Street, New York. 

In planting this story we suggest that you 
so arrange the release date as to give your 
show a two-day advance publicity break. 

(Advance) 

Watch For 

“CAPTURED” 
The story of a friendship great enough to share the 
love of one man’s sweetheart and the blame for 

another man’s unspeakable crime. 

Tabooed for 15 years, because of its force and daring, it is brought 
to the screen in Warner Bros.’ most sensational cyclorama of human 
passions that flamed during the war and changed our entire moral 
code. 

You can see it at the Strand next week—be ‘theilled and awed by 
its magnitude, as Leslie Howard, Paul Lukas, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr., Margaret Lindsay and 2000 other players relive the drama that 
Sir Phillip Gibbs, celebrated English war correspondent penned in 
his novel, “FELLOW PRISONERS.”’ 

“CAPTURED” 
It will capture your imagination—hold you as no 

story has ever done before. 

(Starting Day) 

Turn to Page .... 

Start Reading 

“CAPTURED” 
Based upon Warner Bros.’ epic 
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CHAPTER I 

By Paul Lawrence 

HROUGH the slippery, wet mud, down the long road, 
trudged a line of disconsolate figures. Some staggering, 
some walking listlessly, all moving slowly, hopelessly, the 

line threaded its way, passing columns of gray-clad German sol- 
diers as they turned into the main gate of a German prison camp. 

Suddenly from the head of the group came the shouted com- 
mand in German. ‘‘Halt!’’ 

“Officers step out to the middle of 
Wearily the men stopped. 

the road!” Groups of men in vari- maintained with difficulty. 

colored uniforms, French, Americans, 
Russians, British, left the main body 
and formed a separate group. Cap- 
tain Frederic Allison of the British 
Army looked about him at his im- 
mediate companions. There was 
Haversham, the young English of- 
ficer, held upright only by Allison’s 
supporting arm. There was Martin, 
a thin, dry cowhand whose Texas 
life had not been dimmed even by 
his army service. There was Guer- 
and, impetuous Frenchman, and 
Strogin, a sullen, powerful Russian. 
Others, too, joined them as they 
were ordered forward, through the 
rain, to the German prison camp. 

The Commandant of the encamp- 
ment strode out to the porch to 
survey the additions to his herd of 
unhappy humans. The men lined up 
before him, with young Haversham 
still being held in an upright posi- 
tion by Captain Allison. Suddenly 
Haversham stumbled and pitched to 
his knees with a moan, 

“What’s the trouble,” bellowed the 
guard. The prisoners helped the boy 
to his feet, a position which he 

“Herr Kommandant,” ealled Alli- 
son, “is it possible that this boy can 
get something to drink? He is very 
sick.” 

“Drink? Yah! White wine for 
everyone,” sarcastically rejoined the 
Commandant. Then turning to the 
guard, “Give all the prisoners a dou- 
ble ration of our ‘white wine’—un- 
derstand?” 

Martin, the cowpuncher, involun- 
tarily exclaimed, “White wine! Say, 
brother, I ask you—what kind of a 
prison camp is this!” Even the 
guard was taken aback by the com- 
mand—then he too understood. 
“Forward march,” came the com- 

mand. As the prisoners moved away 
the Commandant stopped Allison; he 
saw the decoration on his chest. 
“You have received the Victoria 
Cross.” The Englishman merely re- 
turned the German’s look. “We are 
honored,” continued the Commandant 
with mock deference. Allison re- 
mained stiffly at attention, then 
wheeled and followed his compan- 
ions. 

Like so many cattle, the men were 

herded into a long low building. In-, meagre store. 
side, the walls and floor were wet. 
Overhead, rusty pipes hung in a 
shower-like arrangement. As _ the 
men lined up, guards went the 
length of the row cutting off all the 
buttons from the clothes, and fore- 
ing the men to grab their garments 
to keep them from falling off. 

The entrance of the Commandant 
and his adjutant put an end to this 
ceremony. The guards stiffened to 
attention, as:sthe Commandant’s nar- 
rowed eyes swept over the room. He 
strode over to Haversham. 
“What is your name?” he barked. 

He was answered by Allison who 

Allison took a long look at a small snapshot. (Scene taken from the 
motion picture “Captured,” with Leslie Howard at the right.) 

“Why they do this?” asked Guer-| gave the name of the exhausted Eng- 
and. 

“Listen, brother,” responded Mar- 
tin, “have you ever tried to run 
away and hold your pants at the 
same time?” 

“Non.” 

“Well, here’s your chance.” 
Quickly the men were forced to 

empty their pockets into a basket 
and remove their clothes. Captain 
Allison reluctantly deposited his be- 
longings in the basket, taking a long 
last look at a small snapshot of a 
beautiful girl which evidently meant 
more to him than the rest of his 

lish lad. 

“T am not speaking to you!” 
stormed the Commandant. Then, 
turning to the youth, he again asked, 
“Your name...” Haversham an- 
swered in a faint whisper. 

“Where ... were.. 

taken . .. prisoner?” 

“Beauvais.” * 
“What regiment—what company?” 

Haversham looked dumbly at the 
brusque German officer—and shook 
his head. “Speak!” bawled the Com- 
mandant, and when Haversham re- 

mained silent, struck him two heavy 

“yours 

blows with his leather gauntlets. The 
boy cringed beneath the blow, but 

with Allison’s help kept his footing. 

The men were pushed under the 

pipes, and with bitter irony the 

Commandant ordered “the white 

wine for the gentlemen.” In a 

blinding, burning torrent a white 

fluid poured down on them, filling 

the room with its terrible odor. ~ 

“Tt’s the delouser,” cried Martin, 
“look out for your eyes.” 

Haversham flinched in horror; the 

hateful fluid had gotten into his 

eyes. Strogin again laughed crazily. 

Allison stood, looking at the Com- 

mandant, calmly and with a trace_of~ 

resentment. - = 

Led by guards, the men, dripping 
wet, filed into a long bare room, lit 

by one glaring electric light. The 
guards indicated to the new prison- 
ers some straw mattresses flung’ on 

the floor, “These are the beds.” As 
the men prepared to toss themselves 

down on these thin pallets, a cock- 
ney voice rang out through the room, 
“More bleedin’ flesh! ... No room 
’ere! ... Tike ’em some other plice! 
. . . We ecahn’t breathe now, blast 
ya! ...: We’re human bein’s! ... 
Tike ’em some other plice.” 

Haversham looked around with 
growing horror. The squalid sur- 
roundings promised him no _ very 
happy existence. Suddenly his glance 
fell on a pistol in the guard’s hol- 
ster. His eyes widened; he was 
panting. With a sudden lunge, he 
grabbed the pistol, lurched back a 
few steps. The room became deathly 
still. 

“Put it down, old man—,” Allison 
said quietly. 

Like an arguing echo, came the 
shrill scream of the Cockney, “Go 
on! ... Let ’em ’ave it! Let ’em 
"ave: itl 5..." 

Quivering with emotion, - Haver- 
sham held the gun against his own 
heart. “Please mother, forgive me, 
—forgive me,” he mumbled. 

“Wait—!” eried Allison. 
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CHAPTER II 

UT the frenzied boy couldn’t wait any longer. A shot rever- 

berated through the building, and Haversham crumpled to 
the floor. Allison stood motionless over the lad. With the 

lithe movement of a snake, Guerand snatched the pistol from the 
hand of the dead boy. 
“Get back,” he cried. The guards 

backed against the wall. Two other 
guards came dashing through the 
door only to be shot down by Guer- 
and. In a twinkling of an eye, the 
prisoners swarmed over the bodies, 
taking their guns, and running in a 
mad race for the walls—and liberty! 

Powerful searchlights picked out 
the fleeing figures against the dark- 
er background. Machine guns moun- 
ted on the walls sprayed them with 
death-dealing bullets. Some of the 
fugitives, tangled in barked wire, 
were struck by the rain of lead; 
none got away. 

Inside the bunk-house, Allison 
stood thoughtfully over the body of 
young Haversham. Martin, turning 
from the window from which he has 
been watching the abortive attempt 
to escape looked at the English- 
man, and said, “Wa/’ll gentlemen— 
all I got to say is Sherman sure 
was right.” 

* * * 

The hopeless, endless weeks passed 
slowly. Allison tried to keep the 
men cheerful, but even he became, 
at times, despondent. On these mo- 
ments he would reach under his pil- 
low, and bring out a worn, finger- 
marked sheet of paper Now as he 
again read that letter the irrepress- 
ible Martin was the first to pipe up| 
with, “’ll lay you ten good Ameri- 
can bucks to a plugged shillin’, Cap- 
tain, that yuh could recite that let- 
ter backwards. 

Page Twelve 

Allison looked at him. “You win, 
Texas: =. Butch. colostillecike:- to 
read it.” His eyes fell to the paper: 

“Please, please do not be hurt 

if I tell you that I have al- 

most forgotten what you really 

look like. I know you so little 

... . How long was it? Six 

days. Six short days and I 

haven’t seen you for two long 

years. Your letters are so full 

. of cheer that I am ashamed to 

write to you this way. 

MONICA.” 

Allison’s thoughts unconsciously 

soared back to his last few moments 
in England. Leaning from a com- 
partment window, he was looking 
down into the anxious face of Moni- 
ca, his wife of but a few days. It 
was hard to leave; they both felt it. 
Allison was trying his best to re- 
lieve the tension by being as light- 
hearted as possible. 

“Oh, what a sad face! .. .” he 
said, “Come on, old lady, chin up, 
you know.” 

Monica whispered, “It isn’t fair! 
. . It isn’t fair! . .°. They’ve no 

right to take you away so soon—!”’ 
“Monica, Monica dearest—they 

can’t take me away frem you—not 
really. Whatever happens—where- 

blew; the clamor of voices arose} huts about. Let the men build others 

over even the din of the station, as| and live in them—four or five to a 
he kissed her good-bye. 

* * * 

With a start, Captain Allison 
came back to reality. He was still 
in the prison camp. Monica was 
many, many miles away. He and she 
were different people in different 
worlds now. 

In the distance, with increasing 
clarity and volume came the throb 
of an airplane motor. The men sat 
up, listening. “With one of those 
planes,” Allison thought to himself, 
“in an hour I could be—.” The 
noise of the motors grew louder. 

“Tt’s seex o’clock,” cried Guerand. 
“Seex o’clock in the morning—seex 
o’clock in the night—those planes.” 

The pulsating, throbbing noise 
threw the men into a frenzy. The 
cockney, panicked suddenly by the 
vibrations and close quarters banged 
the walls, screaming, “We cahn’t go 
it no more! Let us out of ’ere. Let 
us out .. .! But all he got for 
his pains was the stock of a gun in 
his chest. With the blind following 

common to those long cooped up 
together, the other men took up the 
pounding and shrieking. Allison 
tried his best to quiet the horde, 
but his efforts were fruitless. The 
noise grew to a thunder. Suddenly 
the doors were flung open and two 
guards entered, leveling their guns 
at the prisoners. Like a fading 
echo, the noise died away. 

“Captain Allison . 
first guard, “follow me!” Wonder- 
ingly Allison obeyed. His escort 
led him directly to the Command- 
ant’s office, where a strange figure 
awaited the Englishman. 

“TY am Colonel Ehrlich,” explained 
the German officer. “I have been 
appointed as successor to the late 
Commandant. You know, he was 
killed in that break by his own 
orderly. I understand you are the 
one to see on behalf of the prison- 
ers—you are their spokesman—” 

“I’m doing my best, sir,” Allison 
answered, “but I can’t hold them 

together much longer. They’ve been 

ever 1 am—you’ll be with me—you | shut up nearly a month. I ask you 
know that! | 
‘Ves... 1 know... Oh, Pm | 

being so ghastly—! I'll be... all| 
right. . . . Forgive me?” and she 
clung to Allison. The train whistle 

‘ 

to release them, sir. They’ve reached 
their limit.” 

“And what would you suggest—!” 
“Do not return them to the bar- 

racks, sir. There are small unused 

. .”, ordered the 

hut. They are all officers and gen- 
tlemen. I am willing to vouch for 
their conduct... .” 

Ehrlich hesitated, “You mean you 
will be personally responsible, Cap- 
tain—for all the prisoners?” 

Yes, sir.” 

Please come with me to imspect 
them.” — 

Allison followed the® new com- 
mandant onto the porch. There Ehr- 
lich surveyed the twenty-five new 
men. “Your fellow prisoners have 
spent almost a month in a dungeon 
for attempting to escape,” he began. 
“However, you have come at a more 

“You mean, Captain, you will be personally responsible—for all the 
prisoners?”’ (Scene from the picture “Captured,” with Leslie Howard 

and Paul Lukas.) 

There was a pause. “Very well,” 
the commandant said finally. “We 
shall see. But I warn you—at the 
slightest abuse of any liberties, I 
shall withdraw them immediately.” 

“I will explain that to them, sir. 
I am certain there will be no trou- 

ble.” 

“IT hope not.” Ehrlich smiled. 
“You’re from Oxford, aren’t you? I 
thought so. I was up some years 
before you, I imagine. My second 
son was killed last week.” 

“Oh .. .”, Allison thought for a 
moment. “Karl Ehrlich! Of course! 
The fencer! I remember your pic- 

ture—.” 

“They’ve probably taken it down 
and burned it by now. Captain, we 
have a detachment of new prisoners. 

fortunate time. Captain Allison has 
just persuaded me to make an ex- 
periment. Don’t make the mistake 
of abusing your privileges. The Cap- 
tain will explain to you later.” 

As the prisoners were led away, 
Allison suddenly left the porch and 
dashed up to one of the new men. 
“Dig,” he eried, “Dig! Dig!” 

“No speaking to the prisoners 
yet,” called the Adjutant to Alli 
son. 

Reluctantly, the Englishman back- 
ed away. He returned to Ehrlich’s 
side. “That is an old friend of mine, 

sir. If we are allowed the huts— 
may I ask you to assign him to 
mine? That’s Digby—Lieutenant 
Digby! You see, sir, he saw my 
wife only a few months ago—spoke 
to her! (Continued Tomorrow) 
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CHAPTER III 

NSIDE the hut that evening, Allison tried to elicit some in- 
formation from Digby concerning his beloved Monica. 

‘‘Tell me about her, Dig!’’ he pleaded. 
‘*What shall I tell you?’’ 
‘*Everything ! What did she talk about?’’ 
‘“Oh—she thought the show we saw was pretty rotten. . 

And—she talked about you quite a lot.’’ 
“What did she say,” asked Alli- 

son eagerly. “Dash it, Dig—I have 
to cross-question you like a prosecu- 

ting counsel! I’m simply starved for 
news about Monica—haven’t had a 
letter in months.” 

“You say we’re only fifteen miles 
behind the lines?” Digby was evad- 
ing Allison’s questions. “Not very 

far to go for a break.” 

“There isn’t a chance, old fellow! 
But never mind that! Has Moni- 
ea——”’ 

Digby spoke sharply, “I’ve told 
you all I know!” 

A sudden quiet hung over the 
room like a pall. “I’m sorry,” said 
Allison quietly. 

Digby frowned. Something was 
bothering him; something which he 

wanted to say but couldn’t. Words, 
words seemed ready to pour from 

his mouth if his lips could only re- 
lax their grim tension for but a 
moment. Startingly, his expres- 
sion changed. 

“Ym not winding up here! I won’t 
rot in this hole! There’s a way out 
—and I’m going to find it.” 

Allison was serious, as he shook 

his head. “No one wants to leave 
alee than I! To get back to her 
again—for a day—for an hour! But 
we can’t think of ourselves. There’s 
the rest of them. Any attempt, 
successful or not—means the loss of 

eir privileges. And it was pretty 
brutal, Dig—before we got them . 
You must see it that way. Besides, 

woods. Digby listened as plane af- 
ter plane joined the hubbub. 

“Plane base, eh?” he said slowly. 

* * * 

The arrival of mail was always 
an event in the encampment. Let- 
ters from home, packages, anything 
to show that they were not com- 
pletely forgotten, gave the lonely 
prisoners more pleasure than any- 
thing other than liberty could give. 

On this particular evening, the 
men were lined up waiting for the 
distribution of the precious letters. 

Digby was handed a letter. He cov- 
ered it up with one hand and moved 
away. 

Just as it came Allison’s turn at 

the shack, the clattering cart of 
Elsa, the pretty young girl who de- 
livered eggs and butter to the pris- 
on, put a momentary halt to the 
distribution. All eyes followed the 

Digby was handed a letter. He covered it up with one hand and moved 
away. (Scene from the picture “Captured,” with Leslie Howard and 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.) 

lve given my word to the Com- 
mandant.” 

The noise of the near-by planes 
put an abrupt end to further con- 
versation. Allison explained that it 
was the six o’clock testing at the 
plane base on the other side of the 

diminutive fraulein as she moved 
across the courtyard. She smiled 
shyly as the guards joshed her, and 
then blushed as her eyes met those 
of the particular German soldier for 

whom she was looking. 

“Nothing for Allison!” Again! Why 
didn’t Monica write him? Didn’t she 

know how he thirsted for news of 

her? Was she ill? 
Inside the hut, Digby was look- 

ing at the envelope, the corner of 
which bore the initials “M.A.” He 

read his letter again: 
oe . and my dearest, I want 

to be loyal to Fred. I’ve fought 

with myself again—even after 

you left, but it’s no use. I love 

you, my dearest—I love you. 

The remembrance of our last 
night keeps haunting me—your 

arms about me—your kisses... 

MONICA.” 

Just then, Allison entered the hut. 
“T don’t understand why Monica 
hasn’t written,” he said. “If she 
were ill, I’d certainly hear! I can’t 
understand it, Dig...I can’t... 
understand it. ... 

“Perhaps she has something to tell 
you—but doesn’t know how to go 

'about it,” Digby said slowly. “Per- 
haps she doesn’t want to worry you 

” 

“Worry me!” cried Allison, “if 1 
could only see her—just once! If 
she’d only write me—anything. Day 
after day—night after night—I can’t 
think of anything but her! What 
is she doing? What is she thinking? 
God! she must know how rotten it 
is—shut up in this infernal hole— 
not knowing—not hearing. .. Why 

doesn’t she write? .. .” 
Digby stared at the stricken man, 

then suddenly rose and left the hut. 
Allison stared after him, then slowly 
reached for that tattered letter un- 
der his pillow, and re-read it—again. 

Next morning, as Allison and Dig- 
by were working about their hut, 
Colonel Ehrlich approached. He 
spoke first to Allison. 

“The men are doing splendidly. 
It was an excellent idea.” 
“Thank you. You’ve been more 

than kind, sir—and I can only re- 
peat that I shall take the entire re- 
sponsibility for anything that hap- 
pens.” 

“T only hope,” said Ehrlich, “that 
no one person spoils it for all.” 

Hardly was the Commandant out 
of earshot, when Digby burst out 
with, “1 can’t stand it here any 
longer—I’ve got to get away—lI’m 
going to make a try for it!” 

“Steady, lad,” Allison said com- 
fortingly, “better to make up your 

The line began to move again.|mind that you’ve got to see it 

through. We remember something 
you didn’t know, Dig—that cellar— 
the rats—the chaps that—that—.” 
He shook his head and shuddered. 
“What do I care about them?” 
“You've got to care! What differ- 

ence does it make whether you’re in 
a trench with them—flying with 
them—or shut up in this hole with 
them. You can’t send them back to 
that hell—you can’t let them down.” 

“Let you down, you mean,” cried 
Digby. “You and your precious pull 
with that German swine.” 

Allison flared up, “You young 
fool!” Just as quickly he regretted 
his words. “I wish I knew what’s 
happened to you,” he said, “I don’t 
want to see you killed... . I might 
turn you in to save you.” 
“Thanks,” said Digby sarcastically, 

“T expected you would!” And whirl- 
ing away, he left a perplexed Alli- 
son looking after him, hitting his 
fist against his other palm, deeply 
troubled. 

* * * 

That evening, Allison sat down 
again to write Monica.. Martin and 
the Cockney were playing a noisy 
game of cards. 

“Blimey,” bawled the latter, 
“That’s the third time H’Ive seen 
that card this ’and, s’elp me—!” 
“Now looka here, boy,” Martin 

blustered, “when a man says a thing 
like that down where I come from 
we—” 

“Shut up!” It was Allison. The 
others looked amazed. Allison went 
to the door and looked out search- 
ingly. Obviously, he was looking for 
Digby. Meanwhile, Digby slowly 
and cautiously was making his way 
from the woodshed nearby to the 
tall grass on the edge of the woods. 
Over his arm was slung a German 
overcoat and hat. Silently, he 
slipped off his coat and let it slip 
to the ground—the letter half out 
of it. 

Suddenly the tomb-like quiet was 
shattered by the half-stifled scream 
of a terrified woman. Digby crouched 
flat on the ground. Silence fell 
again. Carefully, Digby continued 
his progress. Squeezing through the 
barbed wire—ducking behind trees 
he made his way to the edge of the 
woods—now only the open plane field 
lay between him and his goal. Every- 
thing depended on these next low 
moments! rai 
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CHAPTER IV 

HE other men were sitting in the hut when Strogin entered. 
He looked about him wildly, holding the side of one hand 
with the other. 

‘“Where’ve you been?’’ asked Martin. 
popped off, roamin’ around loose after dark.’’ 

Digby—hi, 
‘“Everybody roamin’ about as if the plice was a bleedin’ 

“*FH’and where’s 

s’elp me!’’ 

Allison said nothing, but went to Ehrlich. 

the door, again looking out. Stro- 
gin, rubbing his hand, had retreated 
to his bunk from which point he 
surveyed his companions from be- 
neath lowered lids. 

It was time for Elga’s daily visit 
with her clattering cart and her 
dog. She was late—unaccountably 
late, and the guard who eagerly 
waited for her each day was wor- 
ried. Suddenly through the gather- 
ing, twilight there came the sound of 
barking. It was Elsa’s dog! On 
the run, the guards went towards 
the sound. “What is it, Lulu?” 
cried the anxious lover. Suddenly 
he spied something in the grass a 
few yards away. He sprang to it. 

“Elsa! Elsa! Mine Gott!” His face 

wooden, his body rigid, he picked 
up the dead body of the girl, and 
carried her in his arms to the office 

of the Commandant. 

Ehrlich jumped from his chair as 
the guards entered the room. He 
quickly felt the girl’s pulse, then 
straightening up, he gently placed 
a long coat over the face and body 
of the girl. 

“*You’re gonna git 

added Cocky, 
otel, 

Captain ?’’ 

“Where did this happen?” ee 

“In the grass behind the wood- 
shed.” 

“Look around there and see what 
you can find! I want all the men 
and all the guards lined up immedi- 
ately!” 

Digby, while this was going on, 

was lurking in the trees at the edge 
of the plane base. He was scratched 
and torn from stumbling through 
the woods. Setting himself finally, 
he sauntered out on the field mov- 
ing towards the planes. A mechan- | 
ic, working on the machine nearest 
Digby watched him _ suspiciously, 
sensing something wrong. Smiling 
confidently, Digby kept going to- 
ward him. 

When Digby was almost up to 
him, the mechanic suspiciously ques- 
tioned “Who are you? What do you 
want?” As the realization dawned 
upon the mechanic, Dig'y knocked 
him down with a heavy blow to the 
jaw and with two leaps was in the. 
plane. Officers, mechanics, helpers 
all dashed madly after the plane, 
but Digby took off before they could 
reach him. 

Once in the air, Digby settled 
himself in his seat and looked back 
at the camp. From his vantage 
point he could see the men lining 
up protestingly, the Commandant 
carefully inspecting each man as the 
searchlights followed his inspection 
up and down the line. Digby changed 
his course slightly and headed di- 
rectly for the British lines. 

In his inspection, the Commandant 
was just about to look over a very 
nervous Strogin, when one of the 
guards dashed up with a coat which 

that easily. His “borrowed” plane 
carried him swiftly back to the Bri- 
tish lines. There, after identifying 
himself, he was granted a three- 
weeks’ leave in London. With the 
same impetuous haste with which 
he managed his escape from the 
camp, he set off for London—and 
the woman for whom he yearned. 

Back in the prison camp, Colonel 
Ehrlich and Allison met in the Com- 
mandant’s chambers. The men talk- 
ed grimly—as Ehrlich explained 
matters to the Englishman. 

'**t ask for his return under international law for a civil crime punish- 
able in every country in the world—in peace or war—by death.” 
(Dramatic scene from the picture “Captured,” with Paul Lukas and 

Leslie Howard.) 

was quickly identified as Digby’s. 
“Where is Lieutenant Digby, Cap- 

tain Allison?” 
“I don’t know... 
“Was he in the hut tonight?” 
“No.” 

“Send a detachment out after 
Lieutenant Digby!” 

But Digby was not to be captured 

3 

“So you see—the lieutenant not 
only escaped, but revenged himself 
rather gruesomely. -Here is his coat 
—found near the body. Here is a 
letter—found in the coat, addressed 
to him.” Allison took the letter, 

too perturbed to even look at it. 
“Not Digby, sir,” he protested. 

“Why, I know him all my life. He 

is absolutely incapable of a thing 
like that. I—I knew Digby would 
try to escape, but—” 

“You knew?” 

“He told me... .” 

“Then, Captain,” Ehrlich went on, 
“I feel certain that you~will join 
me now in my request to British 
‘headquarters to return the lieuten- 
ant.” 

“They will never return him—” 

“Not on the count of escape. Nor 
would I ask it for that. No, Cap- 
tain, I ask for his return under 
international law, to stand court- 
martial for a civil crime punishable 
in every country of the world—in 
peace or in war—by death! The 
crime of assault—and mrrder! I 
wish you to sign this letter, per- 
sonally recommending his return— 

as an assurance to British head- 
quarters that there is a legitimate 
basis for trial—” 

“I can’t do it! 
replied. 

“Should you refuse, Captain,” 
Ehrlich continued, “I ‘shall have to 
return the men to the status at 
which I found them—in the dun- 
geon.” 

I won’t!” Allison 

“You—you couldn’t, sir! The evi- 
dence against Digby, why, it’s mere- 
ly circumstantial!” 

In torture, Allison looked at the 
letter. Suddenly amazement swept 
over his face. He stared at the ini- 
tials “M.A.” on the envelope back, 
then tore out the letter and read 
it. Horror and anguish were writ- 
ten in his eyes, in the lines on his 
face. 

“What is it, Captain?” asked Ehr- 
lich solicitously, “What is it, my 
friend?” 

Allison suddenly bent to the desk, 
seized the pen, and with bitter ha- 
tred and blind fury, jerkily signed 
his name to the document which he 
had so vehemently refused to do 
but a few moments before. The re- 
quest for Digby’s return was signed! 
He kad signed his best friend’s death 
warrant. 

(Continued Tomorrow) 
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tured”? which comes to the 

“CAPTURED” 
By PAUL LAWRENCE 

Adapted from Warner Bros. powerful love drama, “‘Cap- 
Seer ... Theatre, next.......... : 

with Leslie Howard, Paul Lukas, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 
Margaret Lindsay and 2000 others. Based upon the 

story “Fellow Prisoners” by Sir Phillip Gibbs. 

FICTIONIZATION 

CHAPTER V 

HERE was quite a welcoming committee for Digby at Liver- 
pool Street station. In one corner, out of the rain, anxiously 
awaiting the train, stood Monica. In another part of the 

waiting-room, gazing about the station, stood two British military 
policemen. 

“I’m sorry sir, you’re under arrest.” (Margaret Lindsay and Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr. in a scene from the picture.) 

A whistle shrilled, clouds of steam eddied about the crowd,— 
and Digby had Monica close in his arms. 

“Darling! Darling!” He kissed her. 

“What happened, Jack?” Monica} “I had nothing to do with it.” 

asked breathlessly, “How did you 
do it? Oh please—please start at 
the beginning and tell me!” 

Digby’s face became grim and 
lined. “Didn’t you get my letter— 

about Fred?” 
“No!” 

“That’s why I had to get away! I 
had to! I couldn’t stand it! His 
face when he spoke of you—every- 

thing was you—you! 

“You didn’t tell him—about us?” 
Monica was frankly frightened. 

“T eouldn’t! I tried to a thousand 
times but it seemed like—oh, he’s 
such a decent ehap! He loves you, 
you know—he really does! So much 
so that I—I—.” 

Monica’s answer was interrupted 
by the approach of the -military 
police. “Lieutenant Digby?” began 
the first. “Will you come with us, 

sir?” 

“Oh, some rot about reporting, f 

suppose,” Digby complained, “Look 
here—tell them Ill drop up later, 
will you? About—” 

“Pm sorry, sir—you’re under ar- 

rest.” 

At headquarters, Digby found the 
high officials in session. They lost 
no time in informing him of the 
charges preferred against him by 
Ehrlich and Allison. Despite Digby’s 
passionate denials, the officers felt 
bound to return him to the prison 
camp. 

“Tf you are innocent,” the Major- 
General explained, “you can clear 

yourself.” 

' “It’s a triek, sir,” eried Digby. 

“T don’t think it is,” answered the 
officer. “I wouldn’t even consider 
sending you back if I did. But un- 
der the cirtumstances we have no} 

choice. On the same basis, we would 
expect the Germans to return a pri- 
soner to us. For that reason—and 
Captain Allison’s recommendation— 
you must go back .. .! I pray to 
God you clear yourself, Lieutenant 

. That’s all!” 

Digby was rushed back to tho 
front line. There, under a white 
flag; he was escorted to the middle 
of No Man’s Land, and ceremonious- 

ly turned over to the German squad 
whieh escorted him baek to the pris- 
on camp, where Ehrlieh awaited his 

arrival. Faced by the Commandant’s 
charges, Digby stil: maintained his 
innocence. 

“T tell you, sir.” Digby protested, 
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“You keep repeating that.” Ehr- 
lich was-hammering at him. “I wish 
to know your exact movements from 

the time—” 

“And I wish to know,” interrupted 
Digby, “if I would have been re- 
turned if Captain Allison had not 
recommended it. . .” 

“Possibly not.” 

“Then I know exactly why [’m 
here,” exclaimed Digby ironically, 
“And so does Captain Allison. I’ve 
said all ’m going to!” 

“You are condemning yourself to 
be shot!” 

“No, Herr Commandant!” said 
Digby with a wry smile, “1 con- 
demned myself six months ago when 
I put my arms around a woman who 
was tired of a man she no longer 
loved. The first kiss was a death 
kiss, wasn’t it, Allison? That was 
the real crime—that’s why I’m be- 
ing condemned—isn’t it, Captain Al- 
lison ?” 

“What do you mean, Lieutenant?” 
asked Ehrlich perplexedly. 

“Ask Allison, why don’t you?” 
Digby said with hate in his voice. 

“Explain what that has to do—?” | 

“That’s all,” said Digby conclus- 
ively. 

“Very well,” Ehrlich said rising 
and shrugging his shoulders, “then 
I am forced to order you executed 
at dawn tomorrow .. .” 

At this order, Digby and Allison 
both turned ashen. Squaring his 
shoulders, Digby left with the guard 
and marched slowly across the court- 
yard to the guard-house. 

With lagging steps and bowed 

shoulders, Allison walked back to 

his hut. He sank on his cot, bury- 
ing his head in his hands. As he 
looked up, a note on his pillow drew 

his attention. Listlessly, he un- 
folded’ it. There, crudely written, 
he read the words: 

“Captain it was me Strogin, not 
Digby that killed the girl.” 

Tortured anew, Allison stumbled 

across to the door, hesitated a mo- 
ment, and then with the note half- 

crushed in his hand, returned to his 

bed. There he remained, through 
the long cold night hours, until he 
heard the tramping of heavy feet, 
until the tops of helmets appeared 
at the window. Digby was on his 
way to his death! 

(Concluded Tomorrow) 

tured”? which comes to the 

“CAPTURED” 
By PAUL LAWRENCE 

Adapted from Warner Bros. powerful love drama, “Cap- 

with Leslie Howard, Paul Lukas, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 
Margaret Lindsay and 2000 others. Based upon the 

story “Fellow Prisoners” by Sir Phillip Gibbs. 

... Theatre, next. .......... 

CHAPTER V1 

LLISON followed the firing squad out into the court-yard. 
He watched, agonized, as the bandage was adjusted over 
Digby’s eyes. Orders were given to the soldiers. It was 

a matter of seconds now! 

‘‘Are you there, Fred?’’ Digby’s voice rang out, ‘‘Good- 
bye, old man!’’ 

A sob was torn from Allison’s throat. He was trembling. He 
covered his face. 

“Stop,” cried Allison, stumbling to 
the Commandant with the note, as 
the rifles of the execution squad were 

levelled. Ehrlich, surprised, read | 
the note, and seemingly, just as re- 
lieved as Allison, ordered the release 

of Digby. 

Convinced that Monica loved Dig- 
by, Allison decided that she should 
have him; he would step out, and 

at the same time, he resolved to 

clear the camp of prisoners, by ef- 
fecting their escape. 

He and Digby laid their plans. At 
six o’clock that night, the break 
would be made. The hours passed 
slowly, too slowly. Three o’elock, 
four, five, five-thirty; everything 
was in readiness. Over Digby’s pro- 
tests, Allison had provided that he 
alone would hold the camp long 
enough to allow the others to reach 
the plane base. 

Shortly before six, Allison saun- 
tered out of the hut towards the 
two guards at the wall and engaged 
them in conversation. 

Meanwhile, silently and swiftly, 
the men were leaving the huts, all 
moving eautiously toward the main 
gate. Under Digby’s guidance, lead- 
ers had been appointed and tasks 

_ assigned to each man. Creeping 
quietly, the group made their way 
to the barbed wire. “Everybody 
step on this,” Digby ordered. The 
word was relayed down the line. 
With a sharp crack, the wire gave. 

The guards heard the noise and 
Jumped to their posts. “Come on, 

men!” shouted Digby. The prison- 
ers ran. In the tower on the wall, 
Allison sprang at the two guards 
with whom he was chatting the mo- 

revealed the heroic figure of Alli- 
son at the gun. 

Immediately the soldiers began to 
fire at the tower. In response, Alli- 
son discharged a barrage at the 
searchlight, disabling that, and then 
returned to his self-assumed task of 
holding the entire force at bay. 

On the edge of the woods thw pri 
soners clustered around Digby. 

“Flyers forward,” he commanded, 

“All together, here! Now watch for 
me when we’re up. The rest of you 
pick up rocks—anything heavy.” 

Suddenly Cocky turned and point- 

ed back towards the camp. ‘Look 
at ’im! Look at ’im!” he cried. 
There, outlined in the glare of an- 
other searchlight, they could see Al|- 
lison crouched behind the machine 
gun, firing like a madman, while the 
German bullets chipped and_ spat- 
tered against the stone around him. 
Suddenly while they watched, the 
tower on which Allison was kneel- 
ing, crumpled into smoke and dust! 
Hand grenades had halted Allison’s 
vieious attack. : 

Digby stared at the samp, sudden- 
ly realizing what Allison had done 
for the men. Cocky grabbed Digby’s 
arm: 

“Come ’on . . . Let’s ’op to it!” 
Slowly Digby turned to the task 

at hand. Waving his arm, he began 
to run towards the planes, the other 
prisoners following him. Taken by 
surprise the mechanics of the plane 
base offered but little resistance to 
the desperate men. Digby’s little 
army clambered aboard the planes, 

and followed behind the shirt-be- 
decked machine in which Digby lead 
the way. 

Digby couldn’t forget the sacrifice 

The bright beam of the searchlight revealed the heroic figure of Allison 
at the gun. (Scene from picture’s gripping climax, with Leslie Howard.) 

ment before, and with a couple of 
lusty blows put them both out of 
the way. As the searchlights went 
on and the guards charged towards 
the escaping prisoners, Allison jump- 
ed to the machine-gun, swung it to- 
wards the back boundary, directed 
its fire in front of the oncoming 

guards. 

Fhey stopped; then bewildered, 
slowly moved forward again. Again 
the bullets splattered them with 
turf. “Fools!,”’ growled the Com- 
mandant at the men in the tower. 

He swung the searchlight towards 
the machine gun to find out why the 
shots were being fired at his own 

men. The bright beam of the light: 

made by Allison. Turning his plane 
back towards the camp, he gave the 
signal to the squadron for a long, 
thrilling dive. The zooming p-anes 
dipped low over the camp—a final 
salute to a gallant man by his grate- 
ful companions! 

In the camp, the Commandant 

stood over the mortally wounded Al- 

lison. The Englishman still had 

strength enough to gather himself 

together, return the salute given him 

by Digby and the planes. 

Standing over the dying Allison, 
Ehriich slowty shook his head, “Ein 
braver mensch,” he said sadly, “A 
brave man!” 

(The End) 
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tremendous in scope-so overwhel- 

ming in sheer emotional power! The 
volcanic drama of mankind’s great- 

est adventure packed into one great 
picture...a picture that captures the 

surge and sweep of a world in con- 
flict...a picture that has captured the 

hearts of millions—-— 
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Here's copy from the campaign that started 

“Captured” off to a sensational pre-release 

run at the Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia — 

_ for a wife beyond his hungry arms 

_ —yearning for his vanished hour 

_ of ecstacy—he dared to snatch her 

back to him—crush the false friend 

who had betrayed his blissful dream 

| —So To Hold His Faithless W ife He 

Sent His Friend To Die—Was he, too, 

doomed to love’s despair... forever... 

‘CAPTURED! 
A Warner Bros. super-drama with 

: LESLIE HOWARD * MARGARET LINDSAY 
- DOUG. FAIRBANKS, jk. > PAUL LUKAS 

ZV ItnaAnk Ss THURS DAY 

7 sSTHAW®D? 

chained by a wedding ring . . . and guarded 

by the ardent passion of a man she did 

not love — she had thought loneliness was 

love .. . and married him—But when the 

real thing . .. the all consuming fire burned 

in her heart—could flesh and blood be 

faithful to a shadow — Must she remain a 

Prisoner of her pan fayever 

A Warner Bros. super-drama with 

LESLIE HOWARD » MARGARET LINDSAY 
DOUG. FAIRBANKS, jr. + PAUL LUKAS 

SITAR IS THURSDAY 

STRAND 

0 OMED TORTURED 
. Escape they could not — the eet less K y oe u fie y i Ove 

woman chained by a wedding ring 

—one man tormented by the love 
burning for the woman who 
belonged to the only friend 

love he won—Three souls... he ever had— How could he 
confess the shameful truth— 
But if he closed his lips and 

he lost—his friend tortured by the 

struggling in a burning hell . 

reaching only for their heart’s de- ran away...a thousand help- 

sire . . . One for life . . . One for bess men wonld dies Tere 
was torment...agony... hell- 

love... One for lust... Forever... fire—Trapped between loyalty 
to his friend...duty to his men 

: ; : . sag ” ...love for his friend’s wife— 
 € . . -AP RED! Was he to live... Forever... 

A Warner Bros. super-drama with 

LESLIE HOWARD ‘CAPTURED! 
DOUG. FAIRBANKS. jp, A Warner Bros. super-drama with 

) LESLIE HOWARD 
PAUL tUen dS DOUG. FAIRBANKS. sa, 
MARGARET LINDSAY PAU LE ieee 
STARTS THURSDAY MARGARET LINDSAY 

STRAND STRAND 
Mats are not available on these ads. 
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Cut No. 23 Cut 40c 

FOR TH 

Cut No. 27 Cut 40c 

STORY EVER SCREENED 

..The Greatest Cast Ever Captured 

ADVERTISING 

TEASER AD CAMPAIGN HAS MANY USES 
This composite ad campaign offers you another versatile stunt which will benefit you 

tremendously. These ads make a fascinating newspaper plant, and a few passes given 

to the first to hand in the completed faces will make it doubly attractive to your readers. 

These ads may also be used for throwaways, with premiums being awarded to those who 

collect a complete series. 

Ree * . 

H § following 
numbers count- 

less legions . . . 

ee. 
dazzles the | 

world over... 

HIS screen 

power is a draw 

to millions... 

.. Will Capture The Heart of the World 
_,.For a Drama Too Big for the Pages of History in Warner Bros. 

Li “ 

| Who Are They? 
S Save The Sections Daily Fit 

A g Them Together Wednesday 

ai “ul 

— _ s A PTI RED u Them Toge 

Mat 10c 134 Lines Cut Nor 24= Cut 406 Mat 10c 134 Lines 

Star Trio Wins 

New Feminine Fans 

In “Captured” 

GREAT 
STARS 
STAR 

E GREATEST 
Meaal LESLIE HOWARD 

DOUG. FAIRBANKS,» 
PAUL LUKAS 

MARGARET LINDSAY THIS MAN 
Peroyatecsyaebat=t Gam ce) 

death . . . . 

THIS MAN 
who stole the 

sweetheart of 

THIS MAN 
... his greatest 

friend... 

In brilliant shades especial. 

ly for suspension in your lob- 

by under your marquee. Size 

20 x 30 inches, printed on 

heavy, durable canvas. 

Economically priced at 

Paul Lukas, Leslie Howard and 

4.5e each. Doug. Fairbanks, Jr. make fem- 
inine hearts flutter in Warner 

: = Bros.’ tense drama of intrigue and 
Available direct from . naavitien: 

; MORRIS LIBERMAN Cut No. 80 Out 15¢ Mat 5¢ 
or Warner Bros. = 

43 thd 
. . . . 

729 Broadwa The above is an ideal illustrative 
| Who Are They ? = ue feature with which to play up the 

See TOMORROW'S New York, N.Y. star angle in house organ, program 

5 Announcement ete. 
NOT AT EXCHANGE Tt also serves as the basis for lob- 

by panel design, from which en- 
larged drawing can be made. Mat 10c 134 Lines 
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THRILLING TEN-MINUTE RADIO PROGRAM ADAPTED FROM “CAPTURED!” 
The powerful melodramatic and romantic quality of this 
sketch makes it perfect radio material. 
readily be recognized by your local station manager. The 

4 MALE CHARACTERS: 

CAPTAIN ALLISON: Brit- 
ish officer imprisoned by the 
Germans. 

LIEUT. DIGBY: Allison’s best 

friend in love with Allison’s 

wife. 

COLONEL EHRLICH: Com- 
mandant of prison camp... 

former friend of Allison and 
Digby. 

GUARD: Who informs Alli- 
son of Digby’s innocence. 

Routine Radio Announcement 

followed by 

ANNOUNCER: It is our pleasure, 
ladies and gentlemen to entertain 
you for the next few minutes with 
flashes of the thrilling drama of 
“Captured,” the Warner Bros. pic- 
turization of Sir Phillip Gibbs’ dra- 
matic novel “Fellow Prisoners,” 
which comes to the Strand Theatre 

next. Soe ener eesrscceeecesete 

do it: *f over two thousand 
the beginning and. *2"iioward, 

Digby’s fs, Jr., Paul Tukas 
lined. “"windsay. Other well- 

_—~-ywu players are Philip Faversham, 
Robert Barrat, William Le Maire, 
Frank Reicher, Arthur Hohl, Joyce 
Coad, Reginald Pasch, John Bleifer, 
J. Carroll Naish, Bert ‘Sprotte, Harry 
Cording and Hans Joby. Roy Del 
Ruth directed. 

Mr. (Name of theatre manager or 
his representative) will now briefly 
describe the opening scene of the 
sketch. 

NARRATOR: Thank you, (An- 
nouncer). Captain Allison, one of 
a group of World War prisoners has 
for a month been kept in a cellar 
with them—as punishment for an 
attempted escape in, which the Ger- 
man Commandant was killed. Col- 
onel Ehrlich, the new Commandant, 
luckily for ‘Allison, is also an Ox- 
ford man, and when the Captain 
pleads that the prisoners be privi- 
leged to occupy huts, the request is 
granted. Soon after, a new detach- 
ment of prisoners arrives. Colonel 
Ehrlich is addressing them. 

EHRLICH: (Monotonously) Your 
fellow prisoners who are already 
here, have spent almost a month 
in the dungeon for an attempt at 
escape. However, you come here at 
a more fortunate time. Captain 
Allison has just persuaded me to 
make an experiment ... to allow 
you various privileges—Do not make 
the mistake of abusing them. The 
Captain will explain to you later. 
Guards! 

(Sound of trampling feet ... mur- 
Murs, <= fading.” =) 

What ails you, Allison ... are 
you seeing a ghost? 

ALLISON: Among the new pri- 
soners, Colonel Ehrlich ... look... 
you remember him, too, from Oxford 
days. You remember him. It’s Dig- 
by! (Calling excitedly) Dig, DIG! 

DIGBY: 
lo, Allison. 

(Very quietly, off) Hel- 

ALLISON: Since we are old 
friends, Colonel Ehrlich, now that 
we are allowed the huts ... may I 

ask you to assign Digby to mine? 

EHRLICH: Why not? 
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ALLISON: Lieutenant Digby saw 
my wife only six months ago! He 
spoke to her! She wrote me and... 

EHRLICH: 

luck... . (Off) 
That is wonderful 

ALLISON: Isn’t it? Thank you, 
sir. (To Digby eagerly) And you 
saw Monica, Dig... less than six 
months ago! 

DIGBY: (Nervously, repressed 
voice) It was.longer than that... 

we... we just said... hello.... 

ALLISON: Why, she wrote me you 
went to the theatre! 

DIGBY: Yes... . we did. 

ALLISON: (Hardly hiding his al- 
most hysterical longing to hear of 
his wife.) Tell me about her... 
Dig! 

we. 

DIGBY: What shallI... tell you? 

ALLISON: EVERYTHING! What 

did she talk about? 

DIGBY: Oh, she... thought the 
show was pretty rotten. ... 

ALLISON: What did she say 
about ME? 

DIGBY: Oh... she talked about 

Vou.=.-. Quite: a>... er. quite 

Blots. = 

dé ALLISON: _What did ‘She SAY? 

DIGBY: I don’t remember, Gack: 
ly. ... She was... worried about 
you... of course.... 

ALLISON: (Pleadingly) But what 
did she say, Dig? 

DIGBY: (Nonplussed) We... we 
just chatted ... There was a show 
on, you know. 

ALLISON: (Laughing ruefully) 
Dash it, Dig—Do I have to cross- 
question you like a prosecuting coun- 
sel? I’m simply starved-for news 
from Monica. I haven’t had a letter 

in months. 

DIGBY: How far are we behind 
the lines? 

ALLISON: About fifteen miles— 

DIGBY: Is that all? Not a long 

go... FOR A BREAK. 

ALLISON: Nothing doing, old fel- 
low. 

DIGBY: (Curtly) WHY NOT? 

ALLISON: There isn’t a chance. 

But never mind that. Has Monica. . . | 

DIGBY: 

all I. know. 

(Sharply) DVve told you 

ALLISON: (After a pause, speaks 

quietly) I’m sorry—Of course ... 
you have your own troubles. But 

you know how it is—TWO YEARS! 

And I knew* her so little—met her 
—married her—and left for . the 
front ... all in six days! 

DIGBY: Sorry, Fred... I spoke 
as I did... T?m—a bit... ragged! 

ALLISON: I haven’t even asked 

. . How did you get here? Shot 
down? 

DIGBY: Forced landing—feed line 
eut off. First flight after leave. . 
My own fault.... 

ALLISON: Well, I’m tickled silly 
. really! We’ve always popped up 

together haven’t we, Dig? School— 
Oxford—the Army—and now to wind 
up here! 

DIGBY: I’m not winding up here! 
I won’t rot in this hole! There’s a 
way out—AND TM GOING TO 
FIND IT! 

ALLISON: I suppose there is— 
but it’s not worth the chance—Dig! 

This fact will 

DIGBY: Don’t you want to get 
away? 

ALLISON: No one more than I! 
(His voice rises) To get back to her 

again! For a day—an hour—! (Snud- 
denly quiet) But we can’t think of 
ourselves. There’s the rest of them. 
Any attempt .. . successful or not 
—means the loss of their privileges. 
And it was pretty brutal, Dig—be- 
fore we got them.... 

DIGBY: I don’t see it that way. 
Every man takes his own chances. 

ALLISON: You must see it that 

way, Dig. Besides, I have given my 
word to the Commandant. 

DIGBY: That was pretty smug of 

you, wasn’t it, Fred. 

ALLISON: (Affectionately) That 
sounds just like the old Dig. We 
haven’t changed a bit, either of us. 
That’s what you used to call me 
when I got you out of jams at 
school. Good old Dig. 

(Sounds of throbbing plane, 
too near). 

not 

DIGBY: WHAT’S THAT? 

ALLISON: The plane base the 
other side of the woods. They test 
them at exactly six, every night. It 
drives the men crazy ... and I 

don’t blame them—so near and so 

IMPOSSIBLE! 

DIGBY: Impossible, you say! 
NOTHING’S IMPOSSIBLE! At six 

on the other side of the woods! 

GREAT! 

(Zooming of the plane, music). 

NARRATOR: Digby, true to his 
threat, risks the perilous way to the 
plane base. As he creeps through 
the fields, he hears the agonized 
shrieks of a woman, but hurries on 
—steals a plane and returns to Lon- 
don where Allison’s wife meets him. 

In the mean time, back at the 
prison camp, Allison has been sum- 
moned to the Commandant’s office 
and asked to sign a request to the 
English Army Authorities for the 
return of Digby to the Germans so 
that he may stand court martial 
on the charge of assault and mur- 

der. The body of the girl whose 
sereams Digby had heard, had been 
found. Allison refuses to sign the 
request because he doesn’t believe, 
his friend whom he has known all 
his life, is capable of committing 

so foul a deed. However, he is 
handed a letter addressed to Digby 
which has been found in a coat not 
far from the missing girl. It is in 
the handwriting of Allison’s wife, 

and reads: 

‘“<And my dearest I want to be 
loyal to Fred. I’ve fought with my- 

self again and again, even after you 

left, but it’s no use. I love you, 

dearest. The remembrance of our 

last night and your kisses kept haunt- 

ing me.’’ 

Allison then signs the request and 

Digby is sent back to face court 
martial, for a crime punishable by 
death in every country under Inter- 
national Law. The Court Martial is 
on. Digby stands before the Com- 

mandant. 

DIGBY: I tell you Herr Com- 
mandant, I had nothing to do with 

it. 

BHRLICH: You keep repeating 

that. I wish to know your exact 
movement from the time. ... 

DIGBY: And I wish to know—if 

I would have been returned if Cap- 
tain Allison had not recommended 

it. 

EHRLICH: Possibly not. 

‘you? 

DIGBY: Then I know exactly Pas DIGBY: Yes . 
I’m here ... and so does Captain 
Allison. 

EHRLICH: The Captain only did 
his duty— 

DIGBY: (Desperately) Stop it, I 
tell you! Do as you please! I had 
nothing to do with the girl and have 
nothing more to say! 

EHRLICH: 

one more ¢éhance. 

DIGBY: I’ve said all I’m going 

to say. 

EHRLICH: (Grimly) You’re con- 
demning yourself to be shot— 

DIGBY: No! You're wrong there 

—Herr Commandant! I condemned 
myself six months ago when I put 

my arms around a woman who was 

tired of a man she no longer loved. 
Didn’t I Allison? When I 

put my arms around her and 
kissed her for the first time— 

That was a DEATH KISS, WASN’T 
IT, ALLISON? That’s why I was 
accused—that’s why you asked that 

I be brought back—that was the 

real crime ... that’s why I’m be- 
ing condemned, isn’t it, Allison? 

EHRLICH: What do you mean, 
Lieutenant? 

DIGBY: Ask Allison, Why, don’t 
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EHRLICH: Explain what Captain 
Allison has to do with it. 

DIGBY: No. That’s all. 

EHRLICH: You must explain. 

DIGBY: I said, that’s all. 

EHRLICH: (Grimly) Very well, 
then. I’m forced to order your ex- 
ecution... at dawn... tomorrow. 

DIGBY: (Faintly) At dawn... 

tomorrow... 

ALLISON: Herr Commandant, I 

seam t sb: 

EHRLICH: You’ve done all you 
could, Captain Allison. 

ALLISON: But we were... 

EHRLICH: Take him away . 

(Sounds of marching feet). 

ALLISON: Colonel Ehrlich... 

may I see Digby ... alone... . 

EHRLICH: 

Surely. I am sorry, Captain. 

(Music). 

ALLISON: Guard.. 

Commandant’s permission 
Lieut. Digby ... 

to see 

(Grating of key in lock, door 
creaks on hinges and closes with | 

heavy clang). 

(Allison speaks in a low voice) 

Yow’re wrong, Dig... I didn’t bring 
you back here... for REVENGE... 

DIGBY: I lied, too . . . I said 
Monica grew tired of a man she no 

longer loved ... That wasn’t true. 

ALLISON: Wasn’t true? 

DIGBY: No! She never loved you! 

ALLISON: How do you... know? 

DIGBY: I know because she told 
me a hundred times! She was sick, 

and tired, and frightened of being 
alone—in London! She had no one 

. and you were kind to her. She 
thought perhaps—But she found out 
—she was wrong. 

ALLISON: Found out 

wrong... 

she was 

. I have the | 

I wish to give you].. 

(Compassionately) | - 

parts may be played by members of dramatic company, by 
artists at the station, or by people in your own staff. You 
may plant this sketch assured of wide fan response. 

. . amd we worried 
about hurting you... I made her 
put off telling you the truth... 

ALLISON: You did. 

DIGBY: But you’re even with us 
new... even with us both. 

ALLISON: (In sudden rage) You 

liar . . . you rotten liar. She was 
frightened and alone ... and you 

ey Ouans. 

DIGBY: I thought it was that, 
too... at first. I wanted to be... 
fair to you... to wait .. 

ALLISON: You liar... 

DIGBY: She told me I was wrong 
. a hundred times she told me.. 

lyiig in my arms... 

ALLISON:.. You liar... you 

eur. = 

(Sounds of blows ... groans . 
fading into music and sound of 
tramping feet). 

NARRATOR: The guard with dif- 

ficulty drags Allison away from 

Digby. As still in a rage, he stum- 

bles into his hut, Allison spies a 

sheet of paper on his bunk. He picks 

it 1p ana reads the scrawled words: 

“Captain... it was me, Strogin... 

Not Digby, that killed the girl.” 

He crumples the paper... reads it 

again... again... The wind rises. 

He paces the os room like a i 

animal. Flashes of lightning illumine 

his gaunt form. Deliriously he mum- 

bles his unanswerable question- 

ings. ... 

far thunder 
voice heard 

(Sounds of wind... 
... rain. Allison’s 
through them). 

ALLISON: Monica loves him... 
she was alone .. . frightened and 
alone ... poor child... (Raging) 
She might have written ... she had 
time .. . she had time to write to 

him; >: bet-him: die. ; . let shim: 

. DIE ... Revenge? It wasn’t 

revenge that made me sign the pa- 
per... .. Revenge... . 10 no. 
it couldn’t have been revenge... 
we were friends... Dig andI.. 
always perping up together... 
school... army... and here. 
Dig and I were like brothers . 
but he . Monica lying in his 
arms ... he said so... a hundred 

times she said to him... he was the 
one she loved... not me... not 

. let the wind blow .. . lightning 
. thunder ... what is he think- 

g lying there ... at dawn 

. he... oh, Monica... Monica 
only that one week we had 

together ... we met... married 

. parted .. .-all in one little 
week ... and ‘it’s all so long ago 

we La away: 45. LONG ATO 1 et 
him die! Let him... (Repeats the 
note, vfeakly) “Captain... it was 
me, Strogin not Digby, that killed 

. the girl!” But he stole my wife 
. There... There... There they 

go! (Sounds of marching feet) Hel- 
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mets ... feet marching . .. there 
he is ... bare-headed ... they’ll 
blindfold him... stand him against 
the wall...0O, God... they aim— 
they. 0 =God=.=. 

(Wind and thunder blot out the 

voice... music mingles with march- 
ing. feet. ..). 

NARRATOR: What is the out- 

come for Allison . .. for Monica 

. for Digby ... What unheard of 

surprises bring the climax to an 

emotional height never before at- 

tained on the screen? All will be 
Tev.oaled-tO—Y.0U =the night 

Bs NO ecccti sees Theatre! Till 

then, ladies and gentlemen, good 

|night and good luck. 



a Strong Four-Day Build-up 
5. Have announcements made on your radio programs or the pro- 

Movie Star Composites 
RIMARILY, the ‘‘Movie Star Composites’’ stunt is an in- 

teresting newspaper feature. Therefore you need not hesi- 

tate to offer it to your local newspaper. 

grams conducted by theatre reviewers. 

HOW THE NEWSPAPER SHOULD COOPERATE: 

1. Carry banner announcements on all delivery trucks. The fact is, this promotion idea has always been one of the 

most popular contests conducted by newspapers. While it was 

originally started with the use of movie star heads, composite 

faces of the Presidents of United States and other famous people 

have been used as a basis for similar contests. 

2. Distribute news-stand ecards. ae 

. Run display promotional ads in the newspaper announcing the 

beginning of the contest. 

So get right after this and revive a TRIED AND PROVED STUNT 

THAT WORKS FOR THE NEWSPAPER AS WELL AS FOR THE . 5. 

For the first time the composites are made up from four THEATRE! 

different photographs. 

After you have sold this stunt to your newspaper, line up a strong 

This should be worked out together with the 

circulation manager or the promotion manager of the cooperating news- 

promotional campaign. 

paper. 

1. Run a special trailer on your screen giving the stunt and the 

Here is your end:— 

newspaper a big plug. 

2. Carry display announcements in your lobby. 

3. Print special notices in your programs and heralds. 

4. Make special mention in your underline newspaper advertising 
in advance of the opening of “Captured!” 

(First Day Publicity Story) 

Lots of Fun in New Game 
Starting Today in Journal GAME TOMORROW 

See “Captured!” Free by Breaking Up Composite 
Photos of Four Stars Into Correct Portraits 

T won’t be long before everybody in Chester will be playing 

this amusing game. That’s right, its the old favorite revived— 

the Movie Star Composite Contest. 

Here’s how it’s done. The composite photograph shown 

above is made up of the different features of four well known 
screen favorites who are starred in 

Warner Bros.’ sensational hit “Cap- 

tured!” which opens next Friday at 

the State Theatre. 

All you have to do is correctly 

identify the various features of this 

composite and match them with 

others which will be published on 

consecutive days in the Journal. 

When you have collected a full 

set of four photos, and correctly 

matched the features to form a true 

portrait of each star, send them to 

the “Captured” Editor of the Jour- 

(date set). It 

may be your chance to win one pair 

of the 50 lucky tickets which will 

be awarded to the twenty-five per- 

nal no later than 

sons sending in the correct solution 

in the most original styles. 

Make a close study of the fea- 

tures in the above composite then 

wait until you see tomorrow’s Jour- 

nal to see if you can begin to put 

them together properly. 

. Short “fillers” to be spotted run of paper calling attention to 
full details on another page carrying display ad. 

Spot announcements on radio news flashes. 

A series of special publicity stories have been prepared for your 

use to relieve the necessity of having the city desk assign a special man 

to write-up the contest. 

the material. 

Copy these stories for the newspaper in order 

to avoid the necessity of the editor to go through the pages to pick up 

Of course, all solutions to this contest must be submitted at the 

end of the publication of the four composite pictures. Set a dead-line for 

the close of the contest after which solutions sent in will not count. 

Promote an attractive group of merchandise prizes from cooperating 

merchants and offer a number of guest tickets. 

greatest number of people to participate. 

JOURNAL STARTS 

In the absence of mer- 

chandise prizes offer sufficient guest tickets as a real incentive for the 

(Second Day Publicity Story) 

STAR COMPOSITES Movie Stars’ Crazy Photos 
Form New Journal Contest 

25 Guest Tickets to 

‘Captured’ as Prizes 

Tomorrow: the Journal revives a 

popular pastime in which everybody 

in Chester will want to participate! 

It is the Journal’s Movie Star Com- 

posite Contest and starts off with 

a series of composite photos of four 

big movie stars who are east to- 

gether in ‘‘Captured!’’ Warner Bros. 

sensational production which opens 

next Friday at the State Theatre. 

All you have to do is to know your 

screen stars and be adept in properly 

putting together the separated fea- 

Each day for 

the next four days the Journal will 

tures of each star. 

print a composite photograph of one 

At 

the end of the contest paste the 

distinct feature of each star. 

features together forming a _ true 

portrait of each star. 

Solutions will be judged for cor- 

rectness and originality of presenta- 
tion. They must be sent to the 
Captured Editor of the Journal at 
the end of the contest and no later 
than (date set). 

The game is open to everybody. 

Twenty-five contestants who first 

send in the correct solutions in the 
most original ways will each receive 
a pair of guest tickets to see ‘“Cap- 
tured” starring Leslie Howard, Doug. 
Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lindsay, 

Paul Lukas and a cast of hundreds 

of other players. 

You can start playing this inter- 

esting game tomorrow with the pub- 

lication of the first composite pic- 

ture. However, you'll have to get 
the complete set of pictures before 
you can send in your finished solu- 

tions. 

NOTE TO 

EXHIBITOR 

Mats of illustrations are 

available at your exchange. 

Cut No. 9 

Complete Set, Mats $.50, 

Cuts $1.50 

Put Together Correctly, Features of Stars and 
Earn Free Tickets to See “Captured!” 

AN you fit together the features of the only stars who could 
fit a picture as great as ‘‘Captured’’? A great cast of screen 

favorites have been assembled for this sensational Warner Bros. 
picture and the State Theatre is introducing them to you in a 
novel manner. At the same time the management gives you the 
opportunity of being its guest to see ‘‘Captured’’ when it opens 
next Peay at-the State. Theatres eo ck ea eee 
providing you are one of the twen- 
ty-five lucky contestants. 

Here’s how to join this interest- 

ing game and try for a chance of 

getting a couple of those valuable 

movie tickets. All you have to do 
is place together the separate parts 

of the composite photos, assembling 

|the correct features and forming a 
true portrait of each star. Send 
the completed solutions to the Cap- 
tured Editor, no later than (date 
set). 

Yesterday the Journal printed the 
first composite photo. Therefore if 

you have not already started to form 
your composite pictures, you still 
have time to get a copy of yester- 
day’s Journal and begin matching 
the features. Two more photos will 
be printed in the Journal—one to- 
morrow and the last the next day. 

The game is open to everybody. 
Twenty-five lucky contestants who 
send in the correct solutions in the 
most original ways will each receive 
a pair of guest tickets to see ‘“Cap- 
tured” starring Leslie Howard, Doug. 
Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lindsay, 
Paul Lukas and a east of hundreds 

/ of other players. 
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STUNT OF THE WEEK (Continued) 

(Third Day Publicity Story) 

Get Your Scissors Working 
On Stars’ Composite Photo 

(Fourth Day Publicity Story) 

Last Day To Try For Free 
Tickets in Journal’s Game 

25 Free State Tickets to Those Submitting Cor- 
rected Pictures of Stars in “Captured!”’ 

OW well do you know your movie stars? Could you identify 
them even if you only saw part of their features? Today 

the Journal publishes the third of a series of, four composite pic- 

VHIS is your last chance to enter the Journal’s Movie Star 

Composite contest. Above is printed the. finai containing 

the composite features of the four leading stars in the newest 

screen sensation, ‘‘Captured!’’ which opens next Friday at the 

State Theatre. 

tures of the stars of ‘‘Captured!’’ Warner Bros.’ sensational 
production which opens next Friday at the State Theatre. | 

Besides being. instructive and a|Tukas and Margaret Lindsay, will 
test of skill, it’s plenty of fun. 
Here’s how to go about in this 
pleasant past time. Place together 
the eorrect features of each star 
from the composite photos published 
daily in the Journal. After you have 
made up a true portrait of each star 

send your entire set of solutions to 

the Contest Editor of the Journal 
no later than (date set). 

Twenty-five pairs of guest tickets 
to see “Captured!” starring Leslie | 
Howard, Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., Paul: 

be awarded to an equal number of 
persons sending in the correct com- 
posite photos in the neatest style. 
You still have time to enter this 
contest. Just get the back copies 
of the Journal and clip the photos 
which have been printed to date. 
Tomorrow the last and final photo 

will appear in the Journal; then 
you can get to work and paste to- 
gether-the features which belong to 
each star and submit them for judg- 
ing. 

Examine the features of each com-;~ : 
who sent in the correct ‘composites posite photo and put them together 

to form a true portrait of each star. 

After you have assembled them in 

this manner, send your solutions to 

the “Captured Editor” of the Jour- 

nal. All solutions must be received 

by the Journal no later than (date 

set). Be sure to affix your name 

and address to your work, for proper 

identification. 

After the contest editor has care- 

fully examined every solution sub- 

mitted, the twenty-five contestants 

ee ee 

in the neatest style, will each re- 

ceive a pair of guest tickets to see 

“Captured!” at the State Theatre. 

“Captured!” is a thrilling dramatic 

picture, produced by Warner Bros. 

It is based on the novel by Sir 

Philip Gibbs, well known war cor- 

respondent and novelist and includes 

in its cast, Leslie Howard, Doug. 

Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas, Margaret 

Lindsay and hundreds of other play- 

ers. 

(Story Announcing Names of Winners) 

Winners in Journal’s Movie Star Contest Announced! 

PAUL LUKAS 

ERE they are, folks! The cor- 

H rect composite photographs of 

the four leading stars in the 
Journal’s Movie Star Composite 
Contest which closed last (date). 

If you were skillful enough to 
assemble them correctly and your 
solution has been selected for orig- 
inality and neatness in presentation, 
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. 

you will find your name listed 
among the twenty-five winners who 
will each receive a pair of guest 
tickets to see Warner Bros.’ latest 
screen sensation, “Captured!” which 
ODORS = oases at the State 
Theatre. 

Here are the winners: (list names) 
We are sorry that everyone could 

LESLIE HOWARD 

not win and in anticipation of the 
thousands of contestants who un- 
doubtedly will be interested in view- 
ing the winning solutions they will 
be on display in the lobby of the 
State Theatre, during the engage- 
ment of “Captured!” 

“Captured!” is a powerful story 
crammed with action and dramatic 

MARGARET LINDSAY 

dynamite, based on the novel “Fel- 
low Prisoners” by Sir Philip Gibbs, 
famous war correspondent. The cast 
featured in this sensational picture 
are, Leslie Howard, Doug. Fairbanks, 
Jr., Paul Lukas and Margaret Lind- 
say. Thousands of extras are used 
for the big scenes which are the 
most startling ever filmed. 



INEXPENSIVE “WANTED” POSTER |4 Lettered Words 
WILL HELP 
Here is an idea for an inexpensive 

‘“WANTED’’ poster to be tacked 

all over town as an advance and 

current plug for the picture. Your 

local printer can make this up. 

Make a eut of still No. 47 available 

(STILL 

Height: 6 Feet 

Light Brown Hair 

Lindsay and others. 

SELL YOUR 

WANTED! 
For Violating International Law 

USE PHOTO OF 
DOUG. FAIRBANKS, Jr., 

Lieut. John Dighy 
R.F.C. 

Escaped From German Prison Camp after 
the death of peasant girl behind German 
Lines — — Other amazing facts revealed 
in “CAPTURED” starring Leslie Howard, 
Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas, Margaret 

(THEATRE IMPRINT) 

SHOW 
at the exchange or use any mat of 

Doug. Fairbanks Jr., illustrated in 

this merchandising plan. Make these 

(about 14” x 

to attract attention 

posters large enough 

22”) 

from a distance. 

in order 

No. 4) 

Weight 180 Ibs. 
Grey Eyes 

PARADE HONORING FORMER WAR 
PRISONERS WILL HELP SHOW 
Nothing is so_s 

attention and drawing crowds. as 

a parade. It be doubly 

effective in connection with your 

showing of ‘‘Captured!’’ because of 

will 

the very human angle which you can 

inject into the proceedings. You can 

put your picture across in the biggest 

style possible, and make many valu- 

able friends by handling the parade 

ballyhoo with care and good taste. 

Enlist the Mayor and President of 

your Chamber of Commerce. Get a 

good band—one that will make a 

good effect by concise marching and 

reasonably good playing. 

In all probability, your American 

Legion post, and your V.F.W. group 

will be more than willing to send 

delegations to the parade. So will the 

police and fire department bands. 

Try to get them in uniforms if you 

can, since that will add greatly to 

the color. 

Your big punch however, will come 

at the head of the procession. Get all 

the members of your CAPTURED 

CLUB (the outline for which you 

can find elsewhere in this book), and 

ead ‘your parade. Don’t 

miss any possibilities if you can help 

it—men captured by the German 

army, or Germans captured by the 

Allies, both 

Your local newspaper or city records 

are equally effective. 

may be able to help you in rounding 

up these fellows. 

Your best bet is to place the Cap- 

tured Men in some swanky autos at 

the head of the procession. Let them 

be the highlights of the day. Or if 

you find it more practical mount 

them on horses, leading the columns. 

Captured cannon, a war tractor or 

two will all help make the parade 

an impressive one, 

Plug this parade featuring the 

‘“Captured!’’ angle, both in relation 

to the men and the picture. Have a 

special showing of the picture for 

Plaster 

your streets with flags and posters. 

Make the parade the occasion for a 

gala entire 

countryside. Your theatre will be the 

the former war _ prisoners. 

affair throughout the 

headquarters for the day—and you’ll 

find that your efforts will pay you 

big dividends. 

STORIES FROM “WAR COUPLES” 
WOULD MAKE SPLENDID COPY 

Every community has a few ‘‘war- 

marriages,’? men and women who in 

the stress of the chaotic war days, 

married in a hurry. This angle ties 

up perfectly with ‘‘Captured!’’ since 

in the picture Leslie Howard and 

Margaret Lindsay rush into a mar- 

riage in six days, only to find ag time 

goes on that she loves another man. 

Tie this up locally, by uncovering 

feature stories in your town concern- 

ing war-marriages. Some diligent in- 

vestigation either by word of mouth 

or by the city clerk’s records is sure 

to produce some names of soldiers 

who took the big step just before 

sailing for France. 

Have a newspaper reporter inter- 

view the wives of these men who took 

brides, getting them to relate 

feelings 

war 

their 

their men to-return. 

Especially interesting would be the 

story of the wife whose husband may 

as they waited for 

have been captured, during the war. 

Stories of those who married dur- 

but 

a mistake 

ing the glamour of the war, 

found they had made 

would also make interesting reading. 

You can suggest to them the story 

of ‘‘Captured!’’ as it relates to Les- 

lie Howard’s marriage to Margaret 

Lindsay, and get them to comment 

on it. 

From “Captured” 
An easily-planted newspaper con- 

test which has proved a tremendous 

success thru past experience, is the 

following: 

Newspaper readers are invited to 

list as many four letterd words as 

possible, from the letters in “Cap- 

tured!” 

Specify that any combination of 
letters which they may make, must 
be good English usage; that no 
proper names are permitted in the 
contest, and that only four letter 
words are wanted on the list. Na- 
turally, the eight letters forming 
the word “captured” are the only 
eight letters which may be used in 
connectiou- with this contest. 

There are at least thirty four-let- 
ter words which are well-known and 
in good usage which may be found 
in this single word. Undoubtedly, 
some contestants will submit lists 
containing more words. To the five 
readers who submit the most com- 
prehensive lists, award free guest 
tickets to your showing of “Cap- 
tured.” 

Captive Balloon 
Atop of Theatre 

A stunt which will attract atten- 

tion to “Captured!” is to fasten cap- 

tive balloon to the roof of your 

theatre. Get a gas-bag large enough 

to hold some good-sized printing 

which may be read easily from the 

street. Then attach this by as long 

a cable as you can get, and let it 

fly high above your theatre. 

The word “CAPTURED!” in large 
letters as well as anything else 
which you can get on the balloon 
will identify it with your show. If 
you place it strategically and get it 
up high enough it will be visible for 
miles, and will attract a great deal 
of attention and curiosity. 

Radio Announcers 
At Private Show 

Contact the radio announcers and 

columnists in your. vicinity, and in- 

vite them to a special pre-viewing of 

““Captured!’’ The aid these men can 

give you is invaluable in connection 

with a picture of this type. For ex- 

ample, if you can contact: the man 

who gives your local current events 

reviews, or relays the local gossip over 

the air, he can give you a very help- 

ful plug. 

Remember a radio plug reaches a 

lot of people that your newspapers 

don’t hit! 

EXPLOITATION 
GET FORMER PRISONERS OF WAR 
TO START A “CAPTURED” CLUB 
A crackerjack way of grabbing 

yourself plenty of newspaper space 

is to organize a ‘‘CAPTURED 
CLUB’? in your town or county. An 

organization of this type gets a lot 

of publicity, and builds good will for 

you as well, 

Contact someone in your commun- 

ity who was captured during the 

war, either by the German or the 
Allied forces. Enlist his aid in or- 

ganizing everyone who was confined 

in a prison camp during the war. 

Probably you can get most of your 

names from the American Legion. 

You can spread newspaper ‘stories 

on this from the time you start gath- 

ering your members, until you. wish 

to stop. The progress of the member- 

ship drive, and the activities of the 

club, will make good publicity copy. 

You might even apply for a state 

charter. 

Get started on this stunt as far 

ahead of your showing of ‘‘Cap- 
tured’’ as possible, since you will 

need time to recruit your members, 

apply for your charter, and organize 

your plans. 

Naturally, the first regular meeting 

of the group will be held at your 

theatre, preferably the first night of 

the ‘‘Captured’’ run. Get a_ band, 

some uniforms, ete. and parade to 

the theatre with the members of the 

CAPTURED CLUB at the head of 

the procession. Upon arriving at your 

front, some short ceremonies, a 

speech of welcome, and a speech of 

explanation by some member of the 

club as to its purpose, and you are 

just about set. As the climax invite 

all the members to be your guests 

at the show. 

Offer to make Civil or Spanish 
American War Veterans who were 

prisoners of war, honorary members. 

This means added publicity. 

HARE AND HOUND CHASE WILL 
GIVE PICTURE WIDE PUBLICITY 
The hare-hound chase is an effec- 

tive means for selling “Captured” 
all over town. Here’s the idea: 

Gather a group of about twenty 
boys from school or' the Boy Scouts. 
Promise them passes to the show and 
they’ll be only too glad to do what 
you ask of them. Divide them into 
two packs. Call one group the Hares 
and the other the Hounds. The prin- 
ciple of the game is for the Hounds 
to chase the Hares until they cap- 
ture them. Give the Hares about a 
five-minute start. 

Start and finish the chase in front 
of your theatre with a big ballyhoo. 
Have the words “Captured, at 
Theatre” on the back of each of the 
boys. Supply the Hares with can- 
vas —<s of torn up paper which | 
they \an drop along their route as a 
trail i the Hounds to follow. Paint 
“Capt ured” across the bags, too. 

Give each of the boys a supply of 
heralds on “Captured” to be handed 
out at every corner during the clase. 
Tell the Hares to be as tricky as 
possible by doubling back on their 
trails and using other means to con- 
found the Hounds. Have them cover 
as much territory as possible in a 
limited time, say an hour or so. 

Supply the Hares with pieces of 
chalk so that they can write “Cap- 
tured” on the sidewalks, on ash cans, 
etc., as they go along. 

In this stunt you have a very ef- 
fective means for getting the word 
“Captured” all over town. Pictures 
of the start, the finish and in-be- 
tween shots will undoubtedly be used 
by your newspapers together with 
stories. 

It’s an inexpensive stunt and a 

sure-fire attention-getter. 

PICTURE OFFERS FINE CHANCE 
FOR FOREIGN BORN APPEAL 
“Captured!” will prove especially 

appealing to the foreign born, who 
are extremely fond of strong dra- 
matic pictures. 

If your theatre has a substantial 
drawing from foreign quarters, it’s 

a good idea to use the foreign lan- 
guage newspapers to get that trade. 
Have the ads translated in the 
language of the newspaper so that 
your message will get across in the 
“mother” tongue. For a little paid 
space you will get a great deal of 
free publicity for “Captured.” Of 

course in each case stress the na- 
tionality of the soldiers held as 
prisoners of war. This can be easi- 
ly done, as officers and men of the 
allied armies are thrown together as 
prisoners in “Captured.” 

If you are to go after the foreign 

language trade, it will also be a 
good idea to get up a long ballyhoo 
herald, listing the title “Captured” 
in the various foreign translations. 

Use a strong ecatchline with each 
translation to stress the particular 
angle of the picture you are selling. 

Sell Your Picture With Smash Novelty 
That Fits Perfectly With Picture 

(CAPTURED 

Here is a dandy throwaway that 
fits in with the picture’s title, and 
which will be very popular with chil- 
dren and adults alike. It is black 
and white, 7x7 inches in size, with 
strong selling copy, room for your 

theatre imprint. The “Captured” 

CAPTURED 

spaces on the maze tie it in per- 
fectly with the picture, and will 
bring the title to the attention of 
everyone to whom you give the nov- 
elty. This is the type of puzzle 
which will not be tossed on the 
street, but will be taken home and 

CAPTURED 

pondered over. Priced reasonably 
at, $3.00 for 1M; for 3M, $2.75 per 
M; for 5M, $2.50 per M; for 10M, 
$2.25 per M. 

Order direct from Economy Nov- 

elty Co., 238 West 39th St., New 
York City. 
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EXPLOITATION 

NOVEL STREET BALLYHOO HAS 
MANY TIE-UP 

A reproduction of the “Dog and 
Cart Milk Delivery” is simple to 
construct and operate. The illus- 
tration shows the one used in “Cap- 
tured” with special banner for the 
dog. A second banner should be at- 
tached to rear of cart announcing 
engagement of picture at theatre. 

This stunt can be employed to 
advantage in several ways. Much 
favorable newspaper recognition of 
the stunt is possible by arranging 
with some welfare board to deliver 
milk to a certain number of needy 
families or charitable institution. 
The cost would be negligible in com- 

“MARRY 

POSSIBILITIES 

parison with the favorable reaction. 

The cart can be used as a bally- 
hoo feature for the distribution of 
heralds ete. in both the business and 
residential sections. 

A tieup may also be arranged 
with some chain grocer whose de- 
liveries are confined to a limited 
area, whereby under an agreement 
to feature the “Captured” delivery 
system in all their advertising, you 
will furnish the bally outfit for cer- 
tain hours each day. The deal should 
also include the enclosing of a herald 

in every purchase made in cooper- 
ating store. 

IN HASTE” 
NEWSPAPER CONTEST 

Here is a contest idea that is 

bound to intrigue the interest of 

readers everywhere. The question 

to be answered by the public is “Can 

a six day courtship end in a happy 

marriage.” 

In “Captured” 

meets, woos and wins a beautiful 

an army officer 

young girl and marries her on the 

sixth day of their romantic whirl- 

wind courtship. The picture shows 
that this particular hasty marriage 

met with disaster. 

Furnished here is your initial con- 
test story. The matter of prizes 
other than free guest tickets is left 
for your own determination. 

(Publicity Story) 

Is Six Days Long Enough To 
Know Your Future Mate? 

Answer Problem Suggested In Strand’s Next 

Attraction “Captured,”’ and See Picture Free 

A 
YOUNG army lieutenant fell madly in love with a beautiful 

girl while on furlough. The girl too was infatuated with 

the handsome officer and all former suitors went into the 

discard during the six day period of violent courtship. 

The tempestuous lover was ordered back to his regiment and 
the pair were hastily married on the sixth day after their first 
meeting. 

That is what happens in the com- 
ing Strand attraction “Captured” 
which features a splendid cast in- 
eluding Paul Lukas, Leslie Howard, 
Doug. Fairbanks, Jr. and Margaret 
Lindsay. 

The aftermath of this crowded ro- 
mance could have one of two end- 
ings. Days of blissful waiting for 
a happy reunion or time in which 
to repent the hasty marriage step. 
The answer to this particular love 
affair and marriage is revealed in 
the most absorbing drama of the 
season “Captured,” and it is an even 
money wager that your guess as to 
the final outcome will be wrong. 

This all leads to our proposal— 
that of giving you the opportunity 
to render an opinion on marriages 
that follow brief courtships. 
Now, the question we are asking 

our readers is, “Can a six day court- 
ship end in a happy marriage?” You 
may have had similar cases as that 
related here, come under your ob- 
servation. You yourself may have 
indulged in a hasty marriage. Are 

What any such marriages happy? 
does one need to know about his or 
her future mate, that he cannot 
learn in six days? Can two persons 
actually experience a real love for 
each other in six short days? We 
hear of love at first sight. Is there 
such a thing? 

In a letter of not more than 100 
words give us your viewpoint on 
this question that has perplexed 
thousands. Again we ask “Can a 
six day courtship end in a happy 
marriage?” Whether your answer 
be ‘yes’ or ‘no’, tell us what prompts 
your opinion and why. 

For the twenty best letters ré- 
ceived on this vital topic, two guest 
tickets each to “Captured” at the 
Strand, will be awarded. Get your 
letters into the “Captured Contest 
Editor” care of the Daily News on 
or before (closing date of contest). 
The News reserves the privilege to 
publish any of the contest letters 
received, if in the opinion of the 
editor they are worthy of publica- 
tion. 

BARBED WIRE CAGE BEHIND WAR 
TRACTOR FOR STREET BALLYHOO 
Any number of street ballyhoos 

can be easily staged. One idea is to 
set up a barbed wire cage on a flat 
bed truck. In the cage have a num- 
ber of men dressed in tattered and 
worn uniforms of the allied nations. 
A few men outside of the cage as 
German soldier guards will complete 
a striking effect. Banner the truck 
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with the strong heading “CAP- 
TURED!” using additional selling 
copy picked up from the ads. 

If you can secure a war tractor 
from your local armory, to tow the 
truck with the cage, it will attract 
additional attention. If possible, 
plant the tractor, properly bannered 
in front of your theatre. 

A Grand Practieal Ticket Seller 

Intense Situation Based On 
Here is a perfect peach of an idea 

that will sell the picture as no other 
stunt will. It can be worked into 
a powerful advance and current 

ticket seller. In order for anyone to 
win any of the prizes, it will be 

absolutely necessary to see the pic- 
ture. By making the prizes attrac- 
tive enough you will be sure of 
some real business throughout the 
run. 

This, briefly is the story. 

In the picture, Leslie Howard is 
called upon as Captain Allison to 
sign a request to the British Army 
for the return of Digby, played by 
Fairbanks, who has escaped from 
the German Prison Camp. The Ger- 
man Commandant wants Digby re- 
turned in order that he might stand 

trial at a court martial for rape and 
murder, committed in the camp the 
night he escaped. 

Allison refuses to sign the request. 

He has known Digby all his life— 
they have been the closest of friends 
and he doesn’t believe him capable 
of committing so foul a deed. 

The Commandant, then shows him 
a letter taken from the overcoat 
found near the murdered girl’s body. 
The letter is addressed to Digby and 
is from Margaret Lindsay who plays 

che role of Howard’s wife. It is a 
most endearing letter and reveals 
that she loves Digby and not her 
husband. After reading the letter, 
Allison signs the request. 

Most people will say that Allison 
signed the request because of his 
rage and desire for revenge. How: 
ever, the correct answer should be 
that Allison after learning that his 
best friend had made love to his wife, 
then believed that he was also eap- 
able of having committed the rape 
and murder of which he is accused 
by the Commandant. His reasoning 
would be, “My best friend... if 

$100 IN CASH! 

Why Did Fred Allison Sign His 
Best Friend’s Death Warrant? 

in 

““CAPTURED!”’ 
The Powerful Drama of All Time 

with Leslie Howard—Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Paul 
Lukas—Margaret Lindsay and 2000 Others. 

Was it a raging desire for REVENGE That 
prompted him to Condemn His Wife’s Lover? 

or 
Was it a desire to see justice done for a most 
unspeakable crime? 

The Strand will pay $100 in cash for the most logical 
explanation. 

$50.00 First Prize, $25.00 Second Prize, $15.00 Third 
Prize, Five $2.00 prizes for the next five best and 20 
pairs of guest tickets to the Strand’s next attraction. 

Be Sure to See 

“CAPTURED!” 
You'll Never Forget Its Great Drama. 

Coming to the STRAND, Friday. 

You can make this up as a type ad only, or you can lift 
some of the strong art from the ad section of this Merchandis- 
ing Plan, and incorporate it in a display ad. 

he was capable of betraying my love 

and friendship by stealing my wife, 
he is capable of committing any- 
thing, even rape and murder.” 

We suggest you offer cash prizes 
for the correct answers to this con- 

test, your own pocketbook being the 
guide as to the amounts. In the 
larger situations we suggest a first 
prize of $50.00, a second prize of 
$25.00, a Third Prize of $15.00, and 
five $2.00 prizes for the most logical 

answers, making a total of $100.00 

in prizes. To the next 20, you can 

offer consolation prizes of two guest 
tickets for your next show. 

We would use space in the news- 
papers, posters, screen, circulars, 
heralds, and theatre front to an- 
nounce the contest. We would also 
try for newspaper stories. 

The above is suggested copy 
for either ad, poster, screen, ete. 

Use Greased Pig | PICTURE POWERFUL ENGUC™ °° | 
YOUR PERSONAL ENDORSEMENT To Sell Title 

The hilarious and rib-tickling 

county fair and _ field-day 

whereby an award is made to the 

person who can catch and hold a 

greased pig, can be applied as an 

exploitation feature for “Captured” 

with equal attention getting suc- 

event 

cess. 

Publicize through every medium at 

your command that a greased pig 

will be released at a certain loca- 

tion at a definite time. Offer a small 

cash prize to the person who “Cap- 

tures” the pig and returns it to the 

theatre. If possible get the news 

photographers busy as the comedy 

angle will appeal to the average lo- 

cal paper. If a newsreel camera is 

available, arrange to shoot the high- 

lights of the chase and advertise 

that the reel will be shown on your 

To further clinch the tieup 

paint on one side of pig the word 

“Captured” and on the other “Re- 

turn to Strand” (your theatre name). 

sereen. 

30 Day Pass As 
Police Reward 

An angle that will bring in much 

valuable publicity is to offer 

through the columns of your newspa 

pers, a thirty or sixty day pass to 

your theatre to every police officer 

who captures anyone wanted for a 

felony. This is a sure-fire good-will 

stunt during the advance and cur- 

rent weeks of the picture. Place 

an “Honor Board” in your lobby on 

which list the names of the officers 

making captures of criminals appre- 
hended and nature of their crimes. 

Further widespread attention can 
be attracted by making an official 
presentation of the passes on stage 
of theatre or on steps of city hall, 
with of course the news photogra- 
phers on hand to ‘shoot’ the event. 

A personal message from you in 

reference to “Captured” is a high- 

class method of attracting attention 

to your theatre without being too 

blatant. A nicely put-together mes- 

sage, stressing the dramatic value 

of this picture together with its cast 

of four great stars, will enable you 

to say a lot of things which you 

wish to put across to your patrons. 

Be sure that this goes not alone 
to your regular mailing list, but also 
to all war veterans, members of mil- 
itary organizations, war prisoners, 
officials, ete. 

Don’t forget to inelude_ the 
women in your list. Play up the 
love angle of the picture in your 
letter, plugging Leslie Howard hard 
because of the appeal he has for 
women. Make sure your letter goes 
after both sexes. 

Suggested Personal Letter 

Dear Mr. 

I would like to call to your attention a motion picture treat 
I have planned for you. I refer specifically to the presentation 
of that powerful new drama, “Captured,” which will be shown at 
the Sirand Theatre beginning next Wednesday. 

It took four great stars to make this thrilling story of love 
and strife in a German prison camp! 
Howard to play the leading role! 

It took the genius of Leslie 
It took a cast including Douglas 

Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas, and Margaret Lindsay to portray the 
stirring drama and romance of the story. 

I feel justified in endorsing this picture as one of the most 
important pictures of the year, and I am sure you will agree with 
me after you have seen the picture. 

Very sincerely yours, 

THE MANAGER 

CHANCE FOR SOCK PUBLICITY 

WITH FORMER WAR PRISONERS 
Hunt up several men who have 

been held as prisoners of war, thru 

Loeal American Legion post, British 

War Council or Veterans Of Foreign 

Wars. Arrange with several of this 

group to relate their own story. of 
their experiences and escape from 
prison war camps. These stories to 
be used exclusively by your local 
newspaper, broadcast over the air 
and related from the stage of your 
theatre on the opening night of the 
picture. 

It may make it easier for you to 

sell the idea to the men, by first 
showing them the picture which is 
bound to enthuse them to cooperate. 
If you think you have a fellow who 
can go the limit for you, it may 
be worthwhile to pay a nominal fee 
for his services. However you will 
find that in most cases these men 
will work with you for the personal 
publicity derived. 

You will find this stunt will be 
well worth going after, for it will 
afford you the grandest possibile op- 
portunity to get across the strongest 
kind of plugs for the picture. 



EXPLOITATION 

GREAT “COOL” POSTER FOR 
USE DURING SUMMER MONTHS 

Poster Gets Fine News Break 

Bob Lynch, Manager of the Bridgeport Cameo Theatre, got a grand 

news break in the Bridgeport Herald, through this poster. He mounted it, 

and set it up in front of the house where a reporter for the Herald saw it, 

and devoted a quarter column to its description. 

He said in part; 

city talking . 

‘<The poster in front of the Cameo has the entire 

. If you think the picture isn’t a knockout, just take a 

= walk down there, and you’ll lose both your eyes when you get a glimpse 

G 

in _Rrid ioenart 
ve a nc 

fore Sm long time.’ 

“of it. It’s one of the best and ee startling displays this writer has seen 

This striking. eee iden ee aati the COOLNESS: of your theatre 

in no uncertain terms, was originally used in a trade ad. So numerous were 

the exhibitors’ request for enlargements of it, that we decided to meet 

the phenomenal demands of exhibitors by making up a special processed 

40 by 60 blow-up for use throughout the summer. It’s a brand new idea 

which will attract gobs of attention. Mounted on a 40 by 60 easel and 

PRICED at only 

change! Get it at once. 

50¢ each, 

_ placed in your outer lobby, it can be used on any picture. 

it is available at your local ex- 

SPECTACULAR “SHAM CAPTURE” 
WILL GIVE SENSATIONAL PLUG 
What can unquestionably prove to| course be devised by the heads of 

be the most spectacular and public 
arresting stunt ever presented as a 
theatre exploitation feature is sug- 
gested here. The tie-up is a truly 
logical one to present to your local 
Scoutmaster or head of a Military 
Academy or any other institution 
where military training is a routine 
feature. 

A public park, athletic field or 
large vacant tract of land, centrally 

located, are ideal locations for the 
presentation of this stunt. The idea 
is to induce some one of the pros- 
pective cooperating organizations 
mentioned above to stage a “Sham- 
Capture” for the benefit of the pub 
lic at large. Two companies or bri 
gades selected by their officers from 
among the membership of the out- 
fit involved are to compete for the 
honor of “CAPTURING” an ostensi- 
bly stragetic military position to be 
designated in the park or grounds en- 
gaged for the purpose. The rules. 
regulations and technical details of 
such a “Sham-Capture” must of 

the participating school or elub. 

As a suggestion a pole can be 
planted in center of field from which 
is unfurled a flag bearing the legend 
“CAPTURED.” This can answer as 
the point to be stormed and ecap- 
tured under the rules of military 
procedure. 

The theatre should offer a worth- 
while trophy or other acceptable 
award to the winning faction. The 
event should be publicized through 
every medium at your command and 
after the “Capture” the participating 
members paraded or transported to 
your theatre in ballyhoo fashion as 
guests to witness the picture. The 
Boy Scouts or other outfit may be 
sold on the idea to make this an 
annual event with its tieup with the 
picture “Captured” the initial affair 

A facsimile blockhouse or minia- 
ture fort constructed very cheaply 
will offer splendid opportunities for 
bannering and decorating in the in- 
terests of the stunt. 

DON’T MISS THE CORKING 

RADIO DRAMATIZATION ON 

PAGE 24. 

Strong Outdoor 
Posting Campaign 

“Captured!” is so big it deserves 

big billing. If you go after this 

picture like you would the biggest 

attraction your theatre ever had, you 

will get commensurate returns. 

Set up a strong bill posting cam- 

paign, using the 24 sheets, 6 sheets, 

3 sheets and 1 sheets. Get into 

every live and empty store window 

available with the window cards. 

An attractive one sheet snipe can 

be made up by having your printer 

cut a reversed block with the title 

“Captured” dominating the sheet in 

a flat arrangement. Have this printed 

in a bright red ink and plaster the 

The title is 

an arresting one and will create a 

town with this paper. 

lot of attention as an advance teaser 

campaign. 

Your city hall court yard or pub- 

lic squares may have a number of 

cannons on display. Arrange to place 

a card along side of these, using the 

title “ 

to read the balance of the copy an- 

Japtured” to lure passers-by 

nouncing the playing of the picture 

at your theatre. 

Essay Contest to 

Sell Love Angle 
An interesting essay contest which 

may raise considerable question 

among your women movie-fans, is one 

revolving around the actions of Mar- 

garet Lindsay in ‘‘Captured!’’ She 
marries Leslie Howard after knowing 

him only six days, a true whirlwind 

war courtship. He is ealled back to 

the front, and in the long months 

that Margaret is left alone, she real- 

izes that she loves someone else. In 

the picture, she does not remain true 

to Howard but accepts the new love. 

Naturally, her conduct in this in- 

stance is open to dispute. Was-it-the 

right thing to do? Run an advance 

contest giving the details and asking 

the readers to write in 100 words 
their opinions on the question, ‘‘ Did 

Margaret Lindsay do _ the right 

thing?’’ To the five best answers 

submitted, award small cash prizes. 

and passes to the picture to the next 
25. 

Essay on What 
Star Does Best 

Offer guest tickets to your next 

show, 

ten persons who send to the “Cap- 

tured” Essay Editor, in care of your 

theatre, an essay of not more than 

one hundred words, on which of the 

or small eash prizes to the 

three great stars of “Captured”— 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, 

Jr., Paul Lukas—in your opinion, 

does the finest acting in the picture. 

Credit should be given for sound- 

ness of reasons in awarding the 

prizes. 

COLORTONE SLIDE 

Make your screen presentation ar- 

tistic and colorful with the atmos- 

pherie effect, elaborately colored. 

beautifully created. Gives added 

depth to your film. 

4x 5 Colored positive only....$2.00 

—Set (pos. and neg.).... 3.00 

344x4 Colored positive only.. 1.50 

—Set (pos. and neg.).... 2.25 

Order by Number N-600 

NATIONAL STUDIOS, Ince. 

226 West 56th Street, New York 

Be sure to specify and include remit- 

tance with order to avoid parcel post 

- and C.0.D. charges. 

‘BETRAYING LETTER’ THROWAWAY 
DANDY TICKET SELLING NOVELTY 

These fac-simile letter throwaways 
have a direct tieup with the high- 

light of the picture and supply a 

definite patronage lure. The face 

of “envelope” is reproduced here. A 
slip notch on reverse side completes 

the envelope effect, and bears a reg- 

ulation return address. Unfolded, 

the inside page reproduces the love 

missive in a lady’s handwriting, 

which figures so prominently in the 

picture “Captured.” The inside flaps 

carries several lines of snappy sales 

copy on the picture, while the lower 

section is reserved for theatre im- 

print and play-dates. 

This attractive novelty has many 
and varied uses. It serves as the 
ideal medium to throw out of moving 
airplane, an effective stunt suggested 
elsewhere in this section. The let- 
ter is also most appropriate for dis- 
tribution through any and all chan- 
nels which you usually employ. 

The following angle can _ be 
brought into play and is one which 
is strongly advised owing to the 
fact that your message will be re- 
tained by all who receive it. On the 
back of ‘envelope’ will be printed 
without additional cost the follow- 
ing copy together with the serially 
numbering of same, 

2634 

HOLD THiS LETTER! 
GUEST TICKET TO 

Bring this letter to the above theatre. If this number 
corresponds with one of those listed in the lobby, you 
will be admitted FREE. 

i sae iieaainerocn seamen aad oe 

il 

Size of FA 

inches. 

1000 .. $4.00 

3000 3.75 

5000 . 3.50 

10,000 3.20 your order. 

IT MAY BE YOUR LUCKY 
SEE 

(theatre name and play dates) 

ATAL LETTER Throwaway folded is 

Prices quoted. inelude-all imprinting--~———— 

Folding $1.00 extra per 1000 

If you desire to use the Free Ticket angle add 
the words ‘““SERIALLY 

“CAPTURED” AT THE 

NUMBERED” to 

Order Direct From 

ECONOMY NOVELTY COMPANY 

239 West 39th Street 

New York City 

FOUR GOOD SUGGESTIONS FOR 
SELLING SHOW FROM THE AIR 

You can use the airplane sequence 

as a means of tying up a first class 

stunt which will attract a great 
deal of attention and interest, par- 
ticularly among the younger mem- 
bers of your audience. Right now 
the country is air crazy as a result 
of the sensational exploits of Gen- 
eral Balbo and his air fleet and the 
record breaking ’round the world 

feat of Wiley Post. 

Obtain the services of an airplane 
and at a specified time have the 
pilot, drop over the city handfuls of 
inexpensive throwaway paper planes 
or the special letter accessory de- 
scribed in this book. Advertise be- 
forehand that these paper planes 
will be serially numbered and that 

fifty corresponding numbers will be 
posted on a display board in lobby 
of your theatre. Urge the public to 
retrieve these numbered planes or 

etters as they fall, and to take 
them to the theatre immediately to 
see if they have one of the lucky 
numbers which entitle holders to 
‘ree admission to see “Captured!” 

You may be assured that if you 
advertise this stunt extensively 
enough that there will be a wild 
scramble to secure these ‘planes’ or 
letters as they float to the ground. 
This affords a splendid opportunity 
to get the title “Captured!” across 
in a big way, by simply tying it in 
with the stunt, as for instance 
“Capture a Plane and See ‘Cap 
tured!’ as the Guest of the Strand.” 

Any number of other exploitation 

angles involving the use of aircraft 
will prove most effective. A Gyro- 
plane if available is an ideal me- 
dium for the aerial display of a 
huge banner. The bannering of 
struts on regulation planes, provided 
they fly low enough, or painting the 
under wings will carry your “Cap- 
tured’? message to thousands most 
effectualiy. 

In situations where stunt flyers 
and parachute jumpers are available 
the following stunt will prove a 
sensation. Announce that an air- 
plane bearing as passenger a daring 

parachute jumper will leave your 
airport at a certain hour. Offer a 
prize of $10.00 to the person who 
first places his or her hand on the 
jumper after he has leaped from the 
moving plane. Offer further prizes 
of smaller cash awards and guest 
tickets, for the nearest correct loca- 

tion where the jumper will be “Cap- 
tured.” This stunt can be tied in 
with a newspaper by making a stip- 
ulation that to win the award for 
‘capturing’ the ‘escaped war pris- 
oner’ the person making the capture 
must have with him a copy of the 
newspaper offering the prize. 

In situations where planes 
equipped with amplifier are avail- 
able this tremendously commanding 
‘voice from the air’ feature should 
by all means be used. Announce- 
ments thus broadcast will sell the 
show as no other outdoor exploita- 
tion stunt can. In fact, the effect is 
little short of sensational. 
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Added Ticket Selling Accessories | ospy siow-vs 

WARNER BROs.’ 
SENSATIONAL PICTURE 

OOD ODOR OPORTO OI 

wile 

LESLIE HOWARD 

PAUL LUKAS 

DOUG. FAIRBANKS, 

MARGARET LINDSAY 

white and blue. 

STANDARD 

SSITSSSIOOSOSL SSS SSS 

SS 

PENNANTS 

per dozen. 

MORRIS 

AUTO BUMPER STREAMER 

MARQUEE BANNER 

@ 

MARQUEE BANNER 

The handsome banner is set up on bril- 
liant cloth, the center section red letters on 
a white background, the end drapes red, 

It is 10 feet long and is 
priced at $3.75 each. 

The Standard is a striking combination of 
red letters on a white background, the whole 
made of good sturdy material. 
and fringe are in gold. 
and is priced at $.95 each. 

Red pennants with white lettering will 
make a very effective display. 
in the illustration are 12x30 inches. 

AUTO BUMPER STREAMER 

Made up on cotton cloth with eyelets on 
top to attach. Printed red on white. $.30 
each with minimum order of 40. 

Order all decorations direct from 

729 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

The tassels 
It is 28x40 inches 

Those shown 

$2.00 

LIBERMAN These attractive colored 38 by 42 
enlargements aid your advance or 
eurrent lobby displays. Priced in- 

bine” $146 werden"? |dividually at $3.50 each. Set of 
~ three—$10.00 per set. 

Order direct from 

PHOTOCOLOR STUDIOS 
220 West 42nd Street 

Pee Be 

All prices quoted f. o. b. New York. 

PENNANT 
STREAMERS 

Patriotic pennants sewed on 

VALUABLE TIE UP WITH LIBERTY 
MAGAZINE OFFERS BIG HELP 

An important tie-up has been This may easily be developed into 
made with Liberty Magazine, which | a smashing stunt for you. In a week- 
first published Phillip Gibbs’ story 
“Fellow Prisoners” from which “Cap- 
tured!” is adapted. Liberty has 
agreed to enlist the services of their 
“boy organization” in plugging the 
picture. These boys sell magazines 
to over a million people each week, 

and in conjunction with the showing 
of “Captured!” in New York will 
distribute heralds and other adver- 
tising materials. 

In addition, window ecards, news- 
paper stand snipes, and other poster 
material will be placed throughout 
Greater New York. These will say, 
in effect: “ANOTHER LIBERTY 
STORY MADE INTO A GREAT 
PICTURE! SEE ‘CAPTURED’ AT 
UNE Dee age eee ree THEATRE!” 
They are going to plaster their 
trucks with “Captured!” paper. 

Besides this large cooperative pos- 
ter campaign, a number of their boys 

will parade down Broadway to the 
theatre at which “Captured!” will 
play. A band, motoreyele escort and 

CAPTURED banners will be in- 
eluded in this stunt. 

ly bulletin gotten out to their sales- 
men and accounts, this tie-up will 
be given a great plug with the front 
cover devoted to “Captured!” The 
Liberty Magazine field men will 
take eare of their respective cities 
and towns in conjunction with the 

picture’s play dates. 
This is an immensely valuable 

connection which you can utilize 
with great profit. Get in touch with 

the Liberty distributor in your ter- 
ritory and line up your campaign 
with him. He will be glad to help 
you in plugging “Captured!” as 
“Another Liberty story made into a 
great picture,’ since the magazine 

is as interested in a national tie-up 

as we are. 
If you do not know who takes 

charge of the Liberty distribution 
in your district and you want to 
take advantage of this wonderful 
tie-up, write directly to Mr. S. O. 

Shapiro, MacFadden Publications, 
1926 Broadway, New York City, and 
he will be glad to assist you in your 

efforts. 

ESCAPE ARTIST SURE BET TO 

BRING CROWDS TO YOUR LOBBY 
Almost every town has its escape 

artist, amateur or professional. If 

you can line up one of these fellows 

who claims he ean get out of anv 

kind of binding device, and place 

him in your lobby or in front of the 

theatre with his customary chains, 

handcuffs, manacles, etc., you can be 

sure of fascinated crowds. 

His act may be tied up with your 

feature by billing him with the 
question, “Can he be captured?” or 
“The Man Who Can’t Be Captured” 
or any one of the other many vari- 
ations which may be used. 

The escape artist need not be too 
good. If you choose to burlesque 
the contortions of the experts, none 
of the effectiveness is lost. Be care- 
ful, however, that you don’t mislead 
people into thinking the picture is 
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a comedy. To attract attention and 

to get crowds in your lobby, this 
stunt will prove most effective. 

Added value can be given this 
stunt by tying in with a leading 
department store, whereby the store 

builds the packing case or other de- 
vice from which the “Captured 
Prisoner” is to escape. The “escape” 
should be advertised through every 
medium at the store’s command and 
can be announced to take place in 

the store or window of cooperating 

establishment. The device employed 
can be alternately displayed in lobby 
of theatre and store window for a 
week or more in advance. The tie- 
up arrangements should be made by 
theatre, but the contact regarding 
construction of packing case or de- 
vice is usually made by the profes- 
sional escape artist employed. 

N.Y. Strand Uses Advance Labhy_ 
Ss 

¥ 

Displays To Seil Star Value 

Top illustration pictures the extremely effective panel designs used in lobby of Strand Thea- 
tre, New York which plays up the star name angle and soft pedals the war element in story. 
Lower illustration carries out the same selling idea as used over lobby entrance of New York 
Strand. 
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2 Suggestions For Flash Fronts 
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CAPTURED! 
LESLIE HOWARD 
PAUL LUKAS 
DOUG FAIRBANKS Jr. 
MARGARET LINDSAY 

| CAPTURED! 
LESLIE HOWAAD 

PAUL LUKAS 
DOUG FAIRBANKS Je. 
MARGARET LINDSAY 

} LESLIE HOWARD 
PAULLUKAS 
DOUG. FAIRBANKS Jr 
MARGARET LINDSAY 

_ CHANCE TO PUT OVER DOUBLE 
SPREAD THAT SELLS TITLE 

The title “Captured” serves as anjinsertion in cooperative ads. These 

excellent slogan to tie in with the 

always effective cooperative double 

truck. With newspapers today al- 
ways on the alert for new revenue, 

the idea will appeal to the majority 

of enterprising advertising managers 

of local papers. 

The splendid manner in which the 

title can register for all concerned 

and furnish an incentive to indivi- 

dual advertisers to climb aboard, is 

shown here by the suggested spread- 

eagle head and accompanying cap- 

The theatre should subscribe 

A sug- 

tions. 

for the top center position. 

gested heading for this ad is also 

can be revamped to tie in products 

and wares not covered in this list. 

“We have ‘CAPTURED?’ the great- 

est shoe values of the year.” 

“Never has your dollar ‘CAP- 

TURED’ greater bargains than 

these.” 

“The latest Paris designs have 

been ‘Captured’ by our alert buy- 

ers and offered to you at Captivat- 

ing prices.” 

“These swanky models ‘Captured’ 

advance of our two months in 

competetors.” 

Here is the suggested head and 

given. captions for cooperative double or 

Here also are a few catchlines for‘ single truck. 

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE HAS BEEN 

““CAPTURED!”’ 
And The Dollar Sentenced To One Week Of Double Buying Power 

The Strand Is Offer- 
ing Double Enter- 
tainment Value with 
“CAPTURED”. 

CO-OP AD CO-OP AD 

We have prepared two 

sketches which your sign shop 

can use in building your front 

for ‘‘Captured!’’ Irrespective 

of which plan you follow to sell 

the picture, each front will at- 

tract a great deal of attention. 

If you are going after the 

strong ballyhoo angle, get plen- 

ty of war prison camp atmos- 

phere on your front. The top 

of your marquee should be 

made to resemble the look-out 

posts with machime gun towers 

on both ends and barbed wire 

running across the front. A 

man dressed in a German sol- 

dier’s uniform will put a real- 

istic touch to the display. 

The overhead banner on the 

front of your theatre can be 

Lesuiewowang | livened up with a number of 
PAUL LUKAS bayonets protruding directly 
DOUG FAIRBANKS MARGARET LINDSAY forward. Place plenty of artil- 

lery, helmets and other war im- 

plements around the front. Imi- 

tation bayonets made of sil- 

vered cardboard with the sharp 

points sticking straight out, can 

be glued above the box office. 

Use plenty of stills in the ar- 

rangement shown on the sketch, 

in between which ean be posted 

strong catchlines taken from 

the advertising copy. 

Display all the color you can. 

Use banners, flags of all foreign 

nations, valances, burgees and 

colored pennants to give a holi- 
day effect and to show that 

—-there is-really something big 
going’ on at your theatre. 

ee 

Capture Contest 
For Boy Scouts 

A stunt that should win the ap- 
proval of every Scoutmaster and at 

the same time bring any amount of 
newspaper publicity is suggested 
here. Announce that because of its 
direct tieup value with the picture’s 
title “Captured,” you are desirous 
of getting as many live specimens of 
“Captured” wild life as possible for 
display in your lobby. Offer a few 
small cash prizes to Boy Scout: mem- 
bers for the best ‘capture’, and guest 
tickets to all who bring in any speci- 
men suitable for lobby display pur- 
poses. Depending of course on the 
section of country where this stunt 
is put into effect, the nature and 
scope of wild animal life will vary. 

A stipulation must be made that 
in no instance should any e¢ruel or 
inhumane method of capture be em- 
ployed. Crates and cases for dis- 
play of the “Captured” wild life, 
constructed and decorated as attrac- 
tively as possible, should be pro- 
vided by the theatre. Credit cards 
should also be attached to each ex- 
hibit. 

Inquiring 
Photographer 

The newspaper contest suggested 

under the caption ‘‘Hasty Marriage 

Contest’? can be simplified in  sit- 

uations where the origina] idea is 

not feasible. It can be used as an 
‘*TInquiring Photographer’’ stunt 

whereby five or six people ean be in- 

terviewed each day over a period of 
several days and the following ques- 

tion asked. 

“The Strand motion picture 
‘Captured’ shows Leslie Howard 
and Margaret Lindsay as a roman- 
tic couple who married only six 
days after their first meeting. In 
your opinion is six days sufficient 
time in which to definitely choose 
a life mate?” 

Each person _ interviewed is 
snapped and the thumb nail por _ 
traits and answers published in co- 
operating newspaper the following 
day, toge ion 
when and 

SHOWMEN SHOULD BOOST N.R.A. 
Let your public know where you stand. Display the BLUE 

EAGLE emblem prominently outside and within your theatre. 
The N.R.A. has “CAPTURED” the entire country. Your co- 
operation will help you to capture patronage. It would be a 
mighty good idea to insert the BLUE EAGLE emblem in your ads, 

CA 
LESLIE HOWAAD 
PAUL LUKAS 
QOUG. FAIRBANKS Jr. 

| MARGARET LINDSAY 

Smash Lobby Display Unit 
Illustrated here is a suggested design for lobby entrance panel, wall panel or set piece that is bound to sell 
“Captured” in an intriguing manner. This unit plays up the three leading principals, the love interest and a 
tensely dramatic triangle situation, eliminating in this instance the playing up of any War angle. 
For the three heads, use blowups from star stills, or drawings. The triangular spaces blanked out at top of 
each head are for insertion of copy given here, and tell the story of what is going on simultaneously in the 
minds of each. 

Here is the copy for Leslie Howard space. 

“A MAN WHO BETRAYS HIS BEST FRIEND DESERVES THE WORST... IF I SAVE 
HIM HE WILL GO BAOK TO HER.” 

Copy for Margaret Lindsay head. 
“MY HUSBAND KNOWS ...MY LOVER’S FATE IN HIS HANDS! WHAT WILL 
HAPPEN? 

ze 
Copy for Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., head. 

“WHEN I PUT MY ARMS AROUND HIS WIFE AND KISSED HER... 
DEATH KISS.” .- 

. THAT WAS A 

LESLIE HOWARD DOUGLAS eS z FAIRBANKS sx. 
1S BARED TO THE WORLD IN THAT 
i om a One ee Aol oy-W | NEVER FORGET s 

‘GAPTURED"’ 
THE OFFICIAL VITAPHONE TRAILER ON “CAPTURED!” IS ONE OF THE MOST 
CONVINCING, THRILL-PACKED, POWERFUL SEAT SELLERS EVER PRODUCED. 

SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL EXCHANGE. IT WILL WORK WONDERS FOR*YOU! 
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EXPLOITATION 

PROBLEM WITH 10 SOLUTIONS 
BASIS FOR CORKING STUNT 

Here is a stunt that attracted a 
vast amount of attention in the 

newspapers. Because the situation 

n “Captured” is identical with the 

situation that was used as the basis 

for this stunt, we strongly recom- 

mend the same thing as an exploita- 

tion stunt for “Captured.” 

In the photoplay, the problem fac. 
ing Leslie Howard as Capt. Allison 
is almost identical with the episode 
given out by the United’ Press and 
carried by newspapers all over the 
country. 

originally appeared in hundreds of 
important newspapers, together with 
a summary of the answers received 
in a single situation. Here you have 
a choice of two contests to present 

to your editor. One is the identical 
problem previously used:—and the 
other the very problem that con- 
fronted Leslie Howard as Capt. Al- 
lison in “Captured.” 

Be sure to lead your initial 
and follow up stories with the head, 
captions and introductory paragraph 
furnished here, which apply to the 
specific contest used, namely No. 1, 

Reprinted here is the article as it|or No. 2. 

(Contest No. 1) 

Interesting Contest To 
Solve Puzzling Problem 

Win Free Tickets Solving Problem Identical In 
Photoplay “Captured”? And Real Life 

N the stirring Warner screen drama “Captured”? coming to the 
Strand next week, a problem identical with that which a 
famous scientist brought to the attention of thousands of 

newspaper readers, is vividly parelleled. 
Reprinted below is the real life problem and the nation-wide appeal 

for its solution, with its series of ten questions put squarely before you. 
Read the article carefully and the circumstances which prompted the 
request for public expression in the matter. In “Captured” Leslie Howard 
as Capt. Frederic Allison is faced with exactly the same situation. Which 

course did he pursue? The same ten solutions were open to him as in 
the actual real life case of Peter which is presented here. 

By the United Press 

CHICAGO, June  22.— Science 

asked 578 married couples what they 

would do if they discovered their 

mates were unfaithful. The replies 

varied, but from them Dr. Emilio 

Mira, psychologist, of Barcelona, ar- 

rived at this conclusion, which he 

expounded before a sectional mes 

The question propounded to Dr. 

Mira’s selected group of testees 

was:— J 

“Which of ten courses would you 

pursue if you found that your wife 

had been unfaithful through intima- 

cies with your best friend?” Wives 

were required to answer as well as 

husbands, substituting the word hus- 

band for wife. 

They were handed this printed 

form:— 

Peter is married and adores his 

wife. One day he finds a letter 

from her addressed to his friend, 

Lewis, which shows she is keeping 

6. Secretly separate from his wife 

while both continue under the same 

roof and remain to all appearances 

a married couple. 

7. Secretly separate from his wife, 

each going his or her own way and 

bringing other reasons for the separ- 

ation to the eyes of the public. 

8. Try by all possible means to 
—_— 1 — thn aconx~ 

= ~tidienlonsS a2 tue eyes 

of Peter's wife vo regain her affec- 
$7 

vL0ns.. 

9. Analyze causes which led 
to his wife’s infidelity and endeavor 

to remove them. 

10. Put the problem before the 

lovers and, if he is convinced their 
love is sincere and unshakable, re- 

tire gracefully and begin life anew 

in some far-off place. 

Dr. Mira studied the answers and 

concluded that logical argument 

plays only a small part in the deter- 

mination of moral conduct. 

Here is your opportunity to win 
free guest tickets to “Captured.” 
Simply address your solution to 
CAPTURED CONTEST EDITOR, 
eare Daily News on or before (clos- 

HOW 578 COUPLES ANSWERED 

Action. Men. Women. Total. 

No. 1 49 18 67 
No. 2 8 5 13 
No. 3 21 11 32 

No. 4 14 23 37 

No. 5 187 102 289 

Action. Men. Women. Total. 

No. 6 7 24 31 

NO. 7: 108 185 288 

No. 8 96 143 239 

No. 9 48 23 TE 

No. 10 45 44 89 

intimate relations with him. In 

these circumstances, Peter can per- 

form one of these ten actions:— 

1. Avenge his honor by challeng- 

ing Lewis to a duel. 

2. Kill Lewis. 

3. Kill his wife. 

4, Avenge the insult by making 

love to Lewis’ wife until he obtains 

the same intimacy with her. 

5. Try to surprise the lovers and 

get a divorce with the help of the 

authorities. 

ing date of contest). State by num- 
ber which solution you would choose 
and in fifty words or less give your 

reason for making the decision you 
do. 

These answers will all be tabula- 
ted and the final count published at 
end of contest period. The writers 
of the ten best answers received 
will be awarded two guest tickets 

each to see“Captured” at the Strand 
next week. 

Get busy. Help us solve this burn- 
ing problem. 

LOBBY DISPLAY OF CAPTURED 
WAR SOUVENIRS, WILL GO BIG 
Gather together a number of war 

relics for display purposes in your 

lobby or local department store win- 

dows. A sign reading “Captured Rel- 

ies of War” and small cards identi- 

fying each article will attract a 
great deal of attention. Of course 

use this stunt only if it fits in with 
the way you are selling the picture. 

Most American Legion and Vet- 
_ eran Posts have a supply of steel 
“helmets, captured guns, gas masks, 
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blank hand grenades, and other im- 
plements used during the war. It 
may be possible to get a cannon or 
two mounted in your lobby. An offer 
of a couple of tickets to “Captured!” 
for the use of various war souve- 
nirs, will be almost certain to get 
you sufficient material with which 
to make a most unusually fine dis- 
play. 

Be sure to include a good assort- 
ment of stills from the picture and 
a sign announcing your play-date. 

lized she was lost to him. Revenge 

was _ uppermost in the husb 

mind and when the opportunity came |, 

(Contest No. 2) 
The substitute contest idea, using 

the very problem and facts as de- 

picted in “Captured” is given below. 

The operation of the contest is the 

same, except that the contest stories 

play up the photoplay angle exclu- 

sively. We suggest that you leave 

it to the judgment of your editor as 

to which contest idea is most feasi- 

ble. In situations where the original 
article broke previously, the second 
plan will of course be the only one 
considered. 

Here is your initial story which 
should be re-edited for succeeding 
days during period of contest with 
the standing of answers tabulated 
in the order shown in question list 
below. 

(Publicity Story) 

Solve ‘Captured!’ Problem 
And Win Theatre Tickets 

Predicament Of Leslie Howard In Love Triangle, 
Presented to News’ Readers for Solution 

NE of the strangest love triangles that has ever reached our 

notice is dramatically picturized in the Warner production 

““Captured’’ which comes to the Strand next week. 

Briefly here are the facts in the case and the several solu- 

tions which were open to the victimized husband. 

A six day. whirlwind courtship 

ended in the marriage of one Cap- 

tain’ Frederie Allison the day of his 

departure for France. During the 

husband’s absence, the bride who 

married in haste found ample time 

in which to regret the step. A new 

Tove, a genuine passionate romance 

came into her life but this new 

sweetheart, too, was forced to leave 

for France in the midst of a elan- 

destine love affair. 

Both men were later thrown to- 

gether and while confined in a Ger- 

man prison camp, an indiscreet love 

message penned by the wife to her 

lover, fell into the hands of the 

heart-broken and enraged husband. 

He dearly loved his wife but rea- 

dean Se he could direct to, or save, 

his rival-from _the-firmg squad, the 

following problems ran through his 

mind. 

These ten solutions to his prob- 

lem are presented to our readers in 

the form of questions to be an- 

swered. Clip out the list of ques- 

tions and mark an X beside the so- 

lution which you would favor if 

placed in this husband’s shoes. In 

fifty words or less write your reason 

for deciding the problem as you do. 

All answers will be tabulated and 

the consensus published each day 

until close of the “Captured” Con- 

test on (closing date). At end-of 
the contest period the letters will 

be judged and the ten persons who 
in the opinion of the Contest com- 
mittee have submitted fhe best let- 
ters on this weighty problem, wiil 

Here are the ten solutions which arrayed themselves be- 
fore the betrayed husband. 

1—To kill his rival outright. 

2—Challenge him to ~ 
a dual. 

3—Though innocent let him go before the firing 
squad. 

4—Save him from firing squad and take personal 
revenge. 

5—Kill his wife. 

6—Divorce his wife. 

7—Publicly denounce the pair. 

8—Kill both his wife and her lover. 

9—Sue the lover in court. 

10—Ignore the entire affair. 

Which would you advocate Leslie 

Howard to follow. Get your answers 

to “Captured” Contest Editor, care 

Daily News promptly. Your opinion 

will be tabulated and your letter on 

the topic may win you guest tickets 

to witness the all absorbing screen 

offering “Captured” at the Strand. 

PLANT POPULAR MAGIC SQUARE 
Magic squares have been used by 

showmen everywhere with such un- 
qualified suecess that we have de- 
cided to include one for each pic- 
ture. The present one conceals the 
following sentence: CAPTURED IS 
THE ONE PICTURE YOU WILL 
NEVER FORGET. It is solved by 
beginning with the circled square, 
moving one square up or down, right 

or left, not diagonally, and ending 
with the square ee the per- 

iod. 
Plant with your local newspaper, 

offering guest tickets to the first 
twenty-five persons to send in the 
correctly deciphered sentence, in care 
of the Magie Square Editor at your 
theatre. If you have not yet used 
this inexpensive and _ interesting 

brain-tantalizer, begin with this one, 
and watch the big response. 

Cut No.83 OQOuti5c Mat 5c 



EXPLOITATION 

NOTE TO EXHIBITORS 
These four splendid portraits, in which the artist has so capably caught the spirit of the stars, give you a ver- 

satile medium with which to work. The drawings provide first class material for lobby blow-ups, colored or 

on plain board. They will prove to be most acceptable illustrative features with newspapers. Any one of them 

would lend a fine background for a general lobby display. Take advantage of these powerful selling aids! 

FACES THAT WILL CAPTURE THE CROWDS! 

W AE wi ea at ew dramatic high in his startling 
ortr Captain Allison in “Captured” which will be- she: at 

_ the Strand Theatre beginning ............. - He is supported 
by an all-star cast in this thrilling drama of a German prison camp. 

Cut No.29 Cut 30c Mat 10c 

iy : 
PAUL LUKAS, whose dramatic work has gained him wide recognition, 
scores again in the part of Commandant of a German prison camp in 

“Captured . commana ...&.0.. 5. .c855..s ss to the Strand. 
Cut No. 25 Cut 380c Mat 10c 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., popular young star of many successes, 
adds another triumph to his already long list through his work in 
“Captured,” Warner Bros.’ latest sensation, which comes to the Strand 

Oe ee ‘ 
Cut No. 35 Cut 30c Mat 10c 

MARGARET LINDSAY, whose alluring beauty fascinated audiences 
when she made her debut in “Cavalcade” returns to add to her army 
of admirers in “Captured,” thrilling drama of love and strife, which 
will. bepin tts27FUNn. OR eee at the Strand Theatre. 

Cut No.36 Cut 30c Mat 10c 

FOUR CAPTIVATING ART UNITS SYMBOLIZE ARTISTRY OF STARS 
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EXPLOITATION 

Plaster Your Town With This Strong, Newsy, Pictorial Poster 
The pictorial poster reproduced above can be copied by your local printer. Secure the mat from your 

local exchange and have the type set to follow this layout. 
This poster idea will attract a lot of attention to dealer windows. With this idea you can get across ad- 

vertising for your picture in spots where it would ordinarily be hard to crash. Due to the newsy way in which 
this idea is presented it will be acceptable by cigar stores, tailor shops, pool rooms, billiard halls, swimming 
pools, news stands and other stores. 

PICTORIAL NEWS FLASH! 

V\ 

Shot at 

Sunrise! 
Arriving at 

War Prison Camp! 

Cut No. 31 Out $1.50 Mat 50c 

A Thousand To One Shot! 

Upper Left—SHOT AT SUNRISE!—but only by a movie camera. It’s an art in itself and depends on the 

angle of the head by the way Director Roy Del Ruth is adjusting the head of Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., for one 

of the thrilling scenes in Warner Bros.’ sensational picture, “Captured!” 

Upper Right—ARRIVING AT WAR PRISON CAMP!—A detachment of allied prisoners arriving after 

a day’s march through rain and mud at the German prison camp in Warner Bros.’ production “Captured!” 

Leslie Howard, Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and Margaret Lindsay are the principal stars of the picture. 

Center—A THOUSAND TO ONE SHOT!—but Leslie Howard fights it out to a sensational climax from 

a machine gun post with German prison guards in Warner Bros.’ sensational production “Captured!” (Insert) 

Leslie Howard, star of the picture. 

BE SURE TO SEE 

APTURED!-— 
THE GREATEST EMOTIONAL DRAMA OF ALL TIME! 

Starring 

LESLIE HOWARD DOUG. FAIRBANKS, Jr. 
MARGARET LINDSAY PAUL LUKAS 
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EXPLOITATION 

National Chain Store Tie-Up Will 

Have 1800 Stores Working For You 

OWARO 
STILL OF Leslie 4 STILL OF LESLIE HOWARD 

EASEL ASKING FANS TO KEEP 
ENDING SECRET WILL HELP B.O. 
A lobby easel asking your patrons 

not to reveal the powerful climax 
of the picture to their friends, will 
not only be read, but will have a 
most beneficial effect upon the read- 
ers. It will serve to sell the picture 
in the strongest possible manner. 
Those who read it will certainly be 
intrigued enough to want to see 
“Captured!” 

Follow along the same lines, by 
asking your audiences, right from 
the stage at each performance, not 
to reveal the ending. 

A publicity story stating that you 
were asking your patrons not to 

reveal the stirring climax, is sure to 
land in every newspaper. Tell the 
eritics about this and they’ll write 
their own story. 

FOR LOBBY 

A corking tie-up has been arranged for you with some 1800 stores of the Kresge, 
Kress, W. T. Grant, McLellan, McCrory, and Murphy chains. 
opportunity to utilize a ready-made cooperative plan which will benefit you tremen- 
dously. 

The October issue of Modern Screen Magazine, which will be on sale at news- 
stands beginning September 5th, will contain a feature length story on ‘‘Love in the Life 

The popularity of the dashing young English actor makes this angle of Leslie Howard.” 

CAPTU 
By REAL Love 
READ 

LIFE OF 
LESLIE HOWARD’ 
An Interesting Inti 
Article in thos, eer 

MODERN SCREEN 
nest and Be 

ON SALE 

of the tie-up immensely valuable. 

Get in touch with the managers of your local stores who will be glad to work 
Above we have reproduced two suggestions for posters which you can 

use, one in the store window, the other in your theatre lobby. This arrangement will 
be mutually beneficial to you and to the stores. 
onerate to the fullest extent. 

with you on it. 

For additional information on this cooperative plan, write te Miss Pearl Honig, 
Circulation Department, Modern Screen Magazine, 100 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C. 

FOUR COLOR TIRE COVERS 

WETH 

DOUG FAIRBANKS, JR * PAUL LUKAS 
MARGARET LINDSAY 

The Tire Cover carries your mes- 

sage wherever motor vehicles traverse, 

from the congested down town sec- 

tions to the outermost districts of 

your town, thereby reaching hundreds 

of prospective patrons which many 
other advertising mediums may have 

missed. 

The Tire Cover available on ‘‘Cap- 

tured’? is an eye-filling four color 

job, done in a special weather-proof 

Colorgravure process on patent leather 

finish stock. The upper background 

is a light green with star’s names in 

deep orange. The lower half back- 

ground is black with yellow lettering. 

Head is a combination of white 

and grays. Copy and design are 

shown in illustration. 

Prices are as follows. Singly, 85¢; 

in quantities of 10 and up at 70c. 

Space is left at bottom for imprint- 
ing of theatre name and dates. If 

you desire imprinting, add $2.50 to 

your order in quantities of 10 up to 

100. Over 100 imprinting is FREE. 

Tire covers sent C. O. D. unless 

check accompanies order. 

IMPORTANT. Order direct from 

CLUFF FABRIC PRODUCTS Ince. 

655 West 55th Street 

New York City 

Exhibitors are urged to 
send us their campaigns in 
order that we may be able 
to pass along the many 
splendid and ingenious 
ideas put into execution on 
every picture. Address your 
campaigns, suggestions and 
ideas to Director of Exploi- 
tation, Warner Bros.’ Pic- 
tures Inc. 321. West. 44th 
Street, N. Y. C. 

Tricky Posting 
At prominent places in town and 

One Sheets, 

in the normal position, but upside 

vincinity post not 

down. Snipe each of the posters 

with the words “It’s worth standing 

on your head to see ‘Captured!’— 
One of the Truly Great Pictures of 
the Generation—Featuring Leslie 
Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 
Paul Lukas and Margaret Lindsay. 
‘Captured!’—at the Strand Theatre 

st of 
Screen Magazines 

FOR STORES 

Managers have been advised to co- 

Here is a suggestion for the Lobby Easel. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN 

“CAPTURED!” 
You are in line for the most sensational and unexpected 

climax ever brought to the screen! 

RED/ 
By REEL Love 
SEE 

HE’ LESLIE 
HOWARD 

in 
His Latest 

Motion Picture 

CAPTURED’ 

AFTER YOU HAVE SEEN 

“CAPTURED!” . 
Please do not reveal the powerful ending to your friends. 
We want them to get the same pleasure and surprise 

“CAPTURED!” gave you. 

(Signed) Mgr. of Strand 

HOWARD COINS 
The popularity of this attractive novelty has been so wide 

spread, that a ‘‘Gold’’ coin similar to those introduced before 

has been gotten out and dedicated to Leslie 

Howard in ‘‘Captured.’’ 

Don’t miss out on this big 

Leslie Howard’s head with the caption 

‘‘Leslie Howard in ‘Captured’’’ is on one 

side and the reverse bears the copy ‘‘ War- 

ner Bros. dramatic triumph.’’ Diameter of 

coin, one inch. 

Order Direct from 

NOV-E-LINE MFG. CO. 

1650 Broadway, New York City. 

Price $9 per M. C.O.D. Express Prepaid. 

Hidden Puzzle for Newspaper Use 
This is the type of feature newspapers like to use. In it, the ‘‘Girl Who ‘Captured’ Two Men’s 

Hearts’’ has been cleverly concealed. Give this mat to your newspaper and ask them to run 

the following copy with it. You can also use it for a throwaway. 

Capture the Girl Who ‘Captured’ Two Men’s Hearts 
\L 

Cut No. 38 Cut 45c Mat 15c 

Somewhere hidden in this morass of barbed wire entanglements and seething mass of 

fighting men, is Margaret Lindsay, the girl who ‘‘Captured’’ the hearts of two brave men 

(Leslie Howard and Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.) See if you can find her. She will capture your 

heart as well in ‘‘Captured”’ at the ........00.000.0000.. Theatre next week. 
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POSTERS WITH A PUNCH | 

DESCRIPTION: Background is black with title i illi in li : so. 

24 S H E E T IMustration is in akira) olan: ack’ with title in. brilliant orange. Names of stare aren ene ee ee 

THREE SHEET 

SIX SHEET 

INSERT 

WINDOW CARD 

ONE SHEET 

MIDGET WINDOW CARD 
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We 

SCREEN 

BRINGS YOU 

SOMETHING 

ENTIRELY 

NEW! 

Year after year, one great 
ape organization has 
led the way in motion pic- 
tures! The first talking picture 
. «the first musical picture... 
the first gangster picture... 
one first after another—all 
made by Warner Bros.! 

indi 
Warner Bros. climax a 

year of sensational hits with 
another first of its kind — 

CAPTURED! 
LESLIE HOWARD: DOUG. FAIRBANK Su 
PAUL LUKAS- MARGARET LINDSAY 



OFFICIAL BILLING 

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. 

& The Vitaphone Corp. 25% 

present 

“CAPTURED” 100% 

with 

Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas 15% 

Margaret Lindsay 15% 
Directed by Roy Del Ruth 20% 

A Warner Bros. & Vitaphone Picture 40% 

A group of captured officers of 
the Allied forces are herded in a 
German prison camp where a brutal 
Commandant heaps on them all: the 
cruelties he can. In a revolt several 
men are killed and the commandant 
shot by his own orderly. 

~The Adjutant confines the men in 

told horrors until Ehrlich, a graduate 
of Oxford, is appointed new Com- 

Allison is very much in love with 
his young wife, Monica, whom he had 
met and married just six days be- 
fore he sent to the front, but 

puzzled and hurt because she 
80 ‘requently. In her 

very cool. He tells Allison he is going 
to steal an airplane and escape. Alli- 
son tries to dissuade him, as it would 
mean that the others would be con- 
fined again in the dungeon. Digby, 
declaring it is every ‘man for him- 

self, obtains a German overcoat that 
night, flees and drops his own coat 
in his flight. He is successful in steal- 
ing a plane and gets back to the 
English lines where he is given leave 

to go to London. He goes straight to 
Monica. 

Directed by ... 

Based on novel 

Screen Play by .... 
Photography by .. 

Film Editor ....... i 

Art Director . 
Gowns by ....... 
Vitaphone Orchestra Conducted by ....... 

Length 6479 Ft. 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 

_.John Bleifer 
Phillip Faversham 
Frank Reicher 

..JSoyee Coad 
‘Wm. Le Maire 

J. Carroll Naish 
.-o»+-Bert Sprotte 
Reginal a Pasch 
wy: rding 

.....Hans Joby 

Just at the time of his flight, how- 
ever, Elsa a pretty German girl, is 
found murdered in the camp. Digby’s 
coat is near the body, and in it is a 
letter which proves to be a love mis- 
sive form Monica, Ehrlich demands 
that Allison sign a document asking 
for Digby’s return to the camp to be 

-| tried for murder. At first Allison 
refused, but when he sees the letter 
from his wife, he signs. | 

Digby is sent back, tried, convicted 
and sentenced to be shot. He passion- 
ately denounces Allison for conspir- 
ing to have him executed. The night 
before Digby is to be shot a crazed 
Russian soldier leaves a note for Al- 
lison, stating that he had killed the 
girl. Allison torn by hatred, does not 
turn in the note until he sees his. old 
time friend led out and blindfolded. 
Then he can stand it no longer. He 
turns the note over to Ehrlich and 
Digby is freed. 

Allison finally becomes convinced 
that Digby has told the truth in stat- 

i that Monica loves him and not 
her husband. He resolves on the su 
preme sacrifice and plans a general 
escape for all the men, except him- 
self. The prisoners overpower the 
guards and steal enough planes to 
carry them across the lines. Allison, 
a trusted prisoner, goes to the watch 
tower, overpowers the watch and 
covers the escape with machine gun 

fire. A bomb is hurled into the tower 
when the Germans find that the 
machine guns are turned on their 
own men and Allison is killed. 

Digby takes command of the 
planes, and as they pass over the 
prison camp, he orders the fleet to 
dip in salute to the dying Allison. 

...Roy Del Ruth 

Sir Philip Gibbs 
...Edward Chodoroy 

..Barney McGill 
..Wm. Holmes 

..Robt. Haas 

: ..Orry-Kelly 

“Leo F. Forbstein 

Time 72 mins. 
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LESLIE HOWARD 
Born in London, Leslie Howard was brought up 

clerk. His parents were non-professionals and lived in 
London. He attended a private school and went 
to Dulwich College to learn all about 
When the war came, Leslie enlisted and fought 
throughout its duration, Banking and clerking 
was too prosaic after his experience in France, 
so he donned mufti and turned to the stage. 

Among the successful stage plays, Mr. Howard 
has starred in are ‘Berkeley Square,’’ ‘‘Out- 
ward Bound,’’ ‘‘Her Cardboard Lover,’’ ‘‘ Mr. 
Pim Passes By’’ and ‘‘The Green Hat.’?’ 

On the screen he has been seen in “Out- 
ward Bound,” “A Free Soul,” “Smilin’ Trrough,” 
“Devotion,” “The Animal Kingdom,” “Secrets,” 

Out No. 4 
Out 15¢ Mat Se 

“Reserved For Ladies,” “Five and Ten,” “Never The Twain Shall 
Meet” and “Service For Ladies,” this one being made in England. 
He is now appearing in “Captured!” for Warner Bros, 

* MARGARET LINDSAY 
Margaret Lindsay, who has the leading feminine 

star cast of ‘‘Captured!’? was born in Dubuque, Iowa, 
being Margaret Kies, She was educated in the 2 

She began with small parts on the 
worked up to leading roles, playing also 
and repertoire. Her biggest stage hit cal 
‘*Death Takes A Holiday.’? Recently she entered 
pictures and made a striking success in her role 
in ‘‘Cavaleade.’’ Other pictures in which she has 
appeared include ‘‘ Private Detective 62,’’ ‘*Baby 
Face,’’ ‘‘Voltaire,’’ ‘‘All Ameriean,’? ‘« 
America,’’ ‘‘Onee In a Lifetime,’’ ‘*The Fourth 

Horseman’’ and ‘‘West of Singapore.’’ 

Out No. 32 
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., a member of the all star cast of the 

Warner Bros. picture, ‘‘Captured!’’ was born in New York City, 
educated there and in Paris, London, Pasadena and 
Los Angeles. 

He first became interested in motion pictures 
through watching his father perform. His first 
movie work consisted of writing sub-titles for a 
number of Doug. Sr’s. silent pictures. He started 

as an extra and rose rapidly to stardom, 
Since becoming a Warner Bros.-First Nation- 

al player, his popularity has increased by such 
productions as ‘The Narrow Corner,’’ ‘‘Love 
Is a Racket,’’ ‘‘It’s Tough To Be Famous,’’ 
‘*Union Depot,’ ‘‘Searlet Dawn,’’ ‘Parachute 
Jumper’? and ‘*The Life of Jimmy Dolan.’’ 

PAUL LUKAS 
Paul Lukas, a member of the all star cast of the 

picture ‘‘Captured!’’ was born on a railroad train as 
into the Hungarian capital, Budapest. He was 
educated in Hungary and there began his theatri- 
eal career, directing various school entertainments, 

His career was temporarily halted when the 
war broke out and~Lukas enrolled in the Hun- 
garian air corps. At the end of the war, he gave 
up his commission to enroll in the Actor’s Acad- 
emy at Budapest where he studied for two years, 
later making his debut on the stage in the title 
role of Molnar’s ‘‘Lilliom.’’ 

While appearing in a Moliere play, he was 
seen by Max Reinhardt who invited him to ap- 
pear as guest artist in Berlin and Vienna. It was in 

Out No. 6 
Out 150 Matse 

Berlin that he undertook his first sereen role. Shortly after his return 
to Budapest, he was seen in a play by an American film producer who 
induced him to come to the United States. Since then he has appeared 
in a number of films, among them “Women Love Once,” “Vice Squad,” 
“City Streets,” “Unfaithful” and “Grand Slam.” 

LESLIE HOWARD and MARGARET LINDSAY are the striking new 
couple who have dwarfed all other screen lovers. They are appearing 

together in “Captured,” Warner Bros.’ latest smash, at The Strand. 
Cut No.13 Out 800 Mat 100 
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